
e. Effects_£Lvictl.f!1....s:har?cteristics on case Pl'o{',;ssing. De

sctibing the· charactel'istics of the victif'tlS of various crimes is the 

first step in looking at the interaction of victims, criminals and the 

crilll'inal justice Systc;iil. Exar;lining the effects of the charael. 'istics of 

the victims on the actions of the cl'iminal justice system is the next step. 

Two specific questions can be addressed fl'om the PROMIS data: 

o How do the characteristics of the victims affect the 

processing of a case once a defendant is al'rested? 
o 

Do these victim character'ist'ics make a difference after 

controll ing for other factoY's? 

In examinino the effect of the victim ' s characte,'istics on case process

ing, ideally one would want to examine each person victimized in a criminal 

incident. Howevel', because only one victim is recorded in the old PROMIS 

system and th'j s vi ctim is not necessari 1y the same vi ctim descri bed in each 

of the codefendant's case records, court cases involving one defendant will 

be the unit of observation for this study. First, papering and conviction 

rates will be computed for all the cases involving a victim. These rates 

will be the dependent variables. Next, the effect of the following indepen

dant variables can be tested: 

o 
Personal rharacteristics of the victim--age; sex; whether 

employed; whether victim hus a physical disability, has used 

opiates, and/or has a history of chronic alcohol abuse. 

o The l'elationship between the victim and defendant. 
o 

o 

Whether the victim has an arrest record. 

Whethel' the victim provoked the defendant or participated 

in the offense. 
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The val'iables will be tested separately to see their effects using the 

crime categories involving personal victims. Next, the variables found to 

determine prosecution and conviction in the analysis of prosecutor perfor

mance can be included in a mult'iple regl'ession model as contl'td variables to 

see if the victim's charactel'istics still have an effect after controlling 

for these other determinants. The follo\'Jing ate hypotheses cnl.cerniny 

these relationships. 

(1) Victimologists, beginning \'lith Hentig, have hypothesized ~hat the 

weak are more likely to be victill1ized--thc old, the very young, females, 

etc. 24 \'!hile this hypothesis cannot be tested with arrest data, one would 

suspect that when the victim is considered d~fenscless or helpless, this 

waul d arouse more anger to\!lard tile defencbnt and marc s'ympathy for tile 

victim. Thus, the following groups VJould be more likely to have their cases 

prosecuted: the very young, the very old, females, and persons with a phys

ical disability. This hypothesis would not hold for persons \'Jho have used 

opiates and persons who are chronic abusers of alcohol, since these persons 

can be seen as responsible for their situation. 

(2) The closer the relationship between the victim and the defendant, 

the less likely the case will be prosecuted or end in conviction. There are 

several reasons why this might be true: the prosecution believing that the 

family members or friends who have been victimized will ultimately not be 

willing to testify may be reluctant to prosecute the case. Another possi

bility is that the prosecution may believe it is preferable to leave matters 

between family and friends outside the framework of ihe criminal courts. 

24 Hans Von Hentig, The Criminal and His V'jctim (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1948). 
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(3) If the victim has 0.n arrest record, ,this 1'/111 cause his cas.e to 

result in prosecution or conviction less often. As a witness, he is im

peachi1l)le if he has had a felony conviction in the past ten years, or a 

conviction for a misdemeanor involving "mol'al turpitude"--for example, 

larceny. It will be assumed that some proportion of the victims "lith 

arrest records are impeachable. 

(4) If the victim provoked the defendant or participated in the 

offense, it would be less likely that the case would result in conviction. 

Mendolsohn constructed a typology of victinls based on the degree to which 

h ' ,25 the victim was responsible for 1S own cr1me. If a victilll is actually 

labeled as havino provoked the defendant or participated in the offense, 

the ptu';('cutor \'lOuld probably be less 1 ikely to pursue the cose. 

To complete th~ research under this area will require five steps: 

o A literature search on situational variables associated with various 
tYIJeS of criminal bchaviOl~ should be conducted. 

o Situational variables available in PROMIS should be defined. 

Other situatio~al variables available from the case jacket, ~ut not 
prese~tlY recorded in PROMIS, should be examined to see which ones mlght be 
worth recording in a small sample study. 

o Hypotheses should be developed as to the l'elationship of ~:he situa
tional variables to the papering and c1nviction rates. 

o Multivariate analysis of the situational variables in terms of their 
relationship to the papering and conviction rates should be conducted. 

6. Predicting Recidivism with PROMIS data 

a. Introduction Due to the overcrowding of calendars and the 

overburdening of prosecutive and adjudicature resources in the urban courts 

of the United States, there is a need to assign priorities to individual 

25 Discussed in The Victim and His Criminal by Stephen Schafer (New York: 
Random House) 1968")'- pp. 42-43. 
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cases. Limited resources demand careful answers to these questiolls: Which 

cases should receive more attention? What is the most effective way of 

handling particular types of cases? Such questions force one to examine the 

goals of the criminal justice system. Cases should be handled to produce 

wha~ result, wh~. effect? 

One criterion for judging the effect'iveness of the criminal justice 

syst.em is its ability to reduce cl·iIL~. Basical'ly, thetc are h:o viaYs of 

accomplishing this goal. One is to rpjuce the numlJer of persons I'/ho cO;J;,nit 

a crime for the fi rst tilne and the other is to reduce reci di vi 5m among 

those who have already committed a cril!1e. Since court cases involve ar

rested persons (some proportion of whom, it may be assumed, have indeed 

committed a crime), an appropriate \'Jay of deciding hoVl to assign priorit'ies 

in case handling is to use the goal of reducing recidivism. HO\'/ever, 

actions taken to reduce recidivism may produce an increase in the number 

of persons committing a crime for the first time. A recent article by 

Cook points out that if recidivism is reduced by providing effective 

vocational rehabilitation in prisons, for example~ any deterrent effect of 

incarceration on the general public may be 10st. 26 

If the reduction of recidivism through effective policies of the 

criminal justice system is set as a goal, three basic research questions 

emerge: 

o When a person is screened for prosecution, what is the 
best prediction that can be made as to whether he or she 
will tecidivate? 

o How do the actions of the police, the prosecutor, the de
fense counsel and judge during the processing of a case 
affect recidivism, controlling for the presonal character
istics of the defendant and the defendant's criminal his
tOI~Y? 

26 Phillip Cook~ liThe Correctional Cal'rot: Better Jobs for Parolees," 
Policy Analysis, 1, No.1 (viinter 1975), p. 49. 
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o For persons sentenced to a period of in~arceration, do any 
of their exper'i(~nc:cs with the corrections systEm affect the 
probi:lbi1ity of recidivism, contro1l"ing for personal 
crlclractcrist'ics, crwracteristics of the defendant's crim
ina 1 Iri story, and the acti ons taken duti n9 the p)'ocess i ng 
of a ca~;c? 

Tile first question is aimed at developing a tool which will be useful 

to prosecutors in deterr,lin'ing \'~hich cases have defendants v-lith a greater 

liklihood of recidivating. The second question allows the dtfferent 

actors in the handling of a case to evaluate their decisions with respect 

to particular types of defendants. If it can be determined empirically, 

what affect particular decisions made by the prosecutor or judge have on 

particular types of defendarlts, policy can be revised (vJithin the existing 

mora 1 antl 1 ega 1 framework) to maximi ze the probabi l'j ty that the defendant 

will not recidivate. As for the thil'd question, the effect of the defen-

dant's experiences within the corrections system on recidivism can be 

used to evaluate treatment programs, again \'Jith the goal of reducing recid

ivism. 

The information needed to answer these questions can be derived from 

the empirical data on defendants as they pass through the court system, 

available in PROMIS. In addition, sentencing data from the court (which 

have not always been available in PROMIS in the past) and data from D.C. 

Department of Corrections can be used to complete the analysis. This sec

tion describes how the analysiS of recidivism will be structured to make 

the best use of the data available in Washington, D.C. 

b. Previous research.' Although recidivism is a topic which 

has received a great deal of attention by criminologists, the focus in terms 

of pred'iction has most often been on who is likely to commit another crime 
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after incarceration or after receiving a particular sentence. Parole 

studies have been numel'OUS, beginning as early as 1923, with Warner's study 

of the success or failure of pa to 1 eas in r·1Jssl1chusetts. 27 The generCl 1 form 

of these early studies was to analyze the association betWG2n characteristics 

of the criminal, the crimes for VJhich he hhd been conv'ie'Led, his ins!:itutional 

expel~iences, and recidivism or "parole failure." The lllethodolo9Y of the 

early studies ViaS sililple, VJith multiple regression analys'is, which controls 

for the influence of many independent vuri&bles simultaneously, only appear-

ing as late as the 1950's. TI1is method of looking at the success 01' failure 

of a gi ven 91'ouP of parol ees beCanlG known 0.5 the "base expectancy" apptoClch. 

At first, tile scores develored added a point for each char'actel"istic a 

defendant pussessed \'Jhi ch vms pos it'i ve ly a.ssoci ated \·ri 1.11 teci di v'i sm. 

Later, the results of multiple l'egrcssion analyses were used to form weight-

ed scores predicting parole success or failure. 

PRO~lIS cLlrt'entiy contains such a vJeighted score for the defendant 

based on the results of a parole study in California. 28 The score is 

computed based on information collected at the initial screening of the 

case by the prosecutor and is weighted as follows: 

27 Early pal'ole studies are discussed and summarized in Ilermann Mannheim 
and Leslie T. Wilkins, Prediction Methods in Relation to Borstal Training 
(London: Her Majesty's Stationary Of'fice, 19-55). 

28 Donald ~.1. Gottfredson, liThe Base Expectancy Approach, II in Norman 
Johnston, et al. (eds.) The Sociology of Punishment and Correction, 
2nd ed. (New York: Wiley, 1970), pp. 807-13. 
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Arrested in past 5 yenrs 

tlUi,lbcr of previ ous arrests 
(if greater than one) 

t~Uinbcr of previ ous a nes ts for ctimes 
il9ainsi persons ("if g)'eater than one) 

Fi rst arrest for auto theft 

Indication of opiate usc at any tilile 

Indication of alcohol abuse 

Alias ever used 

Was present job held for less than 6 months 

\1ei gilt 

+ 10 

+ 5 

+ 5 

+ 2.5 

+ 5 

+ 2.5 

+ 2.5 

+ 2.5 

It was originally added to PROMIS in order to provide an index of the 

seriOLlSll!::)$ of the defendants l histories in misdem(::unor cases and has not 

been tested to see IIOW well it predicts the future behavior of defendants 

in Washington, D.C. One phase of the rescarcll is to revise the score, pos

sibly add'ing information about the effect of the characteristics of the 

current case. It should be remeMbered that, although in addreSSing the first 

research question the same approach as in previous parole studies is being 

used, the population being studied is different. Rather than incarcerated 

persons, PROt-llS contains data on persons arrested. The purpose in trying 

to predict their behavior is to allow the prosecutor to concentrate more 

resources ot! the persons most likely to recidivate. 

The previous research relating to the third research question of pre

dicting recidivism after correctional treatment follows in the tradition 

of these same parole studies. However, the second question concerning the 

effect of actions taken during case processing on recidivism is a relative

ly new area. Sentencing decisions are the only actions which have been 
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thoroughly tesearched. Hood and Sparks summarize these studies as having 

four basic ~onclusions: 

o Probation is likely to be at least as effective in prevent

ing tecidivism as an instit~tional sentence. 

o Fines and disclJarges are much more effective than either 

probation ot imprisonment for first offenders und recidivists 

of all age groups. 

o Longer institutional sentences are no more effective in IJre

verting recidivism than shorter ones. 

o The offendel's most likely to improve are the Jlllledium risks." 29 

Although many have recognized the potential in studying the effects 

of actions taken during case processing, the datu needed to do such a 

study have generally not been available. The Presidentls COHllniss'ion on 

Law Enforcement and Adlninistration of Justice called for such work to be 

done when it wrote in 1967: 

A question to be explored is whether the tearrest prob
abilities and the crime-type distributions become worse 
for those who are processed further through the court 
system. If that is tile case, it Illay result either fl'olll 
differences among individuals who reach the various 
stages or from the treatment itself. Unfortunately, d~5a 
to examine such basic questions do not now exist ... 

The hypothesis that rearrest probabilities increase the further a defendant 

moves into the criminal justice system ~3n be tested with PROMIS data. 

29 Roger Hood and Richard Sparks, Key Issues in Criminology: (New York: 
McGraw-Hill, 1970L pp. 186-19l. 

30 Marvin \101 fgang, et. al., The Soci~y of Crime and Del inguency (New 
York: Wiley, 1970), p. 113. 
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c. !L!.l:,q~_el of !.r-.c:.idivi.?J]~. In an attempt to structure the 

analysis to pl'(!(j'ict recidivism, a model ViaS dev(;lo[1cd (See Figure 1). This 

is a silnplified model, with categories of vari~bles represented by boxes on 

thr;> ciiillJrarn. The probahil i t:y of a dc:fencJant recidivating is the dependent 

va~~i;iblc in thG model, vJith the independent variablt';s to the left. (The 

n1C?aS!lY'(!il1lmt of rr.;C'idivisrn is discussed in deta'il in Section 6d.) There are 

seven factors which can be SGen as possibly influencing recidivism: the 

per:wnul characteristics of the def(~ndant; rris previous criminal history; 

actions taken by the rolice, prosecutor, defense counsel, and judge during 

tltf: criminul court process; and 'f"innlly, the defendant's experiences within 

ill C(Ir tecto ions system. 

The structure of the model hypothesizes interrelationsfrips among the 

factol's i nfl uenc i ny reci di vi Sill. The pCt'sona 1 character'; sti cs of the de-

fondant arc hypothesized as having an effect on the defendant1s crilninal 

history as \'Iell as an independent effect on recidivism. Similarly, the 

defE~ndant's criminal histol'Y may affect the actions taken by the police, 

prosecutor, defense counsel and judge, as well as having an effect on the 

probability of recidivism. Feedback relationships are ant"icipated bet\'Jeen 

the actions taken by the pol ice, pl'osecuto)", defense counsel and judge, and 

the defendant's cdminal histOl'Y. Tile defendant's criminal histol'Y is 

eventua lly determi ned by the act i O(rS of the crimi na 1 j usti ce agents; and 

as a criminal history accumulates, this has an effect on the actions taken 

by the police, prosecutor, defense counsel and judge. Since a case moves 

from the police to the prosecutor, defense counsel and judge, and finally 

into the corrections system (if there is a period of incarceration imposed), 

the actions of an agent at each stage in the crilninal justice process affect 
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the actions of the agent at til'" Ile'x!- star''''. ~ v ~~ In addition, the actions of the 

fW()S((;lli:cJr, d r(, 1 d' d . (:ltl~;e C;)Ullse an Jur ge are interrr~lated, It:ith the actions of 

each h,w; ng an eff[-:ct on the act,' OilS f"," t~ln 0tlt1"1'S. F' 
- v ,~~ lnally, whether the 

. dElf(;il~Lnt ept(;/'s the cc rrC:!cti ona 1 syst(~m is dependent upon the sentcnci ng 

dcc'js'i()[l Qf til!:: J'Ud r.18. lJ 1·,· ·····I·"e 1'1 tl t' 1 • n ,) l. III III(: COYT('t:':lOna systerr. becomes pnrt 

of his Ct"ill!ili:,li hl'StOI'Y. l'11e de'" I t' " 1 h Hmuan' s Ct'lfillna istory may affect the 

aCtiOl~::; ti!h:m by any of the criminlll justice; agents at any point during 

the prcJC!;SS. 

Using this lilodal, the analysis can bo stl'ucturr.'!d to anSWE'I' the ques

tiorls posed fcn' fJred"ir,'i·ill~J recl·dl·\J'I·'.,','ll. Th 
". v e PfH'soliul characteri sti cs of the 

dcfc·tI(bnt and c(~rt(lin charactf.:rist·jc.s of his criminal history, includ'ing 

tho lil()St recent offense, arc the pieces of infurtllation available Ii/hen a 

caSH arJD.inst a dtfcndant is urougllt by tho pol ice to the prosecutor for 

scrocn·inrg. A sef)"r"'t l' f I 
I. ':1 ,.e ana YS1S o· twse vuriables \1i1'l yield the best pre-

diction of rec'itj'ivism frOll] tIle data ","ill·lable. Aid't' u·C·l lonal variables avail-

able from corrections data may also suggest items which should be collected 

at screening due to their abnity to predict recidivism. 

The second research question is, given the I}ropensity toward recidiv'ism 

shown b.y the above analysis. what .1.' t k aCl.10nS a'en by the criminal justice sys-

tem during the processing of a case can reduce this basic propensity? .In 

many studies, the only focus is on the influence of the personal character

istics and/ot~ criminal history of the defendant on recidivism. Since these 

are essentially fixed characteristics when the defendant enters the system 

with a new case, it i~ difficult to make any policy recommendations other 

than to concentrate more t"esources on those most likely to recidivate. On 

the other hand, if it can be determined that certain actions of the prose

cutor are successful with a cel'tain group of defendants, fol' instance, first 
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offenders under 25, this finding COJld be used to t"econ~end specific actions 

to be taken :in the hand1ing of these 'individuals. 

The third question about tlw effects of incarceration Ciln be addressed 

by analyzing only persons sentenced to some per';od of incan:;(~l'at·ion. All 

of the other preceding variables can Le included in the annlysis. in order 

three problems in defilling the dependent val'iables of recid-jvisill in th'is 

analysis: It/hat event is to be cons'idered a failute--a l'earl'C~st~ i1 repi'oscCU-

tion or a reconvict'jon; 110vi can the ser'iousncss of the rec;d'jv'isc;c event:; 

be accounted for? 

Defining ilOVJ far a dC!fl.~ndant n;~E:t 11:0VP into the ctirlrin:1l justice sys-

tem before being cOl,siderr.d a recidivist is important. As B1Ui~lstein and 

Larson point out, if arrests are used, sonK~one r,lay be included as a 1'8-

cidivist who did not actually com:nit anothei' crime; whereas if conv'ict'jons 

are used, many persons who did co~nit crimes will not be included. 3l 

Since most of the pl'edictive studies of recidivism have been with parole 

data, reconviction is usually the measure us~d. Rather than choosing one 

definition or another, rearrests, reprosecutions and reconvictions will each 

be analyzed separately as dependent variables. It is expected that each of 

these measures will yield slightly different results, but the direction of 

the relationships is hypothesized to be the same. For instance, if the 

age of the defendant has a negative effect on the probability of rearrest, 

31A'lfred Blumstein and Richard C. Latson, "Problems in t~odeling and Heasur
ing Recidivism," Journal of Research in Crime and Delinquency, 8, No.2 
(July 1971), pp. 124-125. 
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it would also be expected to have a negative effect on the probability of 

rccnnv"j c t"j on. 

with Ur:~ ptoblr:lil of the seriousness of the recicHvi stic act. If a defcll'. 

dant (~;,n f:10Ve 'Fro;i] cOflill1itt'ing arHlI:?d rcbbci'ies to all occasion;;!l misderne.;mor 

thh Cim b(~ S(J(~l1 uS illlpY'OV21li2nt 'in sO;lIe sense. Glaser makes this point 

Recidivisill is rner:;sun::d in terlTIs of one I'CDr1'8st) recon
viction or rein:~ji'isomnent, vlthough those thus classified 
as rec-idlvi:;ts dHT(:I' trcmc:ndot.(sly in the immcdi(lcy, eX-

32 tent nnd sl~riou;;n~'ss of theil' rene\';ed cl'iflrinc,l bellavio\'. -

An (!,>;c;:ilijl(; of a st.udy It/hich d'jd take the seriousness of the subsequent 

Cril1iC' i tlto accoun t: 1':5:) conduc~Gd by Lode, et a 1. The study analyzed pre-

tr'iul rulcc:se 'jn l'Jasfiinuton, D.C., by using a criterion of "dangerousness ll 

ba!:;(!cl on certain elE:il12nts of the offense. 33 PROmS contains the Sel'lin-

1401 fuan ;; ~)corc of 8[lch off(;ns0, i'/hicl1 is a measure of the: seriousness of 

an offense based on ho\'/ many I'ersons Vicre 'j nj ured) hospitu 1 i zed, the 

amount of property t.aken, etc. The score vias developed by asking citizens 

and cY"illl'ina1 just'ice practitioners to rate the set"iousness of crimes and 

then isolating the elements of the crime which were associated with higher 

l~atin9S. The serioust,ess scon~ can be used as a scalar dependent variable 

in a regression analysis, since it ranges from 0 to 80 and higher. For 

those persons who recidivate, the dependent variable can be the seriousness 

32 Daniel Glaser, ?r~.:t!,iaUelease wi~lli._~l~pportJ.Y!= Services .for "High Risk" 
Defendi:!.!.lts, ~10nograph) National Center for Crimi.! and Delinquency, 1973, p. 22. 

33 Locke, J. Iv., et al., "Compilation and Use of Cl"'iminal Court Data in 
Relat;ion to Prc-Tl'ial Release of Defendants,1I National Bureau of Standards, 
Technical Note 535 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1970). 
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score of the second case. 

The pl'?blem of measut"ing the frequency of recidiv'istic llcts invcdvt:'s 

g'iving each patson an equal amount of time to recidivate:. Tfris problt;;:l has 

led to the appl ication of var'joLls approaches of oFc!'ntiot::. research to 

recidiV'islil, such as the lise of failuyo tate dlli::lys;s.34 'li1G dis~dv,inL(:~!e 

'of using failure: rate Dna.lys'is \'/ith PR0i'HS dab is that it hecu:11c:s d'ifi"j .. 

cult to include th2 richnoss of til:: control vu)'i(}blc~; availuble f!))~ ('(\ell 

defendant. Since a fai'lure rUe is a group 1;12;J.:'llI'G COii1put~.;d uS fai1w(::, 

over total cxpo~ure tilT.(;, pl'ogtams (l1C! analyzed vJithol1t contn)l1'ing fo)' 

defendClnt i s chance to recidivate i:; to set a sp(:cified tilIfJ por'jod fot' 

recidivism. Eithcr a PQ)'son n:;ci,:'iv2tes or does not in tho time pel'iod 

set, rr:g,:rdlcss of his behnvior after the tin;(~ perind. 

There is still another complication in giving defendants a fixed peri-

od of tir!le to tQc-idivate: DElch per-sen must be ~1.£ to recid'iv(lte. If S0ll10-

one is incarcerated, he or she cannot be compared to a pel'son who is living 

in the community. C01~rect'ions infotlHat'ion can be used to provide da.t'~ on 

when defendants are in jailor prison. Whatever the period of time ea.cll 

defenJant is given to recidivate, time must only be counted for each day 

the defendant is "free." 

In summal'Y, there will be three types of dependent variables: 

o Counts of the number of re~rrests, reprosecutions, and re-

convictions for the panel of defendants as they ate followed 

in PROMIS. 

34 Stephen Stollmack and Carl M, Harl'is, "Failure-rate Analysis Applied to 
Recidivism Data," Operations Reseal~ch'. 22) No.6 (November 1974), pp. 1192-
1205. 
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o Dichotomous l!leasures of \llheLhc:r or not a person recidivates 
by being rearl'(lsted 9 reprosc1cuted, or' reconvicted within a 

.giver period of tirn,~. 

Measures of the seriousness of the subsequent case based 
on the characteristics of the previous case. 

One of tile: contr'Hl!ltiCrlS of the study VJr!l be in a!l<llyzing the dhferences, 

(~ . 
in Pito:.1TS~ there is not tlv:.! SCltl12 P'r'occss of choos'ing inu.;pendcnt var'iab'los as 

there 'L, in IllOSt rcsC'f.f'ch. Of course, thel'e is sow: cho'ice as to the struc-

tur'ins flf UlC vcll'ictblcs. FCll i:ul'lutely, so;,,(; informJt'ion is available fot' 

each of the' fllctors 'j den ti f'i ed in the rnod~.: 1. In udcl'iti on to PROi,;rS. suppl e-

mnntll'j 'inft,rmt1tion is beil10 sought fl"om the D.C. Superior Court: on sentencing 

decis'i(Ill~; «nd fl'Olil tlh.: coP'eeL'joils department in l'egai'd to treatment of persons 

incarcctatcd. The sentencing dc.ta \'/ill have to be hand coded since they are 

in frGC! .. fOl·nwt~ litera'j form on the courtls tape. The D.C. Departmcnt of 

CorrCC't,'iOliS hu~. a dtlta systell: (CRISYS) \·:hich can be used for h/O purposes: 

first, to provide information on persons incal'ceratc;d \!/hich \'Iill be used as 

independ(;t1L vai'iablcs in the ilnillysis, and sccond, to yield information on 

whether c person is in jan 0)' out in the community and "eligible ll to t'ecicii

vate. The independent variables available for testing in the ~odel are 

shown in Table 4. 

f. H1potl~~~. Si nee there are trll'ee research questi ons, there 

are three sets of hypotheses concerning the prediction of recidivism. Each 

will be discussed separately below. Some hypotheses are based on previous 

research and are an attempt to replicate earlier studies. Others are hypoth

eses which have not been tested previously. 
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not been tested previously. 

(1) The first research objective is to determine the best prediction 

of recidivism from the information available when a defendant comes in for 

screening. The available' information consists of personal characteristics 

of the defendant and characteristics of his criminal history. Below are 

listed the hypothesized directions of the relationship to recidivism for 

each vari~ble. It should be noted that evenhandedness is as important a 

goal for criminal justice as the reduction of recidivism. Some variables, 

such as race and sex, are included in the analysis although they would not 

be used as items in a revised score. 

I Personal Characteristics of 
the Defendant 

Age 

Race (Black) 

Sex (Male) 

Defendant employed at time of arrest 

Length of time last job held 

History of chronic alcohol abuse 

History of opiate use 

Direction of Hypothesized 
Relationship to Recidivis~ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

An additional variable available on personal characteristics will be the 

neighborhood of residence of the defendant. It.is expected that defendants 

living in neighborhoods with high concentration of offenders will be more 

likely to recidivate due to their opportunity to associate with persons 

-committing crimes. 

Characteristics of the defendant's criminal history are expected to 

be the most important determinants of recidivism: 

":112-
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II. Characteristics of the Defendant's 
Criminal History 

Arrested in pa~t five years 

Has used an alias 

Number of previous arrests 

Number 'of previous arrests for 
crimes against persons 

First arrest for auto theft 

Time since most recent arrest 

Number of convictions 

Characteristics of the current case: 

Misdemeanor rather than felony 

Case seriousness (Sellin-Wolfgang 
Index) 

Number of defendants 

Number of witnesses 

Direction of Hypothesized 
Relationship to Recidivism 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Two additional criminal history variables are the type of the current 

case and the relationship between the victim and the defendant in the cur-

rent case. Using the results of previous studies, it is hypothesized that 

those arrested for personal victimizations involving violence, including 

homicides, assaults and forcible sex offenses, will be the least likely to ' 

recidivate. Those arrested for auto theft, robbery, and burglary will 

be most likely to recidivate. The hypothesis concerning the victim/offend

er relationship is that the closer the relationship between the victim and 

the defendant in the current, case, the less 1 ikely the defendant will re-

cidivate. 
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(2) The second research question involves the evaluation of particular 

actions tak~n during case processing.by the police, prosecutor, defense 

counsel and judge. The personal characteristics of the defendant and the 

defendant's criminal history will be included as control variables. Two 

general hypotheses to be tested are: the further a person moves into the 

criminal justice system the more likely he will be to recidivate, and in

efficiency in the handling of the defendant's case, as measured by time 

delays and continuances, will increase the likelihood of recidivism. 

III. Actions taken by Police 

Case dismissed due to police mal
practice 

Time between offense and arrest 

IV. Actions taken by Prosecutor 

Case papered 

Case specially assigned to Major 
Violator's Unit 

Case nollied 

Successful diversion 

Acceptance of plea bargain 

Number of continuances 

Time between arrest and final 
disposition 

V. Actions taken by Defense Counsel 

Number of motions filed 

VI. Actions taken by Judge 

Dismissal of case 

Finding of guilty 

-114-

Direction of Hypothesized 
Relat~onship to Recidivism 

. + 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

" 

.. _ J 

The sentencing decision of the judge is also expected to have impact 

on recidivis~. It is important to differentiate between short-term and 

long-term effects. In the short-term, incarceration may be effective in 

preventing a person from recidivating by keeping him or her off the streets, 

but may increase his or her chances of recidi'vating after confinement. 

Both effects can be examined. In the long-term, it is hypothesized that 

the sentences will range from most effective to least effective in the 

following order: special programs, fines, probations, short periods of in

carceration, suspended sentence or unsupervised probation, and finally long 

periods of incarceration. 

(3) The third research question concerns the effect of correctional pro

grams and policies on recidivism •. The population studied will be all per

sons sentenced to a period of incarceration, with the independent variables 

already mentioned included in the analysis as controls. Two of the most 

important independent variables will be the type of institution where in

carcerated and the length of time incarcerated. It is hypothesized that 

persons incarcerated in high security prisons will recidivate more often 

when released, and that inmates from an institution with a lower ratio of 

professional to nonprofessional staff will recidivate more often than those 

from an institution with a higher ratio. Overall, the longer a person is 

incarcer~ted the more likely he or she will be to recidivate. 

Within an institution, special correctional treatment programs can be 

evaluated. Special progrems are hypothesized as having a beneficial effect, 

with persons who participate in them having lower recidivism rates than 

those who do not. Those who complete programs are predicted to recidivate 

less than those who drop out. A good conduct record, no escapes, and a 
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high ratio ,of "good time" days gain~d over "good time" days lost are each 

hypothesized as having a negative effect on recidivism. 

g. Panel design. The basic design of the recidivism analysis 

is to follow a panel of defendants in Washington, D.C. Criminal histories 

" . 

of defendants appearing in PROMIS will be gradually accumulated and analyzed. 

By following the defendants in PROMIS, one can continually monitor whether 

any actions taken during the processing of a case makes any difference in 
. 

terms of predicting recidivism. One can focus on the differences between 

those who recidivate and those who do not. If the background of a panel 

group is analyzed, on the other hand, one does not know what happened to the 

group similar to the panel group who did not get involved in crime. 

Some analysis will be completed on the prediction of recidivism using 

defendants who had at least one case in 1973. This panel of 1973 defendants 

can then be followed into 1974 and 1975. The advantage of beginning with 

1973 data is that PROMIS has more complete information for this year than 

was collected in 1971 and 1972. However, a sample panel will also be formed 

of 1971 defendants who will then be followed into 1972, 1973, 1974 and 1975. 

The advantage of this smaller sample is that it will allow a five-year 

, rather than a three-year follow-up period. After the three-year or five

year period, a standard procedure for constantly updating the score developed 

for predicting recidivism can be implemented~ 

The tasks to be completed in this area of research are: 

o A literature search should be conducted on definitions of 
recidivism and ways of predicting recidivism. 

o Definitions of recidivism should be formed which can be 
used with the PROMIS data base. 
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o The Gottfredson scale should be tested to see if it predicts 
recidivism. 

A n'ew model based on variables within the four large hypothe-
o sized factors in recidivism should be developed and tested to 

see if it will predict recidivism better than the Gottfredson 
scale" 

"-, 
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CHAPTER 5. DATA PURIFICATION FOR RESEARCH PURPOSES 

A. Introdu~tion 

The process of IIpurifyingll data should be important to the researcher 

who analyzes the data. This is particularly true when the end product of 

that research is a set of recon~endations as to specific policy changes 

that should or should not be implemented. Quite often, such recommenda

tions are based on IIpoint estimates ll of the amount of improvement in per

formance or output that a given policy change can be expected to produce. 

If these estimates are in error due to faulty data, implementation of the 

research recommendations can have a pernicious effect on the true perfor

mance of the system being analyzed. 

In some cases the data errors will be randomly distributed over the 

observations that form the basis for policy recommendations. This type of 

error tends to obscure measurement of the true degree of association that 

exists between the factors under investigation. In other instances, the 

errors are systematically distributed in some way over the observations. 

This type of error often produces biases or distortion in the inferred 

relationships; hence, this latter type of error tends to be more harmful 

than the former. In either case, the determination must be made balanc

ing the cost of data purification and the cost of implementing an erroneous 

research finding. 

I'n light of the researcher's concern for reliable data, the research 

of the PROMIS data must include a thorough attempt to purify data and to 

estimate the reliability of each data element that will be used for analy

sis. However, the costs of data purification must be a significant fac

tor when defining the scope of the effort. 
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B. PROMIS Data Base 

PROMIS is designed primarily as an operational-based system to col-, 

lect longitudinal data on cases and defendants as they flow through the 

prosecutorial system. The primary objective of this data gathering is 

the production of reports to aid the prosecutor in the preparation and 

'processing of cases. Therefore, the PROMIS data base was developed more 

for efficient input/output processing of data which included textual in

formation. Even though operations was the primary concern, the PROMIS data 

base does include a wealth of data for the researcher. 

The PROMIS data base as it was formatted in 1973, the year chosen for 

the research data base, was not conducive to the application of standard 

statistical packages for statistical analysis. This was due to the follow

ing data base design characteristics: 

o The duplication of data elements for mult<iple charges in 

a case, which is reflective of the case itself rather than 

each charge (e.g., continuances, case evaluation informa

tion, and witness information), makes it difficult to tabu

late data accurately. 

o The presence of alphanumeric data to describe certain 

variables creates inefficiency in using generalized statis-

tical packages. 

'0 Th: separation in certain situations of cases against one 

defendant that resulted from one criminal incident (e.g., 

indicted felonies, breakdowns). 

o The lack of summary data to describe the status of a case 

requires additional processing in order to summarize dispo

sitions and continuances for analysis. 
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The original PROMIS was recently redesigned and reprogrammed to im

prove upon the collection and storage of data. The new PROMIS design 

includes the following improvements: 

o Duplication of case data has been eliminated 

o Cases arising from the same criminal incident for the 

same defendant have been combined in the same physical 

location on the data base 

o Numeric codes to summarize variables or data elements 

are stored rather than alphanumeric data, thus increasing 

the utility of the data for applying standard statistical 

packages to the data 

o Summary fields have been designed to eliminate additional 

processing to determine the status of a case 

o The editing and validity checking of the input data have 

been improved to enhance the reliability of data 

o Error detection and correction procedures and updating of 

case data have been improved to facilitate the modifica

tion and purification of data. 

Many of the improvements in the new system have been spawned by the 

witness cooperation study. This study provided an initial attempt in 

analyzing the PROMJS data and pointed out the necessity for improving 

PROMIS to enhance the research capability of the data. 

The analysis of the data will be enhanced by reformatting the history 

data into the new PROMIS format. By doing this, the new software wi11 be 

utilized for editing and updating research data during the data purification 

stage. In addition, the data base in the new format could be used more 

extensively than the old for conducting multivariate analysis. 
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There are approximately 50,000 case histories in the PROMIS data base 

collected si,nee Janurlry 1, 1971. This volume alone precludes the use of 

the entire universe of cases for conducting purification and research due 

to the costs that would be involved. Only a sample is needed for research 

purposes. In addition) the early stages of data collection did not include 

'the full set of data that will be required for analysis. 

It has been determined that the cases referred to the Superior Court 

Division for prosecution in 1973 will constitute the sample frame for 

analysis. Not only does 1973 represent the most recent full year of data, 

but it was a year in which the data were most accurately and completely 

collected. 

The use of 1973 cases would not only limit the volume of cases that 

would undergo data purification but would provide the researcher with the 

flexibility for modifying sampling strategies within the year's data. With

in the 1973 cases, there are some data elements which are more important for 

research than others. In fact, there are several fields of information 

(e.g., defendant's name) which will not be used directly for analysis. 

Therefore, ~ priority list of elements was developed which rates each data 

element for research utility (Attachment V). The elements in this chart 

were assigned a priority number between I and IV. If a data element re; 

ceives an "1," this ri1eans that the element is regarded as crucial for re

search; IIII" implies that it is importaD~; "III" implies that it might be 

useful; and "IV II suggests that it does not appear likely to be incorporated 

in the analysis. 

Limiting the scope of the data purification task to 1973 cases and 

cleaning data which have a high priority will result in a purified data 

base for research becoming available sooner. At the same time, some data 
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elements will be identified as "sufficiently reliable" (e.g., error rate 

less than 5%) to be used for research without further purification. 

Limiting the sample to 1973 cases also enables the systems staff to 

utilize the new PROMIS software for reformatting and editing data. By 

extracting 1973 cases and processing these cases through the new software, 

which includes a more stringent edit, much of the data could be reedited 

by the system without a tedious attempt at manually identifying errors. 

In addition, the new software could then be used to easily update errors 

that are identified by the system. The end result of this data recycling 

would provide the researcher with a more purified set of data in order to 

conduct a manual comparison of data to source information, to apply various 

sampling techniques, and to begin generating frequency tabulations for de

sCl'ibing the case workload of the Superior Court Division for the entire 

year of 1973. 

The sampling of data from the universe of 1973 cases can be broken 

down into two stages for reliability analysis and preliminary research. 

Stage I will serve at least three purposes: first, it will provide in· 

formation that will enable the researcher to determine on which variables 

the Stage II sample should be stratified; second, it will give the research

er an initial assessment of the reliability of the data elements on the 

PROMIS master file in order to determine the fields usable for research as 

they now exist on the files so that tabulations of total 1973 caseload 

statistics can be interpreted; third, once these data are cleaned, they 

will serve as a small) sample, purified data base for preliminary in-depth 

research. 

To adequately meet these ends, it was decided that Stage I consist of 

a simple random sample of 100 cases. Each data element would be manually 
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checked with source documents and other available information in terms of 

omission ra~e~ rates of discrepancy with source documents, internal in

consistency rate, and other appropriate reliability measures. It will be 

necessary also to have a not-applicable rate for each data element to re

duce the incidents of frequency counts for blanks. 

Stage II will be a stratified random sample, with the stratification 

plan to be determined on the basis of information obtained from both the 

Stage I sample and the summary frequency tabulation. The number of strata 

and the size of the sample within each stratum in Stage II can be deter

mined after the results of Stage I. 

The summary frequency tabul ation in all 1973 cases wi 11 serve at 1 east 

two useful functions: like Stage I, it will provide information on which to 

base the Stage II stratification scheme; it will also provide an overall 

picture of what is going on at the Superior Court, which is part of the 

first-year research requirement, and, of course, valuable in its own right 

as a means of understanding the system. This tabulation will be inter

preted together with the Stage I sample,- which will provide prel iminary in

formation about the extent to which the data are reliable. The items 

desired on this summary are listed in Attachment VI. 

C~ Specific Tasks 

The purpose of the following tasks is threefold: 

o Produce a file of all 1973 cases from which frequency counts 

can be generated. This file will be available upon completion 

of Task 2. 

o Produce a purified file of 100 cases randomly selected 

from all 1973 cases by cleaning up all known errors in these 

cases through comparison to source documents. This file will 
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be available upon completion of Task 6. 

o Produce a purified file of 500 cases selected from all 1973 

cases based on frequency counts. This file will be available 

upon completion of Task 10. 

1. Task 1. Convert 1973 cases into input transactions for 

the new PROMIS software. 

a. General Description. The PROMIS master and history tapes 

will be run through two programs to create input transactions for 

the new PROMIS software. These two programs were designed and 

tested, to provide test data for the new PROMIS. All transactions 

for the new system are generated except for the EVALUATION trans

action which had not yet been defined when these programs were 

designed. A brief description of these two programs and the modi

fications which will be made to them follows: 

b. PROM3. This program produces the CASE, GRAND JURY, 

BR~AKDOWN, WITNESS and SPECIALLY ASSIGNED transactions. A minor 

modification will be made so ~~at transactions will be generated 

only for those cases considered for prosecution in 1973 and those 

cases arising from 1973 cases. In addition, this program will be 

expanded to produce the EVALUATION transaction. In conjunction 

with this, a separate output file will be produced with POlO, 

COURT CASE ~ey which will contain any fields which were on the 

EVALUATION form for the old PROMIS but were omitted from the 

EVALUATION form for the new PROMIS. 

c. CONVERT1. This program produces the ARREST, ARRAIGNMENT, 

FINAL DISPOSITION, SENTENCING, and CONTINUANCE transactions. A 

minor modification will be made so that transactions will be 
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generated only for those cases considered for prosecution in 1973 

anq those cases arising from 1973 cases. Since it has been deter

mined that the INSLAW Research Group requires sentencing informa

tion on indicted felonies (the only type of case for which it has 

been collected), a modification will be made to translate the 

sentencing information into transaction form. 

2. Task 2. Run 1973 transactions through new PROMIS edit and 

update cycle and correct all errors detected by new PROMIS 

software '. 

a. General Description. The two transaction files produced 

in Task 1 will be run through the new PROMIS software to create 

a PROMIS master file of all 1973 cases in the new PROMIS format. 

This task will be divided into several subtasks. 

b. Task 2A. Run 1973 transactions through the new PROMIS 

software. The output of Task 2A will be: 

o A master file of cases which satisfied the editing criteria 

in the new PROMIS format. 

o A list of cases which had editing errors. This list will 

distinguish between those transactions which had a ~ajor 

error that caused the entire case to be rejected (i.e., not 

retained on the master file) and those transactions which 

had a minor error (e.g., an invalid, nonrequired field) where 

the case was retained in the master file. 

o A batch corrections error file to facilitate error transactions. 

When the field in error is corrected, the entire transaction 

will be reprocessed. 
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c. Task 2B. Manually correct all errors which caused a case 

to 'be rejected and as many of the other errors as possible. This 

will involve locating the source documents for these cases and 

coding corrections onto the error list. Corrections will then be 

keypunched from the error list which has been designed to be 

directly coded on and keypunched from. Based on a sample of 1973 

cases run through the new software, it is estimated that 5% of 1973 

cases will be totally rejected. Since the number of cases papered 

in 1973 was approximately 15,000, this will be a total of 750 

cases. It is estimated that the total number of errors will be 

about 1500. 

d. Task 2C. Run corrections through the new sdftware until 

all error corrections have been accepted. 

e. Task 20. Run statistics on number of cases papered per 

month and compare to manual statistics of the U.S. Attorney's 

Office. If they differ greatly for any month, locate and enter 

missing cases. 

3. Task 3. Select 100 cases randomly from all 1973 cases. 

a. General Description. The 1973 master file in new PROMIS 

format created in Task 3 will be input to a program,to randomly 

select 100 cases for the Stage I sample. All edit errors identi

fied for this group of cases will be corrected using the new 

PROMIS software. This task will be divided into several subtasks. 

b. Task 3A. Identify total number of 1973 cases so that a 

sample formula can be developed. This number will be ~ by-product 

of Task 2 in that one of the output totals in the update cycle is 
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the total number of case header records on the new master file. 

The' sampling technique will be formulated as follows: 

n = number of cases to be selected = 100 

N = total number of cases 

f = sampling rate = ~ 

k = selection interval = l/f, rounded to a 

whole number 

To select the sample, the initial selection number will be a 

random number (r) selected from a random number table, i.e., 

between 1 and k. The selection numbers for sample cases will 

be as fo 11 ows : 

r, r + k, r + 2k, r + 3k, r = (m - 1) k 

where each selection number is rounded up to the next integer. 

, c. Task 38. Mark each of the 100 cases for the Stage I 

sample on the master file by inserting code "01" in the br~nch 

office field (otherwise unused). In addition, the POlO number 

and court case of these 100 cases will b~ printed out. 

4. Task 4. Print the Stage I sample for error correction and 

reliability check. 

a. General Description. The 100 cases in Stage I sample· 

will be printed in a format so that a field-by-field comparison 

can be made between the data in PROMIS and the data on the source 

documents contained in the jackets filed in the U.S. Attorney's 

Office. This task will be divided into several subtasks. 

b. Task 4A. Identify any crosschecks which can be made 

between fields in the data base which would allow some blank 

fields to be identified as not applicable. Examples might be 
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allowing questions such as "was there provocation by victim" or 

"\'Jas. there victim participation" to be blank if the charge were 

one that implied a victimless crime such as soliciting for 

prostitution or possession of marijuana. These crosschecks should 

be carefully selected so that the file can be processed without 

having to save entire records. 

c. Task 4B. Design and write a program to print all fields 

in the PROMIS master file for each of the 100 cases. The order in 

which the fields are printed will be, in part, dictated by the 

record sequence of the master file but, whenever possible, will be 

printed in the same order in which they appear on the three source 

data entry forms. Some exceptions \'lill be necessary. For example, 

prior to the inclusion of the witness information on the Case Pro

cessing and Trial Preparation Worksheet in September 1973, this 

information was taken from the PD163. However, in all cases in 

the printout, witness information will appear at the end of each 

case, while all other information on PD163 will appear at the be

ginning of the case. This will require those doing the manual 

comparison to look at the PD163 twice when checking cases papered 

prior to September 1973. Sufficient space will be left on the 

sheets to write in corrections. 

In addition, this program will label each sheet 

with one of three jacket locations: 

o Felony Trial Section - if the case was indicted or 

sent to be tried with a felony (Rule lOSb). 

o Grand Jury - if the case was bound over to the 

grand jury, then dismissed or ignored. 
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o File Control - all other cases. 

One ~ther output of this program will be five sets of blank forms 

containing only the labels of the fields (in the same format as the 

case pri ntout but with no date) so that the re 1 i abil ity checkel~s can 

indicate how often each field was correct or incorrect when compared 

with the source documents. If it is determined that a field(s) has 

a consistency error that may be correctible by software, this should 

separately be noted. 

d. Task 4C. Print the file created in Task 1 containing those 

fields on the old PROMIS evaluation form but omitted from the new 

form so that a reliability check can be made on these fields. If, 

in addition, it becomes imperative to correct known errors in these 

fields, software will have to be developed to update this file. 

5. Task 5. Manually compare Stage I sample case to source documents. 

a. General Description. Using the printouts from Task 4, a 

field-by-field check will be made of all data in PROMIS on a case to 

all data in the jackets filed in the U.S. Attorney·s Office. This 

check has two purposes: to clean up all known errors in the Stage I 

sample; to manually record for each field in the data base the number 

of times it is correct, incorrect, and missing. This task will be 

divided into several subtasks. 

b. Task SA. Locate the jackets for all cases. As explained in 

Task 4, there are three separate places where the jacket may have been 

filed after final disposition: Felony Trial Section (second floor of 

the Pension Building), Grand Jury Section ,(basement of Building B), 

and File Control Section (first floor of Building B). 
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c. Task 58. Manually conduct a field-by-field comparison of 

each f.ield on the souy'ce document. As part of this task, a descrip

tion or training class will be developed to detail where on the source 

form to check for each field. Alternate sources in the jac!~et of each' 

field will be detailed. There will be two outputs of Task 58. The 

first will be a notation for each field for each of the 100 cases as 

to whether the field agreed with the source form, disagreed with the 

source form, or was not entered into PROMIS although on the source 

form. The second will be the printout from Task 4, with corrections 

written in next to each field found to be in error. 

d. Task 5C. Allow for addition of fields to the special file 

created in Task 1 of fields not on the new master file but on the old 

one. These fields will be defined prior to the start of Task 5, then 

compiled when going through the individual jackets. An example 

might be the defendant during the processing of a case. 

6. Task 6. Correct all errors found in Stage I sample. 

7. 

All errors noted on !he printout in Task 5 will be coded into a 

format so that they will be accepted as transactions to the new PROMIS 

software. They will then be keypunched and run through the new soft

ware until all errors are corrected. At this point, the Stage I . 

sample file is ready for statistical analysis through SPSS, Datatext, 

or other statistical packages. 

Task 7. Produce 1973 frequency counts. 

This task can be started any time after the completion of 

Task 2. The frequency counts requested by the INSLAW Research Group 

will be run using a statistical package. 
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8. Task 8. Create an extract file from the master file for that 

anaJysis which cannot be done directly by SPSS. 

It is likely that some analysis will be requested that cannot 

be directly done from the PROMIS master file format. One example 

would be studies on police and prosecutor charges by charge prior

ity. In order to define charge priority, an indicator would have 

to be inserted in each case. This task would be a program to de

velop such an indicator and any ~ther than might be required. 

9. Task 9. Determine which fields are IIsufficientlyli reliable to do 

an analysis on all 1973 cases. 

Using the forms created in Task 58, the percentage of time 

each field was reliable will be manually computed. Define an 

acceptable reliability, then identify fields which satisfy that 

reliability. It will then be possible to input all 1973 cases 

into a statistical package to do research on these fields. 

10. Task 10. Design and execute sampling plan for Stage II sample. 

This task can be started any time after the completion of 

Task 7. The frequency counts generated in Task 7 will be used 

to define the stratification for the Stage II sample. The sample 

will consist of 500 cases. The sample will be drawn based on a 

formula similar to that described in Task 3A. These cases will 

be marked on the master file with an 110211 in the branch office 

field. Tasks 3C through 6 will then be repeated for the Stage II 

sample so that all errors are eliminated. The Stage II sample will 

then be available for analysis through statistical packages. 
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· CHAPTER 6. APPLICATION OF MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES 

A. Introduction 

While some of the statistical analysis of the PROMIS data will con-

sist of compiling summary information (such as means, medians, standard 

deviations, and percentages) on single data elements, the preponderance 

of analysis will consist of the application of statistical techniques 

that examine relationships among variables. These techniques come under 

the heading of "multivariate analysis." This chapter provides an over

view of some general principles of multivariate analysis, a review of 

the major techniques of multivariate analysis that appear to have poten

tial for application within the PROMIS Research Project, and an outline 

of tasks to be performed in carrying out this application. 

B. Basic Principles 

The first principle of multivariate analysis is that the finding of 

a statistical relationship between two variables, in itself, says virtu

ally nothing about the causal mechanism that lies behind that relation

ship. To know, for example, that the coefficient of correlation between 

two variables, say X and Y, i~ .90 does not suggest the extent to which 

changes in X produce changes in Y, or the extent to which changes in Y 

produce changes in X, or the extent to which changes in some other vari

able, such as Z, produce systematic changes in both X and Y. Various 

combinations of all three possible causal mechanisms may be at work. 

Worse yet, additional variables may, in fact, have an important role, 

within a highly intricate network of causal relationships that fully 
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explain how X and Y come to be associated statistically. (It is because 
, 

of this that most models which are analyzed using multivariate techniques 

are said to be "naive models.") 

How, then, can causality be studied--by constructing and comparing 

plausible sets of causal relationships among the variables that comprise 

the system under analysis. These sets of relationships may be depicted 

either schematically or algebraically. Each set of causal relationships 

is called a IImodel." Alternative models are typically constructed on an 

a priori (i.e., intuitive or theoretical) basis, rather than empirically. 

Empirical analysis comes to bear on the problem of selecting from these 

alternatives the model that describes the system most accurately. 

The second principle of multivariate analysis deals with the mode 

of inference. There are two modes--point estimation and hypothesis 

testing. In point estimation, it is said, based upon both the empirically 

observed degree of statistical association and the presumed nature of the 

causal relationship, that the best estimate of the effect on the depen

dent variable (i.e" the variable that is being explained or predicted) 

of a giveh change in an independent variable (i.e., the variable that is 

postulated to affect the level of the dependent variable) is such, and 

such. In hypothesis testing, if the two variables whose relationship is 

being investigated were, in fact, absolutely unrelated, the probability 

of obtaining a statistical association at_ least as close as has been 

obtained is such and such; if that probability is sufficiently small, the 

hypothesis that the two variables are unrelated is rejected. 

The second principle follows: point estimation and hypothesis test

ing are useful in multivariate analysis primarily when they are combined; 
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each alone is seldom of value. The point estimate says nothing about the 

reliability of the estimate--the observed relationship may be large but, 

because of an insufficient nu~ber of observations, unstable. The hypo

thesis test, on the other hand, says nothing about the strength of the 

relationship (i.e., the degree to which a unit change in an independent 

variable can be expected to affect a dep~ndent variable)--the observed 

relationship may be "statistically significant" at some arbitrary level, 

but the degree of impact of one variable on another may be negligible. 

The relationship bet\<!een virtually any two variables within a system will 

be statistically significant at some arbitrary level if the number of 

observations is sufficiently large. 

The third and, perhaps, most important principle of multivariate 

analysis is ~hat the value of the analysis lies not in the correctness 

of the assumpti ons on whi ch it is based, but in the abil i ty of the ana ly

sis to accurately describe or predict the system under investigation. 

Virtually every multivariate technique makes assumptions about the 

properties of the system under analysis (e.g., that the dependent vari

able is normally distributed about evel~y value of each of the independent 

variables). Some techniques make more restrictive assumptions than 

others. Too often it is said that a particular technique cannot be used 

in a particular instance because one or more of the assumptions on which 

the technique is grounded is violated. However, this reasoning loses 

sight of the fundamental objective of multivariate analysis--to accurately 

describe relationships between variables. If one technique consistently 

describes or predicts a phenomenon more accurately and efficiently than 

a second technique whose assumptions are less restrictive to that 
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application, then it would be difficult to justify using the second 

technique to anyone who places the understanding of the phenomenon above 

the formality of statistics. Accordingly, this principle will be used 

as the primary criterion for selection among alternative multivariate 

techniques, wherever conflicts may exist. It is recognized that the 

principle must be violated in those cases where scholarly mathematical 

statistics take precedence over scholarly social science. 

The fourth principle discourages the tendency to apply a particular 

technique because it is familiar or available to the researcher, rather 

than appropriate to the problem. Several techniques should be considered 

for application in multivariate analysis. Sometimes modifications must 

be made to apply a technique (e.g., to apply multiple regression methods 

to nonlinear or discrete data). Each technique, generally, has been 

developed for application under somewhat different circumstances. The 

choice of the technique should be made based on the considerations given 

in the third principle. To paraphrase an old maxim: IIIf the only tool 

you possess is a hammer, you will be inclined to treat everything as if 

it were a nail. II Curing the course of the project, the full range of 

multivariate techniques will be considered, and more than one technique 

will be applied to those problems that lend themselves to a set of alter

native methods. 

Other principles worthy of discussion in a more exhaustive treat-

ment of multivariate analysis shall be ignored here to place greater empha

sis on the importance of the four principles discussed above. 
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C. Major Techniques 
. 

The techniques discussed are those having p~tential for application 

within the PROMIS Research Project. These include multiple regression 

analysis, Goodman's technique for analyzing relationships among taxonomic 

variables, factor analysis and the related method of principal components, 

and a set of techniques that sha 11 be treated under the headi ng "Other 

Multivariate Techniques." 

1. Multiple R~gression Analysis 

The standard statistical solution to the problem of predicting the 

level of a dependent variable when given the levels of several indepen

dent variables is to apply multiple regression analysis. (IMultip1e" 

refers to the existence of more than one independent variable, and 

"regression" will be described momentarily.) In its most basic form, 

this technique consists of "fitting" to a set of independent variables , 
the straight line that minimizes the sum, across the observations, of 

the squared distances between the observed values of the dependent vari

able and the values of that variable that are "predicted" by the line. 

These distances are usually called "residuals," and the dependent vari

able is said to be "regressed" on the independent variables. References 

on regression analyses are given at the end of this section. 

Regression analysis is widely used not only to predict unknown 

values of certain variables based on the known values of other variables; 

it is used also to describe relationships between variables, so that in

ferences about causality are possible. It is this latter use of regres

sion analysis that makes it particularly well suited for application 
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within the PROMIS Research Project since it is the effect that given 

changes in policy factors have upon each of several different output or 

performance measures that is to be examined. For example, when every

thing else is held constant, what effect does an increase or decrease 

in the time between arrest and trial have upon the conviction rate? To 

what extent, in turn, is this time interval affected by the sex and 

level of experience of the prosecutor? Multiple regression analysis 

enables these types of questions to be addressed, even though all other 

factors may not, in reality, have been held absolutely constant. As

suming that the direction of causality is at l,east pal~tly from indepen

dent to dependent variable, the analysis, when properly applied, mea

sures the observed effect that each independent variable has upon the 

dependent variable, after taking account of the effects that all the 

other independent variables have upon the dependent variable. 

When pairs of independent variables in a regression equation are 

suspected of moving together in a systematic \'1ay (this is referred to 

as "multicollineaf"ity"), these subrelationships can also be analyzed 

using multiple regression. In such cases, the full model will consist 

of more than one regression equation. The two questions posed as ex

amples in the above paragraph serve to demonstrate that the application 

of regression analysis in the PROMIS Research Project is likely to con

sist of estimating a system of related regression equations. Alternative 

systems or models can be evaluated in most cases by comparing each equa

tion across the systems in terms of standard "goodness-of-fit" statistics, 

such as the F-ratio and the coefficient of multiple determination adjusted 
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by the degrees of freedom. Such statistics measure the extent of total 

variation in the dependent variable that is explained by the independent 

variables, after accounting for the number of observations and the num

ber of independent variables. 

The predictive mode of regression analysis is also planned for use 

in the PROMIS Research Project. Of course, recommendations that are 

based on the application of the descriptive or explanatory mode of re

gression Cl.nalysis wil-1 often carry the implication that performance will 

improve by some predicted amount if the policies are changed in a pre

scribed way. A more direct application of the predictive mode lies 

within the plan for simulation modeling within the project. This plan 

includes the use of regression analysis to determine branching ratios at 

selected nodes within the simulation model. For example, when a simu

lated case flows to a stage in the court system where the defendant is 

to plead either guilty or innocent to a charge, the model will look at 

pertinent characteristics of the case (such as the defendant's number 

of prior convictions, his relationship with the victim, and the elapsed 

time in the system); it will then feed the~e characteristics into a 

previously estimated regression equation that predicts the ptobability 

of a guilty plea at this stage, given these cli.i,"acteristics; and then 

it will combine the predicted probability of a guilty plea for this 

case with a random number to s imul ate \<Jhether he pl eads guil ty. The 

simulation model will evaluate prosecutoria1 decisions having to do with 

such issues as whether to accept or reject a given type of case brought 

from the police, how much of a reduction in formal charges to offer in 

return for a guilty plea at each stage, and what mix of prosecutors' 
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time to allocate to each prosecutorial activity. INSLAW is not aware . 
of previous attempts to apply multiple regression analysis in this manner. 

Regression analysis is widely applied in social research for reasons 

that go beyond its power to estimate and test alternative causal systems 

"parametrically" (i .e., based upon known relative frequency distributions, 

so that probability statements can be made about the reliability of the 

estimates). Much of its additional appeal is due to its flexibi"lity. 

When first developed, regression analysis was applicable only to systems 

that were linear, or nearly so; also, it was used only to relate un

bounded "scalar" (i .e., measurable) variables; further, it was suitable 

only when 'relationships were "homoscedastic" (i .e., the property that 

exists when the distribution of the dependent variable on each indepen

dent variable has a constant variance for all values of each independent 

variable). Now, due largely to extensions developed within the discipline 

of econometrics, regression analysis has been made capable of overcoming 

each of these earlier limitations. Nonlinearity can be dealt with ade

ql,.wtely in most cases by transforming to the linear form those variables 

that are nonlinear with one another (e.g., by regressing the dependent 

variable on the logarithm or exponent of a nonlinear independent vari

able), "Taxonomic" (i.e., qualitative) or other discrete-valued vari

ables, and combinations thereof, can be used as independent variables in 

a regression equation through the creation of II dummy II (i .e., binary or 

"zero-one") variables. A dichotomous dependent variable can be converted 

to a variable suitable for regression by aggregating individual observa

tions into cells, expressing the dependent variable as a proportion, 

transforming the proportion to a suitable form (e.g., logit, probit, 
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tobit t~arsformations), and regressing this transformed variable on the 

independent variables. And homoscedasticity can usually be imposed 

through an lIanalysis of residuals,1I followed by the application of an 

appropriate scheme for weighting the observations. 

Regression analysis is also useful to assist in formulating a model 

when the theory about the causal mechanisms of a system is weak. A 

popular version of multiple regression for assisting in model formula

tion is known as "stepwise regression. 1I In step'l/ise regression, each 

principal dependent variable is regressed first, on the variable with 

which it is most highly correlated; then it is regressed on that vari

able plus the variable'which produces the largest coefficient of multiple 

determination; next, it is regressed on those two variables plus the 

variable that produces the largest coefficient of multiple determination; 

this is repeated until all the variables have been entered, so that, in 

the end, there will be as many steps as there are explanatory variables. 

This process will identify how each entering variable affects the re

lationship between the dependent variable and all the previously entered 

variables. When thes9 relationships turn out to be substantially altered 

by an entry, multicollinearity is revealed, and the variables most af

fected by the new entry can be viewed as likely principals in a separate 

causal relationship. 

The basic elements of regression analysis are set forth in Applied 

Regression Analysis, by N.R. Draper and H. Smith;l the refinements noted 

IN.R. Draper and H. Smith, Applied Regression Analysis (New York, John 
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1967). 
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above can be found in H. Theil's Principles of Econometrics 2 and A.S. 

Goldberger's Econometric Theory .. 3 .An excellent example of the application 

of modern multiple regression analysis to the court system is W.M. Landes' 

IIAn ~conomic Analysis of the Courts,1I4 which investigates the determinants 

of pretrial settlement and the conviction rate. 

2. Goodman's Technique 

Leo Goodman has developed a methodology for analyzing relationships 

'among taxonomic factors. This method has been widely cited in the sociology -literature largely because so many of the factors that sociologists investi

gate are taxonomic or qualitative (e.g., race, region, attitude) rather than 

scalar (e.g., income, age, the Sellin-Wolfgang index). 

As with multiple regression analysis, Goodman's technique attempts to 

infer causality out of a body of observations. The particular strength of 

his method is that it utilizes an unambiguous criterion for assessing alter

native causal models that has advantages when the number of observations and 

the number of variables under investigation are small. This technique con

sists, first, of organizing the new data into a k-way cross-classification 

table (where k refers to the number of factors or variables involvo 1 in the 

study); then,'the k,-way cross-classification format is repeated, with'raw 

observations replaced by expected frequencies that are estimated for each 

model of causality under investigation; next, the IImain ll effects and 

2 H. Theil, Principles of Econometrics (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1971). 

3 A. S. Goldberger, Econometri c Them'y, (New York: John Wil ey & Sons, 1964). 

4 W.M. Landes, IIAn Economic Analysis of the Courts,1I Journal of Law and 
Economics, Vol. 14, No.1, April 1971, pp. 61-107. 
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"interaction li effects under each assumed causal model are estimated, based 
on observed odds ratios; finally, each hypothesized model of causa 1 ity is 
scored for "goodness-of-fit" to the data, using a chi-square statistic, 

An alternative mode of using this technique consist; of an exhaustive 

comparison of all possible causal models that describe the main and inter- ~ 

action effects of the variables in the systenl, G oodman calls this the "sat-
ura ted model, II 

While this mode becomes rapidly unworkable as the number of 

variables grol'ls beyond five or six, it does have some value in those in

stances where the number of variables in the system is small and the re

searcher has no intuition or theory about how the varl'ables relate causally. 

A chief distinction between this technique and that of multiple re-

gression is that multiple regression isolates and estimates the extent of 

effect that each independent variable has on each dependent variable in the 

regression when all the other factors are held at their mean values; because 

all of Goodman IS variables are taxonomic and, hence, have neither degrees of 

impact nor mean values, the notion f ' o elther isolating or estimating measur-

able effects, independent of other factors, is meaningless in his framework. 

Another distinction is that while multiple regression provides an estimate 

of the proportion of variation in the dependent variable that is attribut-

able to (or "explained" by) the independent vadables, Goodman's technique 
does not. He does, however, provide statistics that he regards as being 
"somewhat analo "t h gous 0 t e statistics of multiple regression analysis that 

measure the degree of impact between variables, as well as 
that which measures 

by the independent variables. 5 proportion of total variance explained 

5 
L A Goodman "A M d'f' d M 1 . 

Dic~oiomous Va;iable~ ~ ~e ,u tlple Regression Approach to the Analysis of 
PP.42-44. ' merlcan Sociological Review, Vol. 37, February, 1972, 
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Goodman has applied his technique to an analysis of the determinants 

of a soldier's choice in region of assignment6 and to an analysis of the 

factors affecting interracial sentiment~7 

It may be appropriate to apply the technique to research issues within 

the PROMIS Research Project, In order to do so, aspects of the criminal 

justice system that involve a small number of dichotomous factors (up .to 

four or five) will have to be identified. The problem of converting scalar 

variables into dichotomous ones can be overcome by reassigning the scalars 

the value zero if, for a given observation, the scalar takes on value less 

than its mean, and the value one otherwise. It must be noted, however, 

that considerable information about degree of relationship will be lost 

in this process; in particular, all information about the variance of the 

original variable will be lost. 

One important issue in the area of prosecutor performance that may 

prove to be worthy of Goodman's technique is that having to do with the 

determinants of conviction: How do the most crucial factors pertaining to 

a case interrelate to cause the case to end up as either a conviction or 

nonconviction? Another issue is closer to the area of police-prosecution 

,relationships: What factors determine whether the prosecutor decides to 

"paper" a case? The original determination of the factors that are "most 

crucial" in the analysis of each question may be identifiable as a result 

of the application of multiple regression techniques~ 

6Ibid. 

7L.A. Goodman, "A General Model for the Analysis of Surveys," American 
Journal of Sociology, vol. 77, May 1972. 
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3, , Factor Analysis and the ~'1ethod of Principal Components 

There is often much to be gained from grouping variables togeth~r to 

form new variables. At least three purposes can be served in clustering 

varidbles: first~ when the number of original variables is large relative 

to the number of observations~ grouping variables provides more reliable 

estimates of the most fundamental relationships of analysis; second~ once 

formed, the clusters often reflect concepts thdt have useful interpreta

tion in their own right; third, when the original set of explanatory vari-

ables contains members that are highly correlated with one another~ it is 

often simpler and more economical to represent them as a smaller set, 

Among the major techniques that lie within this domain and that appear 

to have potential within the PROMIS Research Project are factor analysis 

and the method of principal components. Both of these techniques are 

oriented more towal"d model formulation than toward model estimation or 

testing; neither requires a theory about how the explanatory variables are 

related to one another. Both techniques rearrange and reduce explanatory 

variables to a smaller set of factors. These rearrangements are determined 

by the pattems of association that are revealed from the correlation coef-

,ficients between the original variables. Accordingly, the first step of 

each of these techniques consists of the preparation of the correlation 

matrix, which reports the correlation coefficient for every pair of vari

ables in the data set. The second step uses the correlation matrix to form 

new variables which are really linear combinations of the original vari-
ables. 

It is at this second step that factor analysis and the method of prin

cipal components depart from one another. For the case of n original 

" 
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,ndepen en var, , . d t 'ables the principal components model constructs sequen-

tially n u~correlated components, such that each component consists of a 

"best" linear combination of all the original independent variables. These 

linear combinations are "best" in the sense that each combination consists 

of the unique set of weights that maximize the amount of residual variance 

, th dependent variable after the effects of all that can be explained,n e 

d f the data. The crucial con-the earlier components have been remove "rom 

straint in the formation 0 eac f h conll)onent is that that component be abso-

lutely uncorrelated with all previous 

consists simply of the set of weights 

components. The first component 

that maximizes the proportion of ex

plained variance in the dependent variable. By the time the nth component 

the var,"allce in the dependent variable that can be exis formed~ all of 

f Original variables will have been explained by plained by the full set 0 

Tile f,'nal expression will relate the dependent variable the n components. 

to the n independent components as a multiple regression equation. Con-

1 obJ'ectives of variables clustering, it is gensistent with the fundamenta 

th dependent variable only on the first few erally appropriate to regress e 

. most of the variance in the dependent components, which will usually explain 

variable that can be explained with the data. 

1 t the original variable by Factor analysis, on the other hand, c us ers 

using the correlation matrix in such a way that distinguishes between Ilcom_ 

mon" factors (i.e., those factors that cause explanatory variables to be 

factors (,'.e., the effect that remains after the correlated) and "unique" 

L,'ke the principal components model~ the final conmona 1 ity is removed). 

Will relate each dependent variable to a set expression in factor analysis 
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of IIfactors ll that is smaller than the original set of explanatory vari-

ables. Unlike principal components analysis, each new cluster need not 

explain the maximum amount of remaining variance in the dependent vari

able that is explainable using the original variables. Moreover, the 

clusters need not even be uncorrelated in factor analysis--when they are, 

the factors are called lIorthogonal;1I otherwise they are called "oblique. 1I 

There are several different ways of forming the clusters in factor 

analysis: they can be formed in a single process by using <lny of a num

ber of different techniques (e.g., replacement versus nonreplacement of 

the main diagonal of the correlation matrix, Raols canonical factoring 

method, the alpha-factoring technique, the image-factoring method). They 

can, alternatively, be refol'med from any of these initial solutions through 

a process referred to as "rotation," of which there are several techniques 

(e.g., quartimax, varimax, equimax, oblique). When l'otation is selected, 

it is customary to iterate the rotati on process until an arbitrarily stabl e 

solution is produced. 

Factor analysis and the method of principal components have often 

been applied to phenomena that are described empirically by variables 

whose meanings are not entirely clear. These techniques combine variables 

that are found to be associated in some way, and it is left to the researcher 

to assign meaning to each cluster. These techniques were developed and 

have 'been applied primarily by psychologists. Accordingly, it is natural 

. to look for these techniques to have their greatest potential in the PROMIS 

Research Project within such areas as the patterns of criminal behavior 

and the detenninants of victim proneness, which consist of behavioral vari ... 

ables that have strong elements of commonality among them. 
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Some prominent references in factor analysis and the method of prin

cipal components are H.H. Harman's Modern Factor Analysis,S D.N. Lawley 

and A.E. Maxwell IS Factor Analysis as a Statistical Method,9 and an 

article by C.R. Rao, liThe Use and Interpretation of the Principal Compo

nent Analysis in Applied Research.lllo 

4. Other Multivariate Techniques 

While the three statistical techniques described above are ex

pected to carry the ~rimary load of the problems of multivariate analysis 

that fall within the PROMIS Research Project, other techniques will be 

used as well. Included among these are techniques that assist in estab

lishing the population from which given observations arise (i.e., dis

criminant analysis and cluster analysis) and techniques for analyzing 

longitudinal data. 

a. Cluster analysis and discriminant analysis. All the multi

variate techniques discussed up to this point can predict outcomes based 

on given characteristics. Another set of techniques has been designed to 

enable inference in the reverse direction: Given the characteristics that 

describe the outcome, establish the population from which the observation 

came. In spite of the fact that this latter sort of problem is, on the 

SO.N. Lawley, ~1odern Factor Analysis (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1967). 

9D.N. Lawley and A.E. Maxwell, Factor Analysis as a Statistical Method 
(London: Butterworth & Co., Ltd., 1963) . 

lOC.R. Rao, liThe Use and Interpretation of Principal Component Analysis in 
Applied Research." Sankhya, v. 26, 1965, Pp. 329-358, 
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surface, quite different from the former, it would seem nonetheless that 

techniquei designed to deal with such a problem might be applicable to 

problems of prediction as well. Why, after all, should it matter whether 

the dependent vari ab 1 e is called an 1I 0u tcome ll or a IIsource?1I As long as 

the technique is better at predicting the dependent variable than any 

other, whether or not the application of the technique is the lI usua l" one 

should be a secondary consideration, Hith this justification in mind, the 

following paragraphs describe cluster analysis and discriminant analysis, 

While cluster analysis and discriminant analysis take on various 

mean; ngs in the 1 itel~ature of multi vari ate ana lysi s, they both refer gen

erally to thE problem of assigning observations to groups on the basis of 

a set of known characteristics. Both techniques employ a range of alter

native algorithms from integer and dynamic programming to determine an ef-

ficient allocation of observations. Both rely upon IIsplitting" or IIdis

criminant functions!! to serve as the criterion for this allocation pro

cess. The chief distinction between the two is that cluster analysis as

signs observations in such a way as to produce clusters that contain ob

servations which look as much alike as possible, while discriminant analy

sis assigns observations in such a way as to minimize the expected total 

cost of misassignment. Accordingly, the splitting critel~ia for clust'er 

analysis are referred to as coefficients of IIsimilarityll (e.g.) the frac-

tional match coefficient, the Tanimoto match statistic, and the Mahalanobis 

02 statistic) and II stability,1I both of which measure the homogeneity of 

observations within each cluster, taking into account all the characteris

tics of each observation. The splitting functions in discriminant analysis, 

on the other hand, assign observations on the basis of IIdiscriminant 
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f th values of the . puted as linear combinations 0 e II Whl ch are com . 
scores, that describe each observation, adjusted for m;sclassl-
characteristics 

fication costs. 
. 'f' ation cost in discriminant analysis takes 

Now, while the m1scl ass1 lC , 
, \Jhen the pfoblem consists of a decision to assign 

on a very clear meaning' 1 ' the 
, its meaning is less clear when the goa 1S 

each observatlon to a group, , 
It is not apparent wh1ch of the 

accurate description of a phenomenon, P 
be studied in the PROMIS Research ro-

cr,'m,'\,\al J'ustice system processes to , 
" ' ne dl rec-single observation error ln a 

J
'ect are of such a nature that a t 

inference about causality tlan 
be in any sense more harmful to an , 

opposite direction, given that the 

11 the observations, the 

ti Or) vii 11 

an error of the same magnitude in the 
, d (' gi ven that across a stimates are unblase 1 .e. , , 

e a~e offset by the squared errors 1n 
'th r direction , 

squared errors in e1 e 'd tl'fl'ed then discriminant 
h 'ssues afe 1 en , 

the opposite direction). If suc 1 , 

analysis should prove useful. 
1"f the vafious splitting criter,a 

Similarly, 

of cluster analysis predict outcomes more 
accurately than other techniques 

then cluster analysis will be 
to be used, 

h ' of mul-the pfeferred tee nlque 

tivariate analysis. d 
fl, 'lly in a book by R.'C. Tryon an 

. . descri bed mOfe \ 
C1ustef analys1S 1S 'b Jerrold Rubin, 

entitled Cluster Analysis 11 and ,n a paper Y 
D.E. Bailey h for Solving the Taxonomy 

G ps' An Approac 
IlOptimal Classification into rou ' 

. (New York: McGraw-Hill, 
and Q.E. Bailey, Cluster AnalyslS 

11 P..C. Tryon 
1970) . 
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Problems .. "12 Discriminant analysis is presented in P.J. Dhrymes' Econo-
, 

metrics 13 and in D.F. Morrison's Multivariate Statistical Methods. 14 

b. Techniques for ana~ing longitudinal data. Most of the data 

to be analyzed in the PROMIS Research Project will consist of cross-sec-

tional observations of individual cases. However, under the topic "pat

terns of criminal behavior" will be an analysis of the factors associated 

with recidivism of defendants. IS In order to investigate recidivistic be

havior, defendants will have to be observed longitudinally as well as cross

sectionally, so that the number of times each defendant enters the system 

in separate case episodes can be observed, Thus, it will be possible not 

only to learn about the factors related to recidivism, but also to estimate 

the probabilities that each particular pattern of recidivism will occur, 

given a set of defendant charactel"istics. Furthermore, it also will be 

possible, given the defendant's personal characteristics, the pertinent 

charactel~'istics of each crime he has committed, actions taken by the crim

inal justice system, and the sequence in which his crime episodes occurred, 

to predict the probabilities that he will not recidivate within a given 

period of time, that he will repeat his most recent offense, and that he 

will be charged next with a different offense. 

12J. Rubin and H.P. Friedman, "A Cluster Analysis and Taxonomy System for 
Grouping and Classifying Data," 1m" Program Library, August 1967. 

13p.J. Dhrymes, Econometrics (New York: Springer-Verlag, 1974), 

14D.F. Morrison, Multivariate Statistical Methods (New York: McGraw-Hill, 
1967), pp. 130-133. 

15The general approach discussed in this section also has potential for 
application to an analysis of factors associated \'Jith the tendency of vic
tims to reappear within the criminal justice system. 
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These probabilities are most conveniently dealt with in a matrix of 
, 

"transition probabilities," which depict the probabilities of going from 

each major' offense category (e.g., misdemeanor against a family member) 

to another (e.g., no subsequent offense, repeat of same type of offense, 

felony against a stranger). The matrix of transition probabilities can 

be generated either separately for each major class of defendant (e.g., 

unmarried first offender) or at a more detailed level by taking all per-

tinent characteristics as predictor variables within a multiple regres

sion framework. This general sort of analysis was carried out in a study 

of delinquency in Philadelphia) and reported by M.E. Wolfgang, R.M. Figlio 

and T. Sellin.16 The INSLAW Research Group views this type of longitudinal 

analysis as being particularly crucial to a thorough understanding of the 

effect' that each disaetionary factor vl1thin the criminal just'ice system 

has upon whether and how a defendant recidivates, 

D. Conclusion 

The choice of which multivariate technique to apply depends on the 

problem and the ability of the technique to describe the elements of that 

problem, but the following simplified sequence of steps may serve to il~ 

luminate the procedure: 

1. Step 1. 

If one has too large a number of variables to analyze, factor 

analysis techniques may be used to reduce this number to a smaller set of 

"composite" variables by grouping variables that are correlated with each 

16M.E. Wolfgang, R.M. Fig1io, and T. Sellin, Delinquency in a Birth Cohort 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1972). 
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4. Step 4. 

other. ·This is designed to simplify the analysis and interpretation of Having reduced the set of variables and data, one is now ready . 
the data. This technique has been successfully used in structuring social 

indicators. Stepwise regression techniques have been used to reduce a set 

of independent variables to those most significant in explaining variation 

in a dependent varia~le, and have the advantage over factor analysis in 

producing a predictive model with readily defined explanatory variables. 

2. Step 2. 

If one has an unwieldy numbel' of observations~ 'the cluster analy

sis technique may be used to group observations into homogeneous groups or 

·clusters. For example, this method has been successfully used to group 

data for small geographic areas into larger areas (say, groupings of cen

sus tracts) that are homogeneous with respect to the set of variables used 

for clustering. This technique can be useful for developing a simpler 

typology for characterizing the univel'se. 

3. Step 3. 

If one is able to predefine groups according to some criterion~ 

particularly a qualitative one such as high, medium, and low crime areas, 

then discriminant analysis techniques can be used to assign observations 

. to these groups based on the criterion. Discriminant analysis also allows 

one to come up with a single criterion function (decision rule) for assign

ing observations into groups based on minimizing the cost or error of mis

assignment. Cluster analysis can be used to group observations when the 

groups are not predefined, and discl'iminant analysis can be used when they 

are predefined. One way of defining groups is to use cluster analysis l 
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to develop descriptive or predictive models. Multiple regression tech

niques are useful in predicting values of a dependent variable on the 

basis of a set of explanatory or independent variables. Depending on the 

nature of the data, various types of data tt'ansformat'ions may be necessary 

to improve the prediction capacity of the t'egression techniques, as ex

plained above. Alternative multivariate models can be evaluated based 

on their predictive accuracy. 

5. Step 5. 

If the analyst has a data ba~e (like PROMIS) that contains 

periodic measurements of a set of variables (time series), he may be 

interested in techniques for analyzing longitudinal data. Here~ special 

attention must be paid to changes over time, which might for example 

change the nature of the groupings of observations and variables done for 

an earlier period. The PROMIS Research Project will attempt to test spe. 

cial techniques developed for longitudinal analysis in developing time 

trends. Thete techniques generally combine those used for cross-sectional 

analysis in Steps 1-4 above in dealing with the full set of data for all 

time periods. Also, the development and analysis of transitional proba

bility matrices will be included as a task. In addition, the data from 

PROMIS may lend themselves to the application of statistical techniques 

designed specifically for the analyses of time series. It could prove 

useful to apply these techniques toward the aim of understanding the under

lying trends, as well as any sea.sonal or cyclical components that exist in 

the data that describe crime and the criminal justice system, 
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E. Outline of Tasks 

The actual process of carrying out the multivariate analysis will con

sist of a number of interrelated tasks. Some of these tasks intersect with 

tasks that vIi 11 be performed under the three major areas of PROMIS Research 

scheduled for the first year of the project) and under such areas as analy

sis of data reliability and univariate analysis. This section presents an 

overview of the mUltivariate research process and a list of the tasks that 

comprise this process. 

1. Overview of the analysis 

First, a theoretical model of each subsystem under analysis will 

be developed. This model will consist of a set of presumed causal rela

tionships alllong the factot's that describe that subsystem. The subsystems 

themselves are likely also to be related to one another in several ways 

(e.g" arrests are both an immediate end product of police operations and 

an input to the prosecutorial process). The model of each subsystem will 

be developed as though data were available on every pertinent factor within 

that subsystem. 

Then the full array of data elements contained in PROMIS will be re-

viewed and related to the factors identified in the theoretical models, 

Some of these data elements will measure the factors contained in the model 

more closely than others. Some of the factors modeled may have no counter

parts at all in the set of data elements; in which case, a sample data base 

may be developed from source documents. In any event, each model will be 

reformulated by structuring relationships among the data elements in a man

ner that resembles each original model as closely as pbssible, 
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Next, each of these respecified models will be estimated and tested . 
using the PROMIS data, Each of the applicable techniques described in 

Section B will be applied to this stage of the analysis. 

At the same time, the full array of multivariate techniques l'Iill be 

applied to the entire set of PROMIS data elements, as though no theoretical 

model existed. This mode of analysis \·1111 complement the other by identi

fying relationships among data elements not hypothesized in the theoreti

cally based mode. Thus) it l'Iill be possible to revise the theoretical 

models on the basis of this analysis) and compare the accuracy of the re

vised models with that of earlier versions,17 

As previ ously noted, the compari son of a lternati ve techni ques vii 11 be 

based on the resp~ctive accuracy of prediction. The accuracy of predic

tion criterion will also apply to the comparison of alternative models. 

To assess this accuracy, a standard split sample validation procedure l'Iill 

be used. This will consist of using part of the observations to estimate 

the relationships among factors, and the remaining observations to measure 

how closely each model and technique predict the dependent variables among 

the latter set of observations. Those combinations of analytical model and 

17It is appropriate to ask why theoretical models are even necessary if 
mUltivariate techniques are capable of inferring causal mechanisms in the 
absence of ~uch models. This is a matter of sharp controversy among social 
scientists. The usual case is that neither theoretical nor empirical tech
niques alone can accurately explain the system under analysis. Theory alone 
suffers from lack of factual support, and empirical analysis alone suffers 
from measurement error. Either alone tends to suffer from failure to iden
tify the full set of pertinent factors. By starting with a theory, however, 
then testing it empidcally, and reVising the theory in light of empirical 
findings, it is generally possible to more accurately explain social sys
tems than by ignoring either the theory or the analysis of the data. 
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multivari~te techniques that produce the most accurate predictions of each 

major dependent variable, as measured by the mean square error of predic

tion (i.e., the sum of the variance plus the squared bias of the predictor), 

will be reported as the findings of the multivariate analysis. 

2. List of Tasks 

Formulat'ion of hypothetical causal relationships. 

Matching of PROMIS data elements with factors identi

fied in hypothetical models. 

Respecification of modals in terms of PROMIS data 

el ements. 

Empil"'ical test of respecified models. 

Application of model-free mode of analysis, 

Revision of models. 

Test of accuracy of prediction. 

Report of first-year mUltivariate analysis results. 
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ATTACHMENT I 

PROMIS DATA BASE DESCRIPTION 

The PRmUS data base contains approximately 165 different types 
of information on each case including: 

Information about the defendant: This includes name, 
alias, sex, race, date of birth, address, facts about 
prior arrests and convictions, employment status, and 
alcohol or drug abuse; 

Information about the crime: The date, time and place of 
the crime, the number of persons involved in the crime, 
and information about the gravity of the crime 1n terms 
of the amount and degree of personal injul"'Y, propel"'ty 
damage or loss, and intimidation using the seriousness 
scale developed by the criminologists Marvin Wolfgang and 
Thorsten Sellin; 

Information about the arl"'est: The date, time and place of 
tho arl"'est, the type of arl"'est, and the identity of the 
arresting officel"'s; 

Informat'ion about cr,iminal charges: The chal"'ges ol"'iginally 
placed by the pplice against the arrestee, the chal"'ges actu
ally filed in court against the defendant and the reasons 
for changes in the chal"'ges by the prosecutor, the penal 
statute for the charge, the FBI Uniform Crime Report Code 
for the charge, and the project SEARCH Code for the charge; 

Infol"'mation about COUl"'t events: The dates of evel"'Y COUl"'t 
event in a case fl"'om al"'l"'aignment through motion hearing, 
continuances hearing and final disposition to sentencing, 
the names of the pl"'incipals involved in each event includ
ing the defense and prosecution attorneys and judge, the 
outcomes of the events, and the reasons for the outcomes; 
and 

Information about witnesses: The names and addl"'esses of 
all witnesses, the prosecutol"'s assessment of whether or not 
the witness is essential to the case, and any indications 
of reluctance to testify on the part of the witnesses. 

Another key feature of PROMIS is the ability to track the work
load of the criminal court process from three separate vantage points. 

From the vantage point of the crime or criminal incident. 
This is accomplished by including in PROMIS the complaint 
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number which the police department assigns to a reported 
~rime. With this number, it is possible to follow the 
fun history of the court actions arising from the crime 
even though those court actions may involve multiple 
cases, and multiple trials and dispositions; 

From the vantil_go poi nt of the accused person or defendant. 
This is accomplished by incorporating in PROMIS the finger
print based number which the police department assigns to 
the individual following his arrest and which is used again 
by the department if the same individual is subsequently 
arrested. With this number, it is possible to accumulate 
criminal history files on offenders and to note incidents of 
recidivism; and 

From the vantag~int of the couIt proceedings: This is 
accomplished by including in PROMIS the docket number which 
the court assigns to the case pending before it. With this 
number, it is possible to trace the history of any formal 
criminal action from arraignment through final disposition 
and sentencing, and to account for the separate disposition 
of each count or charge. 

The inclusion of these three nymbers appears simple but it unique 
with PROMIS and extremely significant. The numbers provide an "instant 
replay" capability to track the criminal incident, the defendant, or 
the court actions, and they provide a basis for communication among the 
various constituent agencies of the criminal justice system. Without 
them, there is no compal"ability of information among the agencies. 
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ATTACHMENT II 

SAMPLE STATISTICAL TABLES 



TABLE 2. 
ARRESTS IN 1973 BY Orf[NSE TYPE OF 

1<05T SEIHOUS Ct!hi~GE I;G/UI~ST THE DEfEIWNn 

I. Crimes Involving A Victim Number 

A. Personal Victill)"izations Involving Violence --------.-- 5040 
1) !lomi ci de ---------------------- .. ----.----- 259 

a) HUl'dcr .. ------.-- .. ----------.-- 200 
b) t'li:lnsl(:l'~llltel~ - .. - .. ---------.--- 49 
c) H~gli0ent homicide ---------- 10. 

2) I\ssllU It ----.-------- .. --------- .. -------- 2891 
a) A99ravnted ------------------ 2002 
b) Si:;q/I(~ ------" .. -- ...... - .. -------- 684 
c) Ass~u1t on a police officer - 205 

3) forciblt S~X Off~ns(s ------------------- 450 
a) F(;IIF.(·lc: v'ict'im 1 G a.nd over --- 357 
b) Vi ctb under 1 C .w____________ 72 

c) Male victim ----------------- 21 
4) Ro[)bety .... -.-- ---- --- -- -_ .. - -- ---- --- --- -._- 1440 

a) /\nr:0d - .• - .. ---- .. -- .. ----.------- 726 
b) Ctl121' - ... --- .. -, ...... --~ .. -----.---- 714 

B. Pel'son2.1 V-j cUI;ii za'L"j CJIlS IJ'j thout Vi 01 cnCG -.----------- 1898 
1 ) L () l'C Q /Iy - ... - ~ ... - .. - - - _ .... - - - _·· ....... w .. ~ ... -"" - .. - 1 337 
2) !\uto tho (t - ---- .. -.~-- ------- --- - .. - .. _--.-- 37? 
3) Fraud --------------------------------_ 189 

C. Cl'ir.l::;S Jl.guin:;.t f~cs'idcncc,s 01' Households -- ... --_ ... --_._- .. 1370 
1) l3u rg'J u l~y - .. -- -_ .. -.- .. - - ..... _-- - --- -- ----... -- 1 171'r 
2) Property c1cstntction -------------- .. ---- 164 
3) Arson -------- .. ---------~--------------- 32 

D. Crill;(:S P,qnir,st f3usiness(:'s Or Inst-itut'jems ----------- 2099 
1) f~obbcrJ' - -.'- .. - ---- -- .. -- ........ - - --- --- .... --.. ·--··2 T7 
2) BU\'gl ary -------------------.-... ------- .. -- 372 
3) L(l)'ceny -- .. -------- .. --- .. ------------~--.- 1059 
4) Embezz1c~ent and fraud ---------------~- 305 
5) Auto th2ft - .. -----------------------~--- 74 
6) Arson ---------------------------------- 8 
7) Pr~pert.Y dc!:;ttuction --------- .. --------. 64 

II. C)~ill1es \'Iithout fIn Idontifiuble Victim -----------·--------·4-757 

1\. I~capnns Offenses -- ---.----~----------.- ........ - - '1042 
1) Gun ----------------------------- 827 
2) Otber I'.'Cai)(I!l - .. ---- .. ---------•. --- 215 

13. Gnml'l 'j n9 - .. - -- •. ~ - •. --- .. _-- --- - --- -- - ------ -. ... 372 
C. Consr:nsu.11 Sox Offonses ---------:.----------- 836 
D. Dru9 Offense:- .. ----...... -- ........ ------- .. -- .... ---- 1872 
E. [3ai1 Violatie;"ls !\lid Pl~ison Breach --------.-- 635 

Percent 

32.6% 

13.6% 

30.8% 

II 1. Cr'im'C's I·,hi ell Coul d iiot Be C'l ass i f'j ed ----- .. -- .. -- .. -- •. - .. --- 296 1 . 9~~ 

1\11 Cases 15,460 100. O~:; 
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Reasons fot Continuances 

(Excluding continuances to initial trial 
date, to pteliminary hearing, and 

to Supel'i or COUtt Grand Jury) 

Diversion programs 9.2% 

Witness no show or appears unfit 4.4% 

Police officer no show 

Counsel unavailable 

Counsel not prepared 

Defendant unavailable 

Defendant no show - bench warrant issued 

Court backlog 

System problems 

TOTAL: 8398 Reasons 
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5.3% 

13.9% 

2.7% 

4,7% 

14.6% 

5.5% 

5.3% 
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MUI~der 1 

Rape 

Armed Robbery 

Burglary 1 

Murder 1 

Rape 

Armed Robbery 

Burglary 1 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CHARGES BROUGHT 
BY THE POLICE AND CHARGES PAPERED 

No. of Cases No. of Cases Brought 
by Police Papered 

101 89 

278 243 

678 651 

291 235 

CASES IN WHICH THE VICTIM AND THE 
DEFENDANT WERE STRANGERS 

No, of Cases No. of Cases Brought 
by Police Papered 

16 16 

104 89 

379 368 

114 93 
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Percentage 
Papered 

88. 1 ~~ 

87.4% 

96.m~ 

80.8% 

Percentage 
Pape)~ed 

100.0% . 
85.6% 

97.1% 

81.6% 



~ 

Distribution of Offenses, by Victim-Offender Relationship, Offender1s Sex and Offense Type 

Victim-Offender1s F E MAL E S t~ ALE S 
Relation-

ship 
Friend and 1 S. 

1 ' . ! Friend and Family Unknown I Family Stranger 
Offense Type Acquaintance I ~ranger Acquaintance . 

Violent 83.7 71.88 14.1 10 75 57.73 33.49 

Forcible Sex N = 1 5.8 8.9 3.4 

Property 10.8 23.76 40.5 32 13.4 28.2 48.4 

Victimless 2.7 2.8 43.9 55.4 3.3 3.2 13 

Other 2.7 1.4 1.3 2.4 3.3 1.7 1.5 

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
(111 ) (345) (733) (1288 ) (514) L (2127) (3995) 

- ---- - --- ---- --------- -------------

I 
....J 

CJ) 

.+:> 
I 

Distribution of Offenses by Offense Type, Offender1s Sex and Victim-Offender Relationship 

Victim-Offender1s F E MAL E S MAL E S Relation-
ship 

Family Friend and Stranger Unknown Total Fami ly Friend and Stranger Offense Type Acquaintance Acquaintance 

Violent 16.2 43.2 18.1 22.47 100 9.7 31.39 34.2 
Forcible Sex N = 1 6.9 44.4 32.3 
Property 1.4 10.1 36.9 51.3 100 1.5 13.5 43.6 
Victimless 0 1.0 32.5 72 100 0 1.9 14.55 
Other 5.8 9.8 19.6 60.7 100 6.2 13.9 21.9 

Factors that Appear to Affect Whether a Misdemeanor is Accepted for Prosecution 

en 
v" 
I 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

Factor 

Male Defendant 

Number of·Lay Vlitnesses 

Property or Evidence Recovered 

Apparent Property Motive 

Defendant Arrest Record 

Defendant Age 

Defendant Seriousness Score 

Case Seriousness Index 

Crime against Person 

Crime against Institution 

Direction 
and 

Magnitude 
of Effect 

--
++ 

++ 

-

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

-

+ 

Statistical 
Mean ProportioD Significance 

High .79 

High 0.56 

High .61 

High .38 

Low .50 

LOvl 28.9 

Low 6.53 

Moderate 1.98 

Moderate .15 

High 
! 

.16 

UnknO\'Jn 

16.09 

1 .1 

30.5 

49.58 

2.6 

100 
(5994) 

-

--- -

Unknown Total 

24.66 100
1 

16.2 100 

41.2 100 

83 100 

57.5 100 

.. 

~ ... 



ATTACHMENT III 

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

Mr. Robert A. Shuker (Chairman) 
Chief~ Superior Court Division 
United States Attorney's Office for 

the District of Columbia 
Fourth and F Streets, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20001 

Colonel Curtis Brostron 
Secretary 
St. Louis Board of Police Commissioners 
1200 Clark Avenue 
St. Louis, MO 63103 

The Honorable William L. Cahalan 
Wayne County Prosecut'j n9 Attorney 
Frank Murphy Hall of Justice 
1441 St. Antoine 
Detroit; MI 48226 

The Honorable William H. Erickson 
Justice 
Supreme Court of Colorado 
201 State Capitol Building 
Denver, CO 80203 

Professor Edith E. Flynn 
National Clearinghouse 
505 East Green Street 
Champaign, IL 61820 

Mr. Paul L. Friedman 
Assistant to the Solicitor General 
Room 5136 
Department of Justice 
Washington, DC 20530 

The Honorable Phillip H. Ginsberg 
Public Defender 
623 Second Avenue 
Seattle, WA 98104 
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ATTACHMENT III (CONT.) 

Mr. Lester C. Goodchild 
Chief Executive Officer 
Courts withi n the City of New York 
80 Centre Street 
New York, NY 10013 

~1 r. 11 i 11 i e Kin g 
Antioch School of Law 
1624 Crescent Place, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20009 

Mr. Richard W. Kurrus 
Attorney at Lm'l 
2000 K Street, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20006 

Dr. Albert J. Reiss, Jr. 
Institution for Social and Policy Studies 
Yale University 
111 Prospect Street 
New Haven, CT 06520 

Professor Leslie T. Wilkins 
State University of New York at Albany 
1400 Washington Avenue 
Alb a ny, NY 1 2222 

Professor Marvin E. Wolfgang 
Director 
Center for Studies in Criminology & 

Criminal Law 
University of Pennsylvania 
3718 Locust Halk 
Philadelphia, PA 19174 

Professor Hans Zeisel 
Uni versity of Chicago Law School 
1111 East 60th Street 
Chicago, IL 60637 

-and-

Vera Institute of Justice 
30 East 39th Street 
New York, NY 10016 
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ATTACHMENT IV 

LOCAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

Mr. Bruce D. Beaudin 
Director 
D.C. Bail Agency 
601 Indiana Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20004 

Chief M.J. Cullinane 
Metropolitan Police Headquarters 
300 Indiana Avenue~ N.W. 
Washington, DC 20004 

The Honorable Harold H. Greene 
Chief audge 
Superior Court of the District 

of Columbia 
Washington, DC 20001 

Mr. Norman A. Lefstein 
Di rector 
Public Defender Service 
601 Indiana Avenue, N.W. 
Washington~ DC 20004 

Mr. Benjamin H. Renshaw 
Di rector 
Office of Criminal Justice Plans 

and Analysis 
1329 E Street, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20004 

The Honorable Earl J. Silbert 
United States Attorney 
3600 District Court Building 
Washington, DC 20001 
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ATTACHt~ENT V 

RESEARCH PRIORITY OF EACH DATA ELEMENT 

A. Defendant record: 

PD lD (I) 
Court case (I) 
Court case suffix (I) 
Stated name (III) 
Sex (I I) 
Race (I I) 
Date of birth (I) 
B 'j r th city ( II ) 
Birth state (II) 
Address code (II) 
Urine date (III) 
FB I no. J V 
Complaint no. (II) 

Co-def (I) 
Se(ll~c h cod e ( I) 

·IItPD code ( I I 1 ) 
Crt code (I) 
Seq (I TI) 
No paper (I) 
I~P reason (III) 
Off. house no. (II) 
Off. qua d (I I ) 
Off. date (I I) 
Off. time (III) 

C. Case eva 1 uati on record: 

Arrest date (II) 
Al'l'est type (II 1) 
PZ $ val prop. (II) 
Evidence reeov. (II) 
Init. proe'g date (I) 
Init. proc'g AUSA (I) 

. Init. rev'g ASA (II) 
/\l'raignment atty (II) 
Arr. atty type (II) 
Arr. bail lockup (II) 
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Spec. assgn. (III) 
FOT name ,( I I) 
Chemi st report (I 11) 
Opz. POI'/. (III) ,. 
Opz. v'ic. la\v of cr. (III) 
Opz. II vic. inj. (III) 
Opz. 11 vic. tr. rl. (lII) 
Opz. If vic. hasp. (III) 
Opz. 11 vic. l:il1 (II) 
Opz. def. status (III) 
Opz. # vic. sex ass1t. (II) 
Opz. # Vic. sex intim. (III) 
Opz. 11 vic. intim. (II) 
Opz. intim PDI) (11) 
Opz. 11 prem. ent'd (III) 
Opz. 1J veil. sUn. (III) 
Stln. prop. (1) 
Opz. narc. (I 1) 
Opt:. al'l'. in 5 yt's. (II) 
Opz. 11 pre\!. arr. (I I) 
Opz. 11 prevo arl'. per. (I I 1) 
Opz. yr. of last arl' 1 (111) 
Opz. yr. of last arr 2 (III) 
Opz. yr. of last arr 3 (Ill) 
Opz. 1st arr: auto (IV) 
Opz. opiate (III) 
Opz. alias (III) 
Opz. a 1 co . (I 1) 

, Opz. jobless 6 mo. (II) 
Prb. sci. evid. (II) 

'Pl'b. presc. def. glt. (II) 
Prb. corr. cr'jmecom (II) 
Pl'b. excu'l p . ( II ) 
Prb. excul. evid. pre. (II) 
Prb. time in D. C. (I I) 
Prb. spec. circum. (III) 
Pl'b. def. disab. (III) 
Prb. def. aid. abet. (III) 
Pl'b. cond. re'l. ( 11) 
Prb. luck impeach (III) 
Vic. corp. bus. (II) 
Vic. rel. def. (I) 
Vi c. eye I'd t. re 1 . ( I) 
Vic. fical (II) 
Vic. partic. (II) 
Vic. crim. rec. (II) 
Vic. narc. (II) 
Vic. alco. (II) 
Vic. sex (II) 
Vic. age (II) 
Vic. spec. circum. (II) 
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Vic. disnb. (II) 
Vic. reluc. (II) 
Vic. emp 1 . ( II ) 
Vi c. t 'j me 'j n D. C . (I I) 
I~it. re1. to def. (I) 
Hit. tel. to ,vic. (I) 
Hit. obs. ( II) 
I-/it.l'eluc. (II) 
Hi t. empT. (I I I) 
I-I it. c \' i III • l' e c . (I I) 
I-lit. spec. circ. (III) 
lJit. age (III) 
1-) it . dis a b . ( II 1) 
Hit. eye \',i t. ( II ) 
Wit. aider abettor (III) 
Type Cril:le consens (r I) 
Type c\,'j me 'j nj u'('y (IV) 
Opz. def. status (III) 
Prob. \'rj n ( I I I ) 
Lineup date (III) 
L-i neup t'j nlf; (IV) 
lila 9 i st. C OlllP 1. no. ( II 1) 
Defend. (1) 
Opz. Vlts (I ) 
Po 1 it. overti de ( II I) 
Ra n k camp. ( r I) 
Case closed (1) 
Old ct. case (II) 
Indict. date (1) 
Pres. date (I) 
Crime (I) 

D. Case transaction record: 

Init. plea (II) 
JTD (1) 
Tf. act. date (I) 
Tf. !~USA ( I) 
Tf. type tti a 1 (I ) 
Tf. act. reason (I) 
Tf. cant. date (I) 
Tf. judge (II) 
Tf~ motion field (II) 
Tf. motion date (II) 
F d . 1 en 9 t h t l~ i a 1 ( I) 
Tf.' fd. sent. mi n. (I) 
Fd. sent. max. (II) 
Fd. sent. $ (I) 
Fd. sent. type (I) 
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DA recom. IllOS. ( 1) 
DA rec om. $ ( 1) 
DA recom. can. conc. (1) 
Trans. no. of.' (II) 
Last cant. date (II) 
Cantin. no. of. (I) 

E. Witness record: 

Hit. type (1) 
\·iit. ess. (I 1) 
\oIi t. name (II) 
Wit. address (II) 
Wit. MPD rank (III) 
Wit. MPD unit (III) 
Hit. MPD ~adge (II) 
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ATTACHt~ENT VI 

SUr1MARY FREQUENCY TABULATION 

For each of the following items) give both the absolute and rela
tive (expressed as a percentage of total) frequency distribution, with 
total for each item, for calendar year 1973. 

A. Felonies 

, . , 

1. Cases papered as felonies, by month 

2. Cases brought to prosecutor as felonies, papered as 
felonies versus papered as misdemeanors versus not 
papered at all 

3. Cases papered as fe16nies, by most serious police charge 

4. Cases papered as felonies, by most serious prosecutor 
charge 

5. Cases papered as felonies, by number of police charges 
at papering (O~ 1 s 2, 3~ 4, 5, 6, 7, 8~ 9 .:: 10) 

6. Cases papered as felonies, by number of total prosecutor 
charges at papering 

7. Cases indicted as felonies, by number of charges at 
indictment 

8. Cases papered as felonies, by number of defendants 

9. Cases papered as felonies, by number of lay witnesses 

10. Cases papered as felonies, by whether plea of guilt to 
one or more charges, verdict of guilt to one or more 
charges, verdict of innocent on all charges, other non
convictions, not yet closed, and other 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

Cases papered as fe 1 oni es, by Sell i n-Wo 1 fgang index 
(single integers) 

Defendants in cases papered as felonies, by Gottfredson 
score (nearest integer) 

Defendant~ in cases papered as felonies, by number of 
previous arrests (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 .:::. 10) 

Defendants in cases papered as felonies, by age « 20, 
20-24, 25-29, 30-34, 35-39, 40-49, > 50) -- give also 
mean and standard deviation -
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15\ Defendants in cases papered as felonies, by race 

,16. 

17, 

Defendants in cases papel"'ed as felonies, by relation
ship to victim 

Defendants in cases papered as felonies, by bail release 
status .~ give also mean and standard deviation for 
amount of bail 

a. pre-indictment 

b. post-indictment 

18. For all cases papered as felonies, give number of 
cases, and the mean and standard deviation for time 
in days between (if applicable) the 'following pro
cesses: 

a. offense and arrest 

b. arrest and papering 

c. papering and presentment 

d. presentment and prel iminnry hearing 

e. preliminary heal"ing and indictment 

f. indictment and arraignment 

g. arraignment and disposition 

(1) trial cases with jury 

(2) trial cases without jury 

(3) cases not brought to trial 

h. if guilty, time between disposition and sentencing 

19. Repeat #18 separately for the following crime categories 
(most serious prosecutor charge at papering): 

a. murder 

b. rape 

c. robbery 

d. burglary 

-174-

e. as saul t 

f. other 

B. Misdemeanors 

(same as felonies, with following exceptions:) 

2. cases brought to prosecutor as misdemeanors, papered 
versus no papered 

18. for cases papered as misdemeanors, give total number of 
cases mean and standal~d deviation for time in days 
between (if applicable): 

a. offense and arrest 

b. arrest and papering 

c. papering and arraignment 

d. arraignment and disposition 

(1) trial cases with jury 

(2) trial cases ~.Ji thout jury 

(3) cases not brought to trial 

e. if guil ty, time between disposition and sentencing 

19. omit 
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INSTITUTE FOR LAW AND SOCIAL RESEARCH 
1125 15th St., N.W. Suite 625 Washington, D. C. 20005 
(202) 872-9380 Cable INSLAW, WASHOC 

William .1\. Hamilton, President 

January 13, 1976 

Ms. Voncile Gowdy 
Project Monitor, Courts Branch 
National Institute of 

Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 
633 Indiana Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20531 

Re: PROMIS Research Grant 75-NI-99-0111 

Dear Ms. Gowdy: 

.. 

We have prepared this letter of transmittal to accompany each copy 
of the PROMIS Research Design report, dated December 1975. This letter 
identifies the author(s) of each research design and will thus be useful 
for evaluation purposes and in responding to questions. 

The authors of each chapter are listed below: 

1. Introduction 
2. Analysis of Prosecutor Operations 
3. Analysis of Police Operations From 

a Court's Perspective 
4. Patterns of Criminal and Related 

Community Behavior 
.' 

5. Data Purification for Research 
.Purposes 

6. Application of Multivariate Analysis 
Techniques 

Please call us if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Sidney H. Braunstein 
Brian E. Forst 
Brian E. Forst 

Kri s ten Will i ams 

Joyce Deroy 
Dean Merrill 
Brian E. Forst 

~? (J. (}w-.""';C--
. Sidney H. Braunstein 
Vice President 

SHB/kef 
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CENTER FOR URBAN ANALYSIS 

CRIMINAL JUSTICE DENONSTRATIONS 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

On April 26, 1973, LEAA awarded a Pilot "0" Discretionary Grant to Santa 
Clara County to establish the Center for Urban AnalYSis, Criminal Justice 
Demonstrations. This provided $160,880 to support the development of 
management oriented problem-solving techniques using geographically re
lated data. The mission of the Center was to provide new problem solving 
tools, serve as a resource for planning, and provide criminal justice 
agencies with information to increase their individual and collective abil
ites to: 

o diagnose specific crime problems 

.. develop better baseline measures 

• formulate better focused, more effective programs 

• evaluate results. 
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Second year funding of $65,000 was awarded through the Regional Criminal 
Justice Planning Board to assist the institutionalization of the Center and 
to carry out demonstration projects which help criminal justice agencies 
mak~ decisions 'and act on solutions to important problems. The Center was 
intended to be partially supported by non-criminal justice users so as to 
extend the base of potential financial support and enhance the probability of 
the Center to finance itself. 

The projects conducted by the Center concerned the allocation of resources 
to prevent and control crime according to the geography and characteristics 
of the urban environment. The Center has the respons:i.bU.i ty of maintaining . 
a computerized map (called a Geographic Base Fi.le) of the County. The 
Geographic Base File employed is the DIME file originally established by the 
Bureau of the Census for the 1970 Federal Census. The DIME file was corrected, 
extended to countywide coverage, and maintained on a current basis. The Center 
provides 'the technology for matching address-coded records to the DI}lli file, so 
that events may be precisely located on a map and referenced to any size or 
shaped geographic area. The data may refer to a street address, such as "70 
W~ Hedding St.", a street intersection, such as "N. 1st St. and W .. Hedding St. OI , 

or a place name, such as "Civic Center". Map coordinates referenced to the 
State Plane Coordinate System (similar to latitude-longitude), and other, 
relevant geographic identification, are appended to the data concerning the 
event. The geographic referencing of event data enables criminal justice 
agencies to relate agency data to other relevant data of the urban~nvironment, 
such as property data from the Assessor' ,s records and dell:wgraphic dc,ta from the 
Census. 

The information may thus be displayed on maps produced by computer line . 
printer, used for analysis that could not be performed without the geographic 
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reference, and established in an interactive c,omputer graphic system data 
base for examination and p-x:oblem-solving. The interactive computer graphic 
system, GADS (~eographic Analysis and Q.:!:splay ~stem) is a protot'ype system 
developed under a Joint study Agreement betvreen IBM-Resea.rch (San Jose) and 
Santa Clara County. The system uses a television-like computer terminal 
installed in agency offices. Agency personnel were able to explore and manipulate 
their data with reference to a map image they specified meaningful to the 

problems to be resolved. 

The Center provided a general purpose statistical and tabulation system, SPSS 
(Statistical Package for the Social Sciences), as a method to summarize agency 
data in more tradi tiona.l forms'. The-combination of user-oriented, fl.exible and 
versati Ie techniquE:S provided c-x:iminal justice agencies with po\verful tools to 
assist finding solutions to operational and management problems. 

The project!) chosen as demonstrations were selected on the basis of need and 
request for assistance by user agencies. Demonstration projects included the 
Adult Probation Department and five different law enforcement agencies of four 
generally different sizes, plus a crime analysis and evaluation project serving 
all police agencies in the County. Several one-time jobs unrelated to a project 
were completed for client agencies. Most of the demonstration projects focused 
on the use of callso.for-service (dispatch) data with police agen~ies. The 
projects assisted the management problems related to strategic deployment, 
agency orga~ization, resource allocation and activity analysis. One project 
concerned crime,.specific program planning, monitoring and evaluation .. 

Center st.aff provided agency assistance with problem formulation, data collection, 
data analY8is

1 
and assistance in the problem-solving process as required. The 

speed and flexibility with which alternative solutions could be tried and 
evaluated with the GADS system plus the mininal use of a programmer! analyst 
to which a problem definition had to b0 corrnnunicated, enabled agency personnel 
to us~ their special knowledge effectively in the problem-solving process. The 

.direct involvement of administrators, managers, supervisors and line personnel 
enabled the development of solutions that all levels involved in the problem 

could understand and support. 

Data collection for agencies lacking systematic data collection and data entry 
procedures was identified as a significant problem in the projects. Agencies 
were guided to increase their data collection and analysis capabilities as a 
result of the projects, and recognition was made that data collection costs are 
rapidly amortized if the information is timely, accessible and supports the 
allocation of criminal justice agency resources. A general conclusion supports 
placing flexible analysis tools as close to recision-makers as possible. It is 
recommeded that the interactive graphics system be made available to agencies' 
throughout the County with enhanced capabilities for data entry and control at 

the agency terminal. 
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PROJECT ACTIVITIES 

Problem Statement 

Agencies are concerned with allocatin resourc 
To do this, criminal J'ustice agenci g d es to prevent and control crime. 

t
o h' es nee some method f ffi' ~ng t e~r resources according to the 1 ore c~ent1y al10ca-

urban environment. The allocatO f geograply and characteristics of the 
~on 0 patrol or servi 0 

events have occurred targeting p~ev ti' ce areas, ~dentifying where 
places or businesses' all or" th'- en ve programs for certain kinds of people 

- - ese require k 1 d f ' 
located on a map. In other word~ th' nm.". e ge 0 where something is 
data to geography nnd to sourcess~f :::o~ ~oneedhIolrelate criminal justice 
environment of that geography. a ~on w c 1. can describe the urban 

data potentially useful for criminal just' 
are several ~ifficulties that inhibit e.ffecti~~euse 

A variety of agencies collect 
problems. However, there 
of such information: 

A. 

B. 

c. 

One difficulty cancer th 1 
information is usuall;S tra~s:~~t:d theTgbeoglrta~hiCallY related 
e ~ol dO' • a u a ~ons are not 
ab~ y use ~n map-or~ented problems and d t 0 f grou~ed in area units that do not co~form t~ ~h~s r~quenftlY 

part~cular agency. . e nee s 0 a 

G70graphical1y rela.ted data is often available in t~me ly !llanner for purposes to ,.,hich it could have a less than been app li cd. 

Geographic data often requires the 0 t d' 0 

to translate, digest, extract and ~~ e~e ~at~on of a specialist 
it becomes useful to a criminal oum~~~pu ate the information before 
submerges the special knowledge ~ns ~:-e.pr~f~ssi~nal. This process 
bring to the problem solving pro~~s~~~m~~: t~~~t:c~ of~ical has to 
acqu:ire the perceptions and d c" n~c an 1.S unab Ie to 
the full effectiveness of in~n er~~andil.ng of,the professional and orma ~on n decl.sion making is lessened. 

An~ place on a map can be described b dd 
coordinate. If crimina.l justice a en~i:: a ress, place name or an X-Y 
(computerized map), any address org la haveoa~ces~ to a geographic base file, 
any size or shaped geographic are p T~~ ident~f~?at~on can be located into 
Justice Standard No 4 8) provid a. ~s ~eo-cod~ng capability (Criminal 

, • • es a capacl.ty to relate c' d 
mat1.on about the urban environment d ,of' ,r~me ata to other infor-
planning on a region wide and i di a idn sl~gn~ l.cantly ~mproves criminal justice 

n v ua agency level. 

Goals and Objectives: 

There are ~ierarchies of goals and obJ'ectives. Th 
The first ~ntermediate goal is t dIe goal is to reduce crime. 
to reduce crime. The second int~rm:~~a~~ morel ~ffective projects and programs 

1.
0

nf t' f goa ~s to provide more d f' 't' 
orma ,,~on or project and program form1.1lat 4 0n and e ~n~ ~ ve ... evaluation. 

The objectives of the first year gr~nt funding were to °d ' 
agencies with information t ' prov~ e crlminal justice. o ~ncrease their ability to: 

'. 
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1. ,Diagnose specific criminal justice problems; 

2. Develop better baseline measures by geographic area; 

3. Formulate better focused and more effective projects and programs; and 

4. Evaluate the results of these projects and programs. 

The objectives for the second year of the project funding were to: 

1) Institutionalize t.he Center for Urban Analysis on an interprise 

I
I basis, whereby user agencies budget and pay for services rendered 

by the Center. The Center ,,,as intended to be partially supported 
by non-criminal justice users so as to extend the base of potential 
financial support and enhance the probabi li ty of the Center to 
finance itself; 

2. Carry out six candidate projects which help criminal justice agencies 
make decisions and act on solutions to important problems. 

ACTIVITIES AND FUNCTIONS 

The functiomt of the Criminal Justice Demonstrations, '\-1ere to assist criminal 
justice agenci~s in the resolution of problems that had a geographic character 
and to provide ne,,, problem-solving tools. Assistance was provided in prcblem 
formulation, assembling appropriate and timely dat~ organizing and conveying the 
information in a manner that agencies could easily use, and in technical assist
ance .in the problem solving process. The approach emphasized agency involvement 
in order to improve the abilities of agencies to resolve problems and to retain 
a focus on implementation. 

A primary func'tion of the Center has been the responsibility for establishing 
and ma!.ntaining the geographic base referencing system. The geographic;. base 
file GBF/DINE (Dual Independent Nap Encoding), waS originally developed by the 
Bureau of the C;nsus-for conducting the mail-back part of the 1970 census. 
The initial version of the DINE file for Santa Clara County covered the urban
ized (north.) portion of the County and consisted of approximate 47,000 records. 
The Center extended and updated to this file to a county-wide coverage. At 
the end of the project period the file consisted of appro.ximately 70,000 
records and reflected the current (June, 1975) street network and corporate 
jurisdic tion boundaries. Ability' to maintain the DIME file was also achieved 
during the project period. DIME file updates and correction processes 
originally requiring a three to four week period to accomplish, were success
fully completed in less than a week. 

T.he software enabling the matching of address coded records to the GBF/DlME 
~"as also developed by the .Census Bureau. The initial program, ADNATCH, was 
r~placed by a improved program, UNINATCH, furnishing the ability to acommodate 
intersection coded events as ~"el1 as place name and street address coded events. 
'1'he Center established and maintains a version of UNlNATCH specifically adapted 
for usc in Santa Clara County. 'The Census Bureau also developed the GRIDS 
progr.run, which produces comp<.tt:er line-printer maps from geo-coded data. The 
Center refined the production of GRIDS maps to a high degree for maximum 
effectiveness. 
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Center staff aided users in problem formulation, in generating and organizing 
data, and in assistance through the analysis process. In addition to geo-coding 
and the production of GRIDS maps) the basic capabilities that the Center offered 
in its projects were: (1) interactive computer graphic system (GADS); (2) a 
general purpose statistical and tabulation system (SPSS); and (3) specialized 
analytic and data analysis capabilities. 

Interai::tive computer graphiC system. 

I 
A prototype interac'ti ve computer graphic system, GADS (Q.eodata Qisplay and 
Ana1ys:is System), developed by IBN-Research, San Jose, under a Joint Study 
Agree~ent-with Santa Clara County, is a user-oriented system that relates a 
structured data base to a user specific map. The system provides opportunity 
for e>:!ploratory examination of the data and capacity for sophisticated manipu
latio~ of data and map features. The terminal is a relatively inexpensive, 
remotable devi.ce with hard copy uni.t attachment. The system is economical in 
computer utilization. ,The control language has been successfully operated 
in-house by uniformed and non-uniformed personnel of different backgrounJs 
in a variety of police agency problems. 

General purpose statistical and tabulation slEtem. 

The program package SPSS, ~tatistical Kackage for the ~ocial ~ciences, developed 
by the National Opinion Research Center at the University of Chicago, now 
diseminated and maintained by SPSS, Inc., is a flexible, coherent set of 
procedures for data analysis. The system is characterized as user-oriented in 
that. users can modify procedural controls establ~shed by Center staff to produce 
specific desired analysis. 

Specialized analytic and data analysis capabilities. 

Center staff undertook special processing of certain data files such as from the 
Assessor's records to enable the relating of crime data to property and Census 
data. Center staff also developed special analytic programs for particular 
projects. These latter abilities were used minimally, as a focus of the work 
of the Center was to retain the control and the responsibility for analysis 
with user agencies, utilizing the tools and procedures that were generally 
available rather than those that were required to be developed for a specific 
application. 

The specific tasks undertaken under the project during the last year were: 

1. Provide data handling services to users. This work consisted of 
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three major categories. The first category encompassed the capabilities 
of preparing, processing and geo-coding user data into user defined 
areas. The second category consisted of establishing data bases and 
map definitions meaningful for the user-defined problems. The last 
category concerned maintenance of basic software to produce tabulations, 
summaries, maps and analysis of user data. 

2. Naintain Reference files. This work encompassed the maintenance of 
the Geographic Base File, extraction capabilities of the 'Property 
System and other data sources, and related software maintenance. 
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3. ~~de Uscr SUPP.?.E.!.. This ''lork focused on making the resources 
of the Center available and accessible to Criminal Justice agencies 
'and to support the user-specific projects. 

4. Organization and Administration. This function provided management 
for the undertaking of the work. 

Task 1 Provide Data Handling Services to,Users 

Most demonstratl,on projects undertaken by the Center, as surmnerized below, 
dealt with the use of police agency calls-for-service data (CFS). Four of 
the five police agencies with whom the Center worked used dispatch data as 
source documents. The Sheriff's Department utilized patrol officer log 
sheets that had already undergone data entry at the time the Center starUng 
working \1i th the information. ' The Center worked wi th the agencies and dispatch 
functions in classification methods, data capture, conventions and personnel 
procedures regarding data entry requirements. Mec!IElnics were established to 
transnii t and return source documents between the Center and agencies. Personnel 
at the Center scanned dispatch t:l.ckets to clari.fy the documents, minimize data 
entry errors and evaluate data capture encoding techniques. Procedure., l.:ere 
established with data entry staff at GSA/DP for clear, efficient and CQst
effective data entry. Techniques were established to perform basic editing 
of the data, and to process the address information so that it could be 
utilized in the geo-coding process. 

Two alternative methods for accomplishing the geo-coding of source records 
were undertaken. The first method involved identifying the correct study 
area or beat number to each. re'cord within a por'tion of the Geographic Base 
File 'appropriate to each agency. In this method, the correct assignment 
of study area o~ beat was simply transfered from the appropriately matched 
Geographic Base File record to the dispatch record. In the second method, 
the correct X-Y coordinate value waS transferred from the matched DIME record. 
The X-Y coordinate. values were then located to the correct study area or beat 
through a procedure called IIPoint-in-Polygon ll • A principal adVantage of thi.s 
latter procedure is that additional geographic identi£i~r8 of beat, study area, 
etc., are not required to be maintained directly on the GBF/DIME. The X-Y 
coordinates provides sufficient identification to locate that event to any 
described polygon representing a.study area or beat. 

Considerable effort was expended in determining efficient methods for 
preparing the base maps representing study areas or beats. The first procedure 
adopted was the interactive labelling of each side of a boundary segment of a 
study area polygon with the correct area number. ,Internal segments for these 
polygons were then automatically coded with the correct study area number. 
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This proceuure r~quired the use of Operations Research Analyst staff, was ti::ne 
consuming in interactive computer operation and required extensive elasped 
ti.me. It could only be done by one individual during the course of a map de
velopment. 1'echnical problems with polygon closrue and numbering ..... ere 
significant. The revised procedure uses a special data entry form to identify eacn 
segment of a polygon, Each vertex is cross-referenced to a appropriate DIME 
file node; new nodes are created when a study area vertex does not have a DINt 
file node at that location. The product is a polygon description of the study 
area tha.t is then automaUcally numb'ered, \vith sides of the polygon edges 
labelled with correct a.rea numbers by a cross-reference bet\veen user and ( 

computer-assigned area numbers. The resulting file is simplified in that it 
does not include each DIME file segment that may occur along the edge of a 
polygon. The work can done by ter.:.i:nical personnel rather than profcsstonal 
personnel, and several people were able to simutaneously code polygon boundaries 
for project maps. The system is batch oriented, economical, and offers tech
nical and operational benefits in terms of closure and direct verification of 
polygons. 

Efforts in data base loading and establishment \vere closely integrated with 
work conducted under the Joint Study 'Program with IBM-Research. The inter
active. computE:r graphic system includes procedures, called "Extraction", tllat 
can selecUvely examine individual records, and prepare a user specific data 
base for a particular prOblem. Alternatively, a staff prepared Fortran 
routine may oe modified to prepare a data baseo Tne Extraction procflrlure is 
extensive in computer utilization bu.t requires minimal staff effort; ddGpting 
previously prepared Fortran loading programs reqUires more staff eLort hut 
i.s efficient in computer utilization. 

So:(twar~ fOl: addrcsu matching (UNIHATCH) and computer line printer maps (GRIDS) 
'r' M:int i' ~~ by the Census Bureau. Updated versions of this software have 
bet':: insti!.ll';!(l and documented in GSA-DJ? computer system procedures. 

The SPSS s'Vstem is maintained by SPSS, Inc., which issues periodic updates nnd 
modificati;ns. SPSS is also installed, documented and maintained on a re('uJ.ar 
basis at GSA-DP. Center staff has documented the flow of procedures and -
programs from data entry of calls-for-service data through standardized SPSS 
control language to produce several standard summaries. 

Task 2. Maintain Reference Fi les 
.:::.;:;;;.::..;.:.-:.;;.--

The main work on GBF/DIME mainte.nance follows procedures established by t;l(> 

Bureau of Census. Staff was reqUired to develop pregrams prior to form,.l 
issue by the Bureau to accomplish several functions reqUired by the GBF/DIME 
acti vi ties. Staff ~'laS also required to prepare programs dnf': to deficiences in 
Census Bureau prepared programs. 

The level of maintenance required for the GBF in Santa Clara County is identified 
by the Census Bureau as exceptional in the nation. A large l\ulllber of corporate 
boundary changes occur \"ithin Sant.a Clara County pursuant to C.OUilty policy 
requirillg annexation of development to cities within whose sphere o{ influence 
the development occurs. The house numbering system in the County is consistent 
only in the Southern portion of the County. In t;he remainder of the County 
each city has its own independent and frequently conflicting house numbering 
system; the County numbering system often conflicts with those independent ' 
systems. The Real Property System maintained by the Assessor provides a 
basic reference source for determination of addresses and street names. 
However, no sing,l(! accurate source exists in the County for address ranges on 
street segments. A variety of sources were thus required to correct errOlleuus 
.;ntri.;s or to fill in gaps, and to extend the GBF countywide. Census Bureau pro
cedures for the DIME file are oriented to a long range, systematic, comprehensive 
correction, update and extension process •. The Center adopted an approacit 
directed to providing an immediately usable ref8rence filt, for project purposes. 
CQnt~r proceuures emphasized firstly. inclusion of all segments in the fil~ with 
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correct node identification; secondly, addresses ranges along the segments; 
thirdly, accurate coordinates; fourth, corporate bound&ries; and last thG 
block number and zip code references. The Bureau has established a number' 
of edit procedures in the CREATE and FIXDIME II programs used by the Center. 
Center staff also developed a number of edit programs and procedures to 
establish and verify the file. One of the most important files developed from 
the DllIE HIe was' an intersection reference fi le, enabling events coded to 
street: intersections to be geocoded. The Bureau program ADDEDIT which chains 

I 
along segments, identifying where numeric gaps exist along address ranges, or 
where fddress ranges are inconsistent, was not released for local operation 
until :close to the end of the project year. An address edit performed by the 
Bureati on the file dated early spring, 1975, produced considerable information 
regarding address problems. Many real-world address ran~problems exist in 
Santa Clara County however; nlany of these had been previously verified, vali
dated ,! and will continue to be noted as inconsistencies reflective of on-the
ground situations. 

For each cHent agency, the Center derived from a sub-fil.q, or Project DINE, 
from the master GBF/DI~m. The Project DIME was examined and edited for accuracy 
through the interactive computer graphic system. This \'1as particularly valuable 
when maintenance cycles on the DINE file were major efforts requiring months 
of preparation. As the maintenance cycle has become shorter, edits more 
comprehensive and the file more complete, this function has been reduceJ. The 
project file experience of interactively editing and correcting the DIME file 
continues to assist the generating of inputs to batch correction updates. 
A principal advantage of a Project DIME is that far fe~~er records arc involved, 
providing efficient operation for geocodingmd other related processing. The 
interactive computer graphic system was particularly helpful for displaying, 
validating and examining coordinate locations of the network. 

The state plane coordinate system that requires 7 and 6 digits respectively 
for the X and Y coordinates is difficult to examine other than graphically. 
Plotting the file with a plotting device is time consuming, expensive and 
lacks direct correction capability. Interactively, the map may be economically 
displayed, examined for topological consistency, querried for attribute 
validity. and corrected as appropriate. The Center and IBH-Research are 
continuing work related to map and network techniques. 

In addition to the GBF/DlME, the Center has made extensive use of the Assessor's 
files, both the Real Property system and the Unsecured Property system. Center 
staff participate in the Property Data Hansgement committee that has responsibility 
for the system, development of additional software and output from the system. 
Work conducted by the Center in the process of establishing the DIME file 
assisted the cleaning up of multiple situs addresses in the Unsecured file and 
identified census tracts for parcels lacking such identification. In 1967 

. ' all parcels were identified with a state plane coordinate reference. As this 
process has not been maintaine.d, only 75"/0 of cu'rrent parcels have X-Y coordinates. 
The Property Location Index, derived from the Property System, contains the 
coordinate values and was used as a reference file for matching prior to the 
establishment of the GBY/DIME. 

The most important activity undertaken with the Assessor's Unsecured File 
system for project purposes dealt with selection from the 1972 Unsecured Roll 
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to provide baseline counts by type, by area, for the San Jose Police Department 
Burglary Analysis Unit. The catorgies required a cross\'1alk from the CAPER 
(Crime Analysis Program Evaluation and Research) definitions to tIle Unsecured 
Roll definitions in order to accomplish baseline measurements for the Burg laries 
Prevention project. 

Task 3. Provide User SUEport 

The primary function of this task was to maintain liaison with criminal 
justice agencies, making the Center's reoources available and accessible to 
agencies, and assisting their analysis and problem solving. The Center was 
therefore required to work with agencies from the beginning of project for
mulation thru project conclusion. A significant tool the Center offered 
agencies was the interactive computer graphic system. Training in the operation 
and utilization of the system WaS provided for user agencies. A training 
manual based on the,San Jose Police Departments Beat Analysis project was 
successfully used by police officers and non-uniformed personnel in the 
Gilroy, Mtn. View and San Jose Police Departments. The Adult Probation Dept. 
project required close working relationships with supervising Probation 
Officers to help them define potential service areas, composed of census tract~, 
prior to the availability of the interactive computer graphic system. 

A typical sequence of user support began with the identification of the 
appropriate classifications, definitions for activities, facilitation of a 
coding system that encompassed the range of events an agency wished to work on, 
and identification of commonly used place names used by dispatchers and officers 
for familiar lo~ations. Data collection, for a period of 2-3 months, wa~ 
initiated with Center liaison for that process. Procedures for statistical 
summarization of the data thru SPSS and other programs were then established 
to produce desired analysis. Map areas were defined consistent with patrol 
personnel and management perceptions. Area units, or "atomic" zones, were 
designed to reflect the smallest area meaningful for the purposes of the project. 
After data entry, editing and geocoding,a data base was established that 
co?ld respond to specific questions agencies wished to examine. Extraction 
capabilities provided opportunity to examine the full range of the data for 
crime-specific or management-specific events; area examination capabilities 
for beat development, etc. were available under the general GADS system. As 
agencies began to work on a spectfic problem or examine specific attributes, 
staff was available to provide assistance with the analysis. Terminals were 
installed in police agency offices for a period of two to four weeks, to 
facilitate data analysis and problem solVing. Due to the extensive use of the 
system by the San Jose Police Department, a terminal waS installed in the 
Research and Development Section for the period October 1974 - June 1975. 

The processing of CAPER data focused on geocodiJ:l.g and production of computer 
line printer maps (GRIDS maps), for the client agencies of the CAPER program. 
As data turnaround was deemed very important by CAPER staff, overnight p.ro
cessing and expedited GRIDS map was accomplished for that project. Detailed 
cost analysis and estimates for CAPER processing were also dev~iQped. 

Task 4. Organiz~tion and Management • 

Research designs for the evaluation of the interactive computer graphic system 
with-IBM Research and user agencies were developed. Technical aspects of 
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installation of teleprocessing equipment including modems, terminals and 
telephone installation were also part of this task. The management of re
sources throughout the project, coordination with other governmental agencies, 
comnittee participation, arrangements for data processing and other services 
were also accomplished under this portion of the work program. Staff prepared 
and gave many demonstrations and prescmtations of the work of the Center to 
various local groups as well as visiting representatives of agencies elsewhere 

in the country. 

Agencies Utilizing the Services of the Cp.nter 

San Jose Police Department 

Gilroy Police Department 

Crunpbell Police Department 

Ht. View Police DepartmElnt 

Sheriff's Department 

Countywide CAPER 

Adult Probation Department 

Criminal Justice Pilot Program 

Agencies Whose Services were Utilized by Project 

Bureau of the CenSus 

Census Use Study 

County Data Processing 

Assessors Department 

Communications Department 

IBH Research thru Joint Stud.y Agreement 

RECAP (Regional Educational Center for Automated Krocessing), of the County 
Office of Education 
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The first year grant funding permitted the undertaking of one project with a 
non-criminal justice agency user. The Center began work with the East Side 
(San Jose) Union High School District data committee representing all the elementary 
districts tributary to that high school district, and did further detailed work 
in the first project year with the Mt. Pleasant Elementary school district. 

EVALUATION OF REPORTS 

The criminal justice demonstrations of the Center were not intended to generate 
reports authorized by the Center. ,Individual agencies were responsible for the 
analysis they were conducting and their work was internalized. Few reports were 
produced by user agencies. Lt. Robert Bradshaw and JoAnn Moore of the San Jose 
Police Department presented a paper at the 1974 URISA conference, "Man-Machine 
Interaction for Police Field Hanpower Deployment", describing the use of the 
GADS system in the San Jose Beat alignment work~ The Final Report of the 
San Jose Police Department Burglary Ana.lysis Unit, where Center. resources were 
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used exter,sively, was not completed at the time of this writing. Technical 
reports describing the interactive computer graphic system, GADS, produced 
by IBM-Research staff are listed in the Appendixo Hethods and procedures 
adopted by the Census Bureau for DIHE file processes are well-documented by 
Census pUblicationo SPSS is documented in a handbook for that system C2nd 
Edition issued 1975). The projects generated insights for the participating 
agencies into their problem solving techniques. The direct involvement of 
administrators, supervisors and line personnel in the solution process pro
duced if not an optimum solution, at least a solution that all levels involved 
in problem could understand and could support. The speed and flexibility with 
which alternative solutions could be generated and evaluated, plus the minimal 
use of a programmer/ana~yst to whom a problem definition had to be conmunicated, 
encouraged a re-evaluatLon of the factors and criteria used in the methodology. 
Users with prior ideas about which factors were important in determining how to 
redistribute service areas often found, during the course of solution develop
ment, that some factors were not as critical as hypothesized and that other 
factors needed to be examined more carefully. 

PROJECT ACCOMPLISHMENT AND ANALYSIS 

Project Results and Anticipated Results: The anticipated results of the 
project were to provide information to user agencies as a basis for decision
making and this result was achieved. There is, however, a difference bet\veen 
the decisions that were anticipated to flow from the information and those 
that, in fact, resulted. In the Countywide CAPER project, the decisions were 
administrative in nature (e.g. costs for certain services performed by the 
Center); ~perational decisions with CAPER data were to be made by the par-
ti,cipating law enforcement agencies. Where specific agency problems were 
identified and worked on, decisions were assisted by information developed 
through the ~emonstration project; such as in the Adult Probation Department, 
S~n Jose PolLce Department Beat Development and Burglary Analysis projects. 
V1.rtually all agencies discovered serendipitous uses for the data to facilitate 
decisions on problems that had not been anticipated. Some police agencies 
began the work with an initial focus on possible beat re-alignment. During 
the course of the pr.oject, however, their interests beca~me more involved with 
analysis of administrative activities and allocation of agency resources, of 
which the geographic assignment was only a portion. Project information waS 
used as a variety of ag'ency functions, especially in budget development. 

There were several factors that .led to resutts of ·different decision-making 
than anticipated. Some agencies wanted to use calls-for-service information 
as a basis for tactical resource deployment. This use of the CFS data was 
i~appropriate in the project context as there .was, necessarily, a significant 
time lag between the occ\'-ence of the event and the establishment of the data 
base 'for the system. The delay was necessitated due to data collection and 
entry methods, and technical difficulties attendant to prototype development. 
An intersection reference file from the GRF/DIME was nbt available for use in 
the geocoding process until January, 1975, necessarily delayin~ the geocoding 
of intersection-coded events, some of which were dated July, 1974. 

In several cases project management at the agency level changed during the 
course of the project , and the particular interests of the original understand
ing ~/ere modified by these personnel changes. During the course of the Gilroy 
Police Department project, the Deputy Chief accepted a position as Chief of a 
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police agency out of the County. Responsibility for project cordination 
:i.n the Camp~ell Police Department Was shifted several times during the course 
of that proJect. Lack of identified day-to-day responsibility, discontinuity 
of interests and personnel shifts occured in the course of the Sheriff's 
Department proje?t. Successful accomplishment of project objectives occured 
when agency cont~nuity of personnel and interests existed throughout the pro
ject. A major project contemplated under second y.ear funding Was expedited 
processing of calls-for-service data. This was anticipated to hav~ been ac
complished with ~he San Jose Police Department using the daily log tape from 
the,computer-ass~sted dispatch system anticipated to be operational during the 
project year. The computer-assisted dispatch system was delayed significantly 
and will not be operational until early 1976. It was thus not feasible to 
undertake a project with expedited data entry due to non-automated data 
collection systems. 

Work contemplated with the proposed Juvenile Information System was not 
realized when that system was aborted. 

The demonstration projects have had different levels of impact on different 
agencies~ In most agencies there seems an increased connnittment to data 
coll:cti~n activities and in the analysis of data to support a variety of 
apphcatlons. The San Jose Police Departnent Burglary Analysis Unit utilized 
the demonstration project to refine and identify high risk burglary target 
areas for crime-specific programs, and to develop baseline measures for pre
and post prog'ram evaluation. BAU staff believe that this assistance Was of 
considerable utility for the work of that program. 

It is not believed that the results could have obtained more efficiently by a 
different allocation of resources or of project activities. Given the state 
of technolo~y,and the technical resources of the Center, the project proceeded 
in an expedltlOUS and efficient manner to deliver infonnation to user agencies 
aS,rapidly as Possib~e and in fonns that made it convenient for agencies to 
utllize t~(! info~atlon. The results of the project compare favorably with 
other projects uSlng a similar approach and with projects using different 
approaches and methods. '.('his project focused on removing an intermediary 
bet~een the agency and the infonnation base. It was distinguished from 
projects where a consulting group i'lOuld externally manipulate agency data 
and provide a solution arrived at by non-criminal justice professionals, or 
at least no~-agency pe:sonnel. Such solutions are frequently inappropriate 
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~o~ agen~y lmplementatlon because of the difficulty of transfering full 
lnfonnat~on from the agency to the consulting group. This project also attempt-
ed to respond precisely, with limited but focused information, to questions raised b 
agency personnel rather than producing voluminous data hypothesized to be useful fo~ 
agency purpos~s. The intent Was to deliver only the desired data analysis 
to user agencles. Agencies were not overwhelmed with infonnation but received 
respons~s to s?ecific ~uestions. Information available through the GADS system 
was avallable lnteractlvely and Was readily communicable because of the graphic 
medium. 

The results w~ich might ~ave been expected in the absence of the demonstrations 
vary from proJect to proJect. In the burglary analysis project, previous 
work identified a rectangular area approximately 1 mile by 3 miles as the 
candidate target area for burglary prevention programs. The use of the detailed 
seo-coded information enabled considerably refined area identification, leading 
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to a much more efficient use of resources with greater control on the par
,ticular progra.rns. The San Jose Police Department had manually prepared a 
reviaed beat pattern prior to working with the interactive computer graphic 
system. The solution generated with the interactive system was superior lin 
several measures, waS able to be cornminicated to other city officials, and was 
able to be rapidly~anipulated by the officers in accordance with different 
resource requirements. Agencies that undertook focused work on administrative 
activities were able to determine actual workloads, and improve their pro
grrunming for allocating resources. 

I 
One bf the major findings of the !Jemonstration projects waS the difficulty 
of data collection efforts with agencies with non-automated data collection 
proc~edures. Computer-assisted dispatch is progrannned for implementation by 
the San Jose Police Department an,d has an objective of eventually becoming 
cou~ty-wide in its application. There are political and technical obstacles 
to the realization of this intent. At the present time many police agencies 
maintain their own communications and dispatch fUnctions. For non-automated 
agencies, the project demonstrated the importance of establishing a data 
collection process. The manner in which the demonstrations undertook data 
collection, processing dispatch tickets through a batch data entry method, 
is not efficient for systematic data collection. This method was the least 
expensive and most efficient manner in which to handle that task during the 
demonstration projects. On a continuing basis however, the batch keypunch, 
(or key-to-tape or key-to-disk) .. process can not accomplish the objective of 
rapid data entry into a system. External 'batch data entry does not minimize 
editing requir.ements and has an:.indirect feedback to improve data recording. 
It is desireable to have agency personnel directly accomplish data entry in a 
system enabling easy and rapid retrieval in order to respond to questions 
that periodically occur with recent dispatch data. The system should have a 
c'apabi li ty of providing basic summaries of the data. As proj ect experiences 
have encouraged agencies to undertake data collection efforts, the Center is 
currently examining the data entry question to develop alternative solutions 
to this project-identified problem area. 

The demonstration projects have led to the development of processes, procedures 
and methods that are highly cost-effective for analysis of criminal justice 
agency data. The project benefited considerably from the resources of the 
Census Use Study personnel who worked closely with Center staff during the 
early part of the demonstrations. The demonstrations could not have been 
conducted without the Census Bureau's work on the DIME file, methodologies 
developed by the Bureau, and the procedures available in the SPSS programs. 
Major contributions were made by IBM-Research staff under the Joint Study 
Agreement. In addition to hosting and refining the interactive computer 
graphic system, IBM-Research staff also provided valua.ble assistance in 
evaluation of work performed by agencies and staff, and assisted in the 
acc~mplishment of several projects. The actual resources dedicated to the 
grant were thus s.ignificantly larger than the direct g~ant costs. 

One result of the project is the capability of the Center to offer services 
to aid criminal justice agencies on an extremely economical basis. Geo-coding, 
is being accomplished for less than a penny per record on the County-wide file. 
The current DIME file is producing match rates exceeding 88% for County-wide 
CAPER. This min'im:l.zes the necessary manual geocoding that would otherwise 
have to be performed for non-matched records, and is timely in that the work 
can be accomplished on an overnight basis. GRIDS map production has also 
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been r~fine.d for user agencies, is fully installed at County data process:i.ng, 
and is an economical producer of varying scale hard copy maps Of geo-coded 
events. 

GADS, the interactive computer graphic system, has been demonstrated as a 
highly efficient system for problem-solving purposes. The system requires 
low utilization of computer resources and has high effectiveness as a communi
'cations device. Terminal facilities are easily installed in agency offices. 
Police department personnel can be efficiently trained to use the system for 
operational purposes. 

The GADS system has been benchmarked at three commerical installations using 
two lessons in the training manual developed ~n the San Jose Police Department 
Beat Ana'lysis project. Commerical rates arc in the range of $15 -$25 per 
connect hour for computer utilization, depending on the kind and pace of work. 
Hardware costs for modems, terminal and hard copy unit are approximately 
$3.50/hour. GADS operating costs are thus modest relative to system benefits. 
It • .... ould be ~ppropriate for the existing version of GADS to be installed at 
County GSA-Data Processing and made available to criminal"'justice and other 
governmental agencies in Santa Clara County~ 

It is recognized that GADS is a prototype system, not a doct~ented production 
product. Additional resources should be made available to develop and implement 
desirable modifications to the system. The interactive computer graphic system 
underwent several modifications during the course of the project. These changes 
were responsive to demonstration project experience \-lith client agencies; the 
prototype systel]l would benefit by additional tailoring to police agencies 
specifications and enhancement of user manipulation capabilities. 
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A forthcoming version of the SPSS will be interactive, rather than batch oriented, 
computer processing. It will be desirable to revise the batch procedures develop
ed under the demonstration projects in a more convenient form for direct agency 
utilization on remote terminals. 

The Center is undertaking preliminary work concenning the problem of data entry 
for smaller jurisdictions. Batch data entry of dispatch data costs approximately 
$.10 per record simply to establish machine readable card images. These costs 
should be able to be reduced and the info~mation made more accessable to 
agencies through recent technology. Additional resources should be made available 
to support this effort. Many Census Bureau procedures for the maintenance and 
use of the GBF/DIME required modification and special development efforts by the 
Center. This work, as well as basic maintenance of the GBF/DIME, is necessary to 
be continued and supported. 

In order to achieve the objective of the second project year, to institutio'nalize 
the Center on a self supporting basis, project expenditures wet'i~ fundamentally 
necesflary to develop establish techniques that would serve client agencies. The 
opportunity to serve one non-crilninal justice client in the first project year 
has been fruitful in producing a number of users from the non-criminal justice 
area. These users improve th~ probability that the Center will be able to be 
self supporting in forthcoming years by spreading the costs of DIME file main
tenance among different interest ar,eas. The Center has experienced successful _ 
transferal cif techniques and methods in a variety of projects with local govern
mc:nt agencies, such as school and fire application8~ ~'o the extent that development 
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costs can be underwritten by a variety of users, no single interest area 
is unfairly burdened and the benefits are distributed to the community of users. 

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The projects chosen as demonstrations were selected on the basis of need and 
request for assistance by the user agency. Agenciea represented included 
Adult Probation and five different law enforcement agencies of four generally 
different sizes plus a crime analysis and evaluation project serving all 
police agencies in the County. In addition, several one-time jobs unrelated 
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to a project were completed for client agencies. A total of eight (8) demonstra
tion projects were undertaken and are described in the following section. One 
non-criminal justice agency project supported under the first year funding is not 
summarized. 

Project objectives were achieved in terms of accomplishing the number of projects 
anticipated, and in institutionalizing the Center \-li thin County government. 
Project experience in terms of achieving the objectives of assisting agencies 
to make decisions and act on solutions to important criminal justice problems 
were uneven. One agency (Campbell Police Department) has made only slight use 
of the information developed i.n their project. The Sheriff's Department project 
was unable to accomplish project objectives for a variety of reasons, including 
place identification problems and lack of staff continuity. Other agencies 
utilized the information and tools provided to a greater extent and fulfilled 
the intent of the demonstrations. The San Jose Police Department Burglary 
Analysis Unit project exemplified the full range of the objective "to assist 
the diagnosis of speci.fic problems, develop better baseline measures by geo
graphic area, formulate more effective programs, and evaluate results.1I 

In general, the demonstration projects focused on using calls-for-service 
(dispatch) data to assist in the mangement problem-solving tasks related to 
strategic deployment, agency organization, resource allocation, activity analysis; 
and crime-specific program planning, monitoring and evaluation. Two basic 
methods of organizing and presenting the data have enabled agencies to 
successfully operate in a mode that places the decision-maker in direct con-
tact with data relev~~t to a current problem. They are: 

1. An interactive computer g~aphic system. 

A prototype interactive computer system, GADS (Geo-data Analysis and 
Display System), developed by IBM~Resea~ch, San Jose, under-a joint 
study agreement with Santa Clara County; is a user-oriented system that 
relates a structured data base to a user-specific map. The system, 
provides opportunity for exploratory examination of the data and cap
acity for sophisticated manipulation of data and map features. The 
terminal is a relatively inexpensive, remotable device with hard 
copy attaclunent. The system is economical in computer utilization. 
The control language has been successfully operated in-house by 
uniformed and non-un.iformed personnel of diverse backgrounds in a 
Variety of police agency problems. 
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2. A general purpose statistical and tabulation system. 

The program packa.ge SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social 
Sciences») developed by the National Opinion Research Center at the 
University of Chicago) now disseminated and maintained by SPSS, Inc., 
is a flexible, coherent set of procedures for data analysis. The 
system is characterized as user-oriented in that users can readily 
modify previously developed procedural controls to produce the 
desired analysis. 

, 
The necessary conditions for either of these systems to be employed are: 

3. 

Systematic data collection and data entry; 

Geographic coding of data; (The Center performs the "geo-coding" 
functions of identifying X-Y coordinates and user zones (beat, study 
areas) etc.) with event data, using Census developed methods (DIME 
file and the program UNIMATCH), and additional procedures developed 
by IBM-Research and the Center) 

Data base loading, maintenance and assistance in problem solving. 
(Functions also performed by Center staff.) 

Summary and Conclusions 

The police agency projects undertaken under the previous limited funding have 
been restricted in duration and scope; e.g. data collection of two or three 
months, 1/12 sample data, etc. These demonstration projects have generated 
valuable insights and modifications to the GADS system, initialized the 
DIME file and refined its use in police applications, and demonstrated the 
versatility and transferrability of SPSS procedures in the calls-for-service 
analysis. In addition, the projects generated insights for the participating 
agencies into their problem solving techniques. The direct involvement of 
administrators, managers, supervisors, and line personnel in the solution 
process produced - if not the optimum solution - at least a solution that 
all levels involved in the problem could understand and could support. 
The speed and flexibility with which alternative solutions could be tried 
and evaluated, plus the minimal use of a programmer/analyst to which a pro
blem definition had to be communicated, encouraged a re-evaluation of the 
factors and criteria used in the methodology. Users with preconceived 
ideas about which factors were important in deciding how to redistribute 
service areas often found, during the course of solution development, that 
some factors were not as critical as hypothesized and that other factors 
needed to be examined more carefully. 

The projects accomplished under the LEAA grants have demonstrated the 
combination of a user-oriented, flexible and versatile interactive graphi'cs 
computer system plus traditional statistical analysis techniques provide . 
law enforcement administrators with powerful tools to assist in finding 
solutions to operational and management problems. 
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Recommendations 

1. It is recommended that the interactive computer graphic system, GADS, 
be developed beyond the current prototype stage into a documented 
production version, installed at the Santa Clara County Data Processing 
Genter and made available to criminal justice and other governmental 
agencies within the County. Several important modifications to the 
prototype should be accomplished. The most significant change concerns 
an adaptation of the system architecture to a configuration loss dependent 
on a mainframe computer, with greater emphasis on establishing car'1.bi 11 ties 
at the distributed end of the system. The distributed end of the current 
prototype is a terminal, connected by telephone line to a host computer 
where the data management occurs and the program is executed. The 
revised system should utilize either minicomputers or intelligent terminals 
at the distributed end, to achieve economies in operation, reduce mainframe 
contention, improve analysis capabilities through supplementary software, 
and provide opportunity for less costly and more efficient data entry. 
The distributed architecture should uti lize mainframe capabi li ties for 
data management and certain program economies, but should provide users 
with maximum cost-effective capabilities at the remote end. The intelli-
gent terminal/minicomputer offers smaller agencies a ~eans to retain 
control over data entry while providing the necessary capability to review 
and summarize the data in a timely manner. The connection to a mainframe 
would enable large scale data base establishment and manipulation capabilities 
in an appropriate environment. 

2. It is reconnnended that the interactive version of SPS~ when available, 
be installed at County Data Processing and made available to criminal 
justice agency users throughout ~he County. This recommendation is 
consistent with the findings from the projects undertaken by the Center 
supportive of placing flexible analysis tools as close to decision-makers 
8S possible. 

3. It is recognized that user agencies will be required to maintain systema
tic data collection efforts a8 the basis for analysis. Project experience 
suppprts a conclusion that data collection costs and efforts are rapidly 
amortized if the information is used in decisions regarding the allocation 
of criminal justice agency resources. The use of information in such 
decision-making is dependent on the ability of the system to respond in a 
timely, appropriate and communicable manner to selective inquiries. 
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S~~Y PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS 

1. Adult Probation Department Case Assignment Project 

A. Objectives: Assist a determination for geographic assignnlent of 
supervising probation officers. 

B. Methodology: In order to analyze the mobility of probationers over a 
two year period, the residences of a s~nple of approximately 630 
probationers (10% of males and 20% of females), previously drawn for 
a Probationer Needs Study by the Criminal Justice Pilot Program, 
wa.S obtained from Departmental records. If probatio'ners move a 
great deal, case assignment by geographic area could require a large 
number of transfers among' probation officers. Probationer moves 
''1ere analyzed to shed some light on the potential magnitude of this 
problem~ It was determined that almost 51% of the cases did not move 
in this period, 26% moved only once, and 23% moved 2 to 4 times. A 
second sample of 1973 probationers was drawn to determine if the then
current distribution of probationers was similar to the 1972 pattern. 
Both samples listed sex and type of offense for each probationer. 
Offense types ~..,ere classified as felony, miademanor-drunk driving, 
misdemeanor-drugs, or misdemeanor-other; the most serious offense was 
identified when the probationer waS paroled f'or more than one offense. 
The proportion of males and females was almost the same in the two 
samples, however the proportion of probationers by offense type showed 
increases in misdemeanor-drunk driving (from 7 to IIi,,) and misdemeanor
drugs (from 3 to 10%), with a decline in felony (from 54 to 42%). From 
1972 to 1973, the number of cases appeared to have increased somewhat 
in the north county and south San J08e,~reas, and decreased slightly 
in the'mid-county areas. 

Supervising Probation Officers identified alternative groupings of 
census tracts as potential service areas by indicating boundaries 
on plastic overlays over a census tract map base. Computer line printer 
(GRIDS) maps at the same scale as the census tract base maps, indicating 
the residences of probationers, by type, for the samples) graphically 
represented the distributions. A computer program developed by Center 
staff analyzed the number of moves made by probationers (1972 sample) 
into, out from, and within each grouping of census tracts. 

c. Rflsults: 

Probationer moves over the two year period prior to May 1972 were . 
tested against configurations of 5,6, and 9 service areaS. The numbers 
of transfers increased, as expected, with the number of service areas. 
Up to 5 areas, each additional service area caused about 200 additional 
transfers per year. Hhen the county was divided into five test service 
areas, about 47% of the moves occured within the test areas, while 26% 
of the moves which crossed service area boundaries were into or out of 
the county and would require a case transfer whether or not service areaS 
Were established. Analysis' of the number of actual cases involved in 
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the moves indicated that about 7.7% of the caseload would be involved in 
interzonal moves every year if the system of 5 service areas were instituted. 
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This analysis formed a significant part of Departmental consideration 
regarding the establishment of service area assignments. Qualitative 
factors were also an integral part of the decision-making by depart
mental personnel~ It was reported that misdemeanor-drunk driving 
cases were to be assigned on a service area basis as a test of the 
geographic caGe assignment concept. 
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Exhibits A-C illustrate portions of the analysis. Exhibit A illustrates 
a grouping of 6 service areas with the case distribution for both sanples. 
Exhibit B illustrates residence change summaries for the 6 service area 
example. Exhibit C summarizes the moves by probationers for a 5 service 
example. 
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20 San Jose Police Department "Beat Design Project" 

A. 

B. 

c. 

Objectives: To redesign the service area (beat) structure in order 
to equalize workload while maintaining a prescribed level of avail-
able patrol time. 

Methodology: The first phase of this project was implemented and 
executed by means of a joint study between IBM-Research and SJPD, 
during which time 12500 call-for-service (CPS) records were col
lected, categorized and aggregated to a computer-based map of San 
Jose divided into 273 beat building blocks (BBB's) (Exhibit 1). 
Teams of. SJPD personnel were trained and used IBM's Geo-data 
Analysis and Display System (GADS) to aggr~gate BBB's into larger 
geographic service areas (beats). 

The data was comprised of a sample of 30 days of data selected 
from throughout 1972 and balanced for proportional weekends/week 
days, holidaye/non-holidays and seasons of the year. Variables 
measured in the BBB and beat aggregation process were Total 
CFS, MUltiple Unit eFS, In-Progress eFS (priority) and Consumed 
Time in minutes (from call received to event cleared). Each 
variable was aggregated to 4-hour spans of the day as well as 
totaled for each day and totaled for all days. No attempt was 
made to capture the type of event because, for San Jose's resource 
allocation problem, any priority call \Vould be treated the same 
regardless of type or nature. 

The second phase of this project was executed through a joint 
study agreement between IBM-Research, SJPD and Santa Clara Countyc 
The Center assumed responsibility for providing all hardware 
exclusive of the host computer, all data preparation services and 
technical assistance as required. For this phase a second set of 
data of 13,677 eFS records was sampled from 1974 activity and 
loaded into GADS. This data was aggregated similar to the 1972 
data except that Multiple Unit eFS were not used and variables 
"'ere aggregated by I-hour time span instead of 4-hour spans. 
The 1972 data was reloaded tnto GADS by I-hour time span to be 
compatible with the 1974 data. 

Again, SJPD personnel used GADS to aggregate BBB.' s into beats 
baaed on the variables available and criteria as defined by the 
agency. The primary difference between the two phases waS that, 
during the first phase all GADS usage was performed at IBM's Research 
facility while during phase 2, SJPD was provided with an on-site 
terminal, located in th~ office of Research and Statistics. 

Results: Phase 1 actually had 2 ending points. Upon reaching 
'the first, SJPD personnel determined that the existing structure 
of 34 beats (Exhibit 2) should be expanded to 43 beats. City 
budgetary limitations then imposed a constraint of 40 beats and 
the problem was re-executed.A40 beat ~olution (Exhibit 3) was 
rapidly developed which conformed to all constraints and objectives 
for number of beats, equal workload between beats and preserVation 
of minimum preventive patrol time. Exhibit 4 is a 2-dimensional 
scattergre..:ll displaying the value of total consumed time for each 
of the old 34 bents, and Exhibit 5 is a scattergram displaying th~ 
arume data for each of the new 40 beats. The new beat structure 
provided a :lignific.untly more eqUitable distri.bution of workload 
between beats in terms of consumed time. 
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T?e phase 2 work involved ' 
w~th regard to a finer br rked-eXamin~ng the old beat 
the n b ea own of th d structure 
, ew eat structure with d t e ata and to validate 
~mplementation. Hith ver f a a sampled sUbsequent to its 
proved to b Y ew exceptions th 

:~cept,ions ;e:: :~:~;~l=c~~U~~:d d;ta ~ndicat:d n~~ ;~~id S~~~lCt~~: 
e mai<e-up of the 't or ~n terms of known I' f 

readily formulated c~ Y and adjustments to the be t 1· s u ·ts in 
• a p an \Vere 

San Jose Police 
De artment "Bur lary 

Prevention" Pro ect 
A. Obje t' c ~ve~: To assist the Bu 

San Jose Police Departme t . rglary AnalYSis Unit (BAU) of the 
Conc~p~ by providing spe~ia~~z!!S d Tactical Reseal:ch Approach 
~P~C~f~cally, by providing dat b ata proceSSing services' 

a a, geo-coding the data a ~ses of selected Offense' . 
of the data and providing't~~~~~~~~g grap~ic and tabUlar d~:~~~~s 

assistance as required 
B. !fethodoloax: From ~JPD' • 

for 1973 d s offense reportin 
b f an 1974 were extracted g system all burglaries 
m:n~~~ ~nd aiter several of the BA~~:r;;ponding to the periods 
t n se ected target areas Th~ ograms had been imple-

o x-y coordinates C • ese records were tl 
as dehfined by SJPD'ine~~~:rT~:cltlsa~d Beat Building Blo::~ ~:~;~so)ded 
Was t en us d -ror-servic d 
Census Trac~, ~~n~~e~~~eystatistical tables :fs~~r:iar~~: ~ata 
Total Burglaries and Priv::~'R:~?d"GRIDS" maps (Exhibit 7) ;f 

~ ence Burglaries by y 
Th C ear. 

e ounty Assessor's U 
gorized and tabulated t~S;~~~ed Master File Was geo-coded cate
bUSinesses by category by Cen~~: a listing of the number ~f 
~et of tables, in conjunction wit~r~~t by year (Exhibit 8). This 
en~us T~act, provided the BAU with t~ count of burglaries by 

pro Uce a "risk factor" for c e key factors needed to 
be noted here that this Use o~ercial burglary. It should 
:;!~~P~ by a local law enfor~:m~~~ !s:essor's data was the first 
the Cy ~ non~law enforcement type da~ n~y to incorporate another 

en er's capabilities. a ~nto their analYSis through 

In addition to the GRIDS 
Was loaded into GADS and ;:8s a~d statistical tables, the dat 
of the system. BAU personnel were trained i th a 
definition a personnel were able to us neuse 
installed atn;J;~g;~gat~on capabilities of G~S t~~ ~~!que a~ea 
enVironment ~ r t e calls-for-service st d . term~nal 
that h· I at ~heir own Schedule and u y, ~n their O'l'rn 

W ~ e the calls-for-service pace. It should be noted 
as aggre~ated by BBB, the BAU study was concerned with data 
and list~ng the data by event study Was concerned with vieWin 
get areas unique to their k and aggregating the data by t g 
avai lable through the GADS ,.,or ; th(e capabi Ii ties were direct~yr-

system Exhibit 6). 
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C. Results: Fonnal evaluation of the Burglary Prevention Study has 
not yet been completed, consequently the final results and con
clusions of this project have nClt yet been determined. However, 
BAU personnel have found GADS extremely useful for defini.ng 
target areas and extracting pre-and post-program implementation 
control data. The ability to integrate demographic, census and 
land use data into the problem analysis phase enabled BAU 
personnel to develop ne\o{ and useful measurement functions. 

Santa Clara County Sheriff "Patrol Analysis" Project 

A. Objectives: To detennine the feasibility of providing geo-coding 
capability for the Sheriff's patrol activity report data, to 
reference Census and property use data to the Sheriff' reporting 
al'eas and to demonstrate graphical and tabular output of the data. 

B. Methodology: A variety of GRIDS maps of Fiscal 1973/74 data from 
the Sheriffs patrol activity reporting system (COPANA) were produced. 
Beoause of the volume of data collected in the Sheriff's patrol 
activity reporting system (over 131,000 events in fiscal 1973-74) 
a sample of data was selected for further detailed analysiS. This 
sample consisted of all events during the last 2 weeks of June, 
1974 and totaled 5,701 events. 

One of the unique features of the Sheriff's reporting system was 
the assignment by each reporting officer of an event location in 
tenns of a grid code. This grid code provides for a maximum 
resolution of 6,250,000 square feet (each grid is a square 2,500 
on a side); therefore, one of the first problems was to provide 
geo-coding capability to a finer resolution so that the data 
could later be aggregated into more meaningful analysis areas 
(e.g. census tract, beat, traffic zone, grids of smaller dimensions, 
etc.). As a baseline for this effort, an example set of GRIDS 
maps displaying Total Events, Total Part 1 Events, Total Felony 
Events, Total Minutes Consumed on Felony Events, Felony Events as 
a Per Centage of Total Events and Time Consumed on Felony Events 
as a Per Centage of Total Consumed Time was produced (Exhibits 9-
11) by assigning the location of each event to the centroid of the 
grid cell it was reported to be in. The plan ''las then to geo-code 
the data to x-y coordinates and to re-execute the GRIDS maps to 
the finer resolution thus provided. 

Unfortunately, while several powerful programs and many techniques 
are available for unscrambling free-field address data, the quality 
of address data in the Sheriff's reporting system had degraded 
BO severely as to almost preclude the mechanical geo-coding process 
(Exhibit 12). Many attempts were made to convert street and place 
names to consistent values and to standardize the address part of 
each record into the identifiable components of direction, name, 
type, cUy and house number. After exp(mdin8 over 200 man-houl'S 
on the geo-coding process, the best match of data to reference files 
was les s than 50;'0" 
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The additional amount of resources required to complete the 
geo-coding process was deemed too exten~ive due to the quality 
of source data. Because of pressing requirements of other 
agencies, this project was administratively assigned a relatively 
low priority and little effort was subsequently expended. 

c. Results: The geo-coding process is critical to the analysis of 
geographically related data. The difficulties encountered in 
geo-coding the Sheriff's data precluded the accomplishment of 
most project objectives. The feasibility of producing hard copy 
GRIDS maps of selected data was proven and demonstrated. It ~"aS 
determined that, until such time as the Sheriff's Office can 
implement increased discipline in their location data collection, 
geographic analysis of their data will be limited in resolution 
to that provided by their manual grid coding system. 

Mt. View Police Department "Calls-for-Servicell Project 

A. Objectives: To determine and demonstrate the feasibility and 
usefulness of displaying ~NPD CFS data in graphical and tabular 
forms as aids to management and operational information systems. 

B, Methodology: A 100% sample of MVPD dispatch data from July, 
August and September, 1974 (22,808 events) was selected, edited 
and used as input to produce SPSS reports and input to GADS. 
The source documents of dispatch data ~lere edited manually by 
an intern provided by the Regional Criminal Justice Planning 
Board (RCJPB). HiSSing data elements and consistency of addresses 
and activity codes were resolved in this process. The data was 
then keypunched and machine edited for missing data elements and 
consistency. 

Statistical tables produced included a count of the number of 
events by emergency/routine code, time of day (2-hour spans), 
day of the week and by month; a count of the response time and 
total time expended by event category and monthi and several dif
ferent combinations (crosstabulations) of these factors (Exhibits 
13 and 14). 

The data was also geo-coded to x-y coordinates and loaded into 
a GADS system, using a Inap defined by ~NPD personnel of 251 BBB's 
(Exhibits 15 and 16)0 A terminal was installed at MVPD head
quarters for the analysis phase of the project and }NPD p~rsonnel 
were trained to use the system. The powerful selection, extraction 
and aggregation capabilities of GADS ,.,ere then used to analyze the 
data for a ~o{ide variety of factors (Exhibits 16 and 17). 

C. Results: l·NPD did not pursue a clearly defined management problem 
through GADS, however, they found GADS to be an easy and versatile 
system to use in responding to a variety of management and operational 
questions. Of particular interest to Nt. View management was the 
availability of data on administrative c~lls and the time spent on 
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them. For the first time, MVPD administrators were able to 
count and comprehend the time spent on meals, personal breaks, 
training, court appearances, vehicle maintenance, public 
relations, and similar activities. 

One of the key factors in the relative success of this project 
was the manual screening of the source data prior to. data entry. 
Inc0~sistencies in source data, similar to those described with 
the Sheriff's patrol analysis report data neccessitate a form of 
screening or manual intervention. 

M 6. Campbell Police Department "Call-for-Service" Project 

A. 

B. 

Objectives: To demonstrate the feasibility and usefulness of 
displaying CPD dispatch data in graphical and tabular forms as 
aids to management and operational information systems. 

Methodology: A 100% sample of CPD dispatch data from September 
and October, 1974 (13,350 events) was collected and edited for 
input to'produce SPSS reports and input to GADS. Source documents. 
were screened manually by an intern provided by the RCJPB for 
missing data elements and consistency of codes. The data was 
then keypunched and ma~hine edited for consistency and validity. 

A total of 19 statistical tables were produced using SPSS 
(Exhibit 18). As for Mt. View, CPD management was particularly 
interested in analysing data relevant to consumed time for 
administrative functions and 1m., priority calls (e.g. "barking 
dog" calls, motorist assist calls, etc:). 

The data was also geo-coded to x-y coordinates with the intention 
of loading it into a GADS system. With this in mind, CPD defined 
a set of 42 EBB's which were translated into a GADS map (Exhibit 
19). 

Subsequent to geo-coding the data but prior to actually instal
ling a terminal or traini~g CPD personnel to use GADS, CPD 
management decided that the age of data precluded ita use for 
tactical resource deployment problems. CPD also concluded that 
relevant management policy data had been produced through the 
earlier tabulations and the project was terminated. 

C. Results: Tactical resource deployment depends on the use of 
essentially current data in a continuous flow. The costs of gen
erating this kind of d~ta from non-automated data systems are 
relatively high and time lags are difficult to overcome. CPD 
objectives to use project collected data for operational 
deployment were inappropriate given the nature of data capture, 
data entry and data validation. Traditional forms of data 
collection are feasible for providing input to long range 
strategic and management problem solving ,analysis progralils. 

2.4 

" 

The concept of us;l.ng calls-for-service data to capture management 
information relative to the administrative chores of the police 
function remains a viable approach. Even without the geographical 
capabi Ii ties of GADS, CPD management >vas able to document, using 
SPSS, the amount of field officer time lost to non-patrol activities. 

7. Gi 1roy Polic.e Department "Calls-for' Servi.ce II Proj ~ct 

8. 

A. Objectives: To demonstrate the feasibility and usefulness of 
displaying GIlD dispatch data in graphical and tabular forms as 
aids to management and operational informatlDn systems. 

B. Methodolo&r! A 100% sample of GPD 
August and September, 1974 (14,655 
edited and input to SPSS and GADS. 
screened manually by a RCJPB intern 
consistency of codes. 'rhe data \~as 

dispatch data from July, 
events) Was collected, screened, 
The source documents were 
for missing data clements and 
keypunched and machine edited. 

A set of statistical tables, similar to those produced for CPD 
and MVPD, were producedc GPD was particularly interested in 
analysing the data relevant to consumed time for administrative 
functions (e.g. vehicle service, coutt appearances, transportation 
of prisoners/evidence, etc.). Summary graphs of total events . 
(less administrative calls) by day of week and time of day are 
presented as Exhibits 20 and 21. 

In addition to the SPSS tables, the data was geo-coded to x-y 
coord:l.nates and loaded into a GADS system. GPD personnel were 
trained to use the system, a terminal was installed at GPD 
headquarters, and GPD personnel then used GADS to analyse their 
data. Exhibits 22-25 are representative of the type of analysis 
presentations available to GPD management in GADS. 

C. Results: GPD management, staff and line personnel reported 
considerable utility and efficiency with the types of analysts pro
vided through the combination of hard copy statistical reports 
and interactive graphical inqUiry/retrieval systems. Without 
being buried by volumes of paper they were quickly and easily 
able to extract precisely the data needed to answer specific 
questions. 

Count~ide CAPER Project 

A. ObjecUves: To demonstrate and subsequently to prov1.de geo-. 
coding and GRIDS ma.p services. 

B. l1ethodolo!U,! Countywide CAPER (Crime Analysis - Proj ect Evaluation·· 
Research) is an LEAA grant funded project designed to collect and 
process offense report data for all law enforcement agencies in 
the county. The Center processed CAPER data previous to and 
including calendar y~ar 1974 as projec.ts under grant funcls~ 
CAPER has subSequently sub-contracted wi.th the Center to geo-
code the da.ta. and then to produce GRIDS mups from the ge{~-coded 
data • 
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C. 

In practice, CAPER personnel regularly visit each agency and 
transcribe offense data onto codlng sheets from which two files 
on magnetic tape are produced. One file is used as input to 
CAPER's own SPSS routines and the other file is hand carried to 
the Center for geo-coding. After the file has been geo-coded 
it is returned to CAPER where the rejects from the geo-coding process 
are coded by hand. The completed file is then returned to the 
Center where a variety of different GRIDS maps are produced depending 
on the requests from each agency. 

Results: From January 1974 to June 1975 the Center has processed 
175,769 CAPER records and geo-coded a total of 131,340, or 74.7% 
overall. The Center's target for geo-coding is a 90% match rate 
and is currently running ~lith better than an 88% rate, with the 
target rate expected to be achieved before the end of this 
calendar year. Current geo-code processing consumes less than 
3/100 second per record (on the County's IBM S370/158 computer) and 
about 1 man-hour per batch of data - regardless of the number of 
records. As an example, at current rates geo-coding a batch of 
30,000 records would cost about $110 or about $0.0036 per record. 
The current agreement with CAPER provides for a turnaround of 
their data in one working day, and no problems have been encountered 
meeting this commitment. 

The GRIDS processing is a much less "production" type job than the 
geo-coding because of the varied requests for maps. However, one 
of the most powerful aspects of GRIDS is its ability to produce 
an almost endless variety of maps without limiting the user to a 
set number of maps produced on a regular basis vlhich may not be of 
interest at any particular point-in-time. Currently, a typical 
GRIDS job consists of one map displaying total events and total 
burglaries for each of the thirteen county agencies, plus maps 
showing the same data for two of the Sheriff's contract cities, 
plus three special interest maps (one for each of three of the 
13 agencies)- each calendar quarter. 

Because of the custom nature of each GRIDS job the maps are 
produced in two steps, with the output of the first step being 
verified before the m~ps are printed on vellum paper in step 2. 
For this reason a maximum of three working days are required for 
completion of each job, assuming that no significant changes have 
been"requested. If significant changes have been requested then 
the job turnaround ~'lill depend on the complexity of the changes 
and staff resources available to implement them; no jobs have 
been delayed more than 1-2 days for this reason. 

9. Miscellaneous Short Projects 

.A.. Land Use Changes and Reported Offenses 

The San Jose Police Department in conjunction with the Stanford 
Research Institute requested the Center's assistance in determining 
whether the change from fraternity/sorority residences to day care 
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centers and half-vlay houses, in the vacini ty of San Jose State 
College, had any effect on crime rates in that areao 

The predominant change in land use occurred during 1972-73 and, 
consequently, two samples of data were selected from SJPD's 
offense reporting system. Each sample consisted of all records 
for the first half of each year used in the study. The data 
was then geo-coded and used to prepare GRIDS maps (one for 
each year) displaying events in the campus area (Exhibits 26 and 2~. 

Analysis of the data and the results, conclusions and recommenda
tions of the study have not been made available to the Center 
as of the date of this report. 

B. Campbell Police Department Burglary Stt~ 

In 197.3, prior to the advent of Countywide CAPER, the Campbell 
Police Department sponsored a study of burglaries in their city. 
As part of this study, they collected data for all burglaries 
from 1971 thru 1973, manually geo-coded this data and commissioned 
the Center to produce 11 GRIDS maps. The maps displayed data values 
as follows: 

1971 Burglaries 
1972 Burglaries 
1973 Burglaries 
Burglaries of Public Places 
Burglaries of Commerical Places 
Burglaries of Residential Places 
Burglaries of Autos 
Burglaries from 8 A.M. - 4 P.M. 
Burglaries from 4 P.M. - 12 A.M. 
Burglaries from 12 A.M. - 8 A.M. 
Total Burg laries 

Exhibits 28 and 29 are two of the GRIDS maps that were produced. 

Analysis of the data and'the results, conclusions and recommenda
tions of the study have not been made available to the Center as 
of the date of this report. 

C. Criminal Justice Pilot Program" 

The Criminal Justice Pilot Program (CJPp) has been involved in 
many aspects of law enforcement information analysis. One of the 
in-house studies performed by CJPP involved an in-depth analysis 
of robberies in San Jose. As part of this study CJPP sampled 
and prepared offense report data for robberies in San Jose during 
1971-1973 and, among other things; requested the Center to prepare 
the following GRIDS maps from the data: 
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T?tal Commercial Robberies 
Cleared Commercial Robberies 

Total Non-Commerical Robberies 
Cleared Non-Commerical Rdbberies 
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Residences of Adult Robbery Offenders 
Residences of Juvenile Robbery Offenders 
Residences of All Robbery Offenders 
Average Travel Distance Between Event and Suspect 

Residences and Number of Events 

Some of these maps were produced several times to display the 
data at different scales and resolutions. Exhibit 30 is an 
example of one of these maps. 
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APPENDIX A 

GAD S 

TECm~ICAL CAPABILITIES AND ASSUMPTIONS 

SYSTEH SUMMARY 

The Geo-Data Analysis and Display System (GADS) is an on-line interactive 
graphics system \'lhich provides users with a set of generalized capabilities 
to select, display, manipulat9, and interpret data in a sequence which they 
determine during interaction with the system. GADS consists of two subsystems: 

1. Extraction 

2. 

This subsystem provides a set of interactive functions for 
selecting, aggregating and subsetting geo-coded data from 
multiple "event" files, to form an on-line "extracted data 
base". 

Analysis and Display 

This subsystem provides a set of interactive functions for 
conversational problem exploration and solution through the 
display and manipulation of maps and map-related data. 
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AP1?ENDIX A 

GAD S 

SYS'L'Et1 !>ESCIUPTION 

GADS, ao previously mentioned, consists of two subsystems: (1) 

Extraction llnd (2) Analysis and Display, The components of each of 

thelm subsystems arc shown in Figure 1. Note that the "build and 

tlk'liIltai,n ll functions wh:f.ch are not part of GADS are shown as being 

naparate from the GADS compone.nts. ,. 

l~ac:h of: tflc GADS subsystems shown in Figure 4 are now described: 

1. Extraction 

The GADS extraction subsyste.m performs the extra

action of data from mUltiple event files. The inputs 

to extraction are the event files; a base map, and a 

selection, aggregation and subsetting specification; 

the output is an on-line extracted data base. These 

compone.nts are described below: 

n •. Event File 

The event files (created using the Census Bureau's 

UNIHATCH or AnN-ATCH programs) contain an x-y coordin

ate in each of its records, so that extracted data 

Cllll be 'tela ted to pain ts, lines, or polygons on the 

computerized base map. 

The.re must be record definitions for each event file; 

these arc supplied by the user to GADS and are stored 
in the computer. 
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Create and 
Modify 
Program 

---------

ANALYSIS AND DISPLAY 
FUNCTIONS 

Statement Language 

Map Display 
Overlay Graphs 
Contruction 

Table Display 
and Correction 

Geographic Code 
to Geographic 

\-----~-~ Coordinate 

3 
17 
4 

26 
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Example of Tables 
in Extracted Data Base 

Crimes ... Houses··· Population 
::2 

15 
6 
4 

9 

50 
53 
41 

15 

146 
203 
192 

47 

-"'::;";~---'--" Transformation 
Geographic 
Base File 

~GADS-archite<:turfl.·· 

C;!tQf I?? I cf;~ Ft-c1lJ)2..· 
.plo'tJll% / 

--FrotJRE-4-c-
AP·PENDIX"" A 

SOURCE 
DATA 
FILES 
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11.ap Display and Overlay Construction 

The map display functions support the display of the 

symbols created with GADS statements. The user can 

display one or more maps, with one or more sets of 

symbols, eicher simultaneously or consecutively. Maps 

may be expanded around any zone, and lines between zones 

containing the same symbol may be eliminated to form a 

Bub-map of areas with similar data values. The user may 

point to a symbol in a zone to get a display of dat~ 

values for that zone. A typical display would contain 

1000 lines and over 250 symbols. During use of these 

functions, several displays might be requested (e.g., 

change scale, change symbols, change map). 

The overlay construction functions are used to create, 

alter, retrieve and save maps. These overlay maps must 

be formed from combinations of the basic zones in the 

base map. To identify zones, one can display statement

created symbols, dots, or numbers in each zone. By 

pointing to the identifiers, existing zones can be extended 

or new zones created from combinations of basic zones. 

All maps can be enlarged to facilitate overlay construction. 

Because overlay maps can be saved in a map library, they 

can be referred to in the statement language to form map 

displays or new variables based on data values aggregrated 

according to an overlay map. Use of the overl<,!y cOnstruc

tion functions will usually require frequent map redrawing 

to reflect changes. 
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Graph Display 

~PENDIX A 

GAD S 

Scatter diagrams are a familiar mode of data presentation 

and are the second data display mode in 'GADS. With these 

functions the user may cr,eate one, two, or three dimen

sional scatte~ diagrams. Each point (or line in 3-D) on 

the scatter represents one zone. The zone number for any 

point is displayed if the point is pointed to, and any 

zone number can be entered and the appropriate point on 

the graph will be flagged. The scatt~r diagrams are 

automati?ally scaled, unless the user en~ers specific scales 

on each axis. The user may request a cumulative sun~ation 
of the y-axis variable. , . 

d. Table 'Display and Manipulation 

The third data display m5'de in : GADS is Tables. The Table 

based functions can be used to: display any Table in the 

extracted data base (either a~y n-tuple in a Table or the 

values of all variables for any basic zone), alter values 

. in a Table and log the changes, and print hard copies of 

the Tables. This dictionary can be used as a reference 

in constructing statements. As a data protection mechanism, 

the user may create one or two working Tables in the ex

tracted data base and move ,data between these Tables and 

other Tables in the extracted data base. 
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Exhibit 1 

Ex:hibit 2 
Exhibit 3 

Exhibit 4 
Exhibit 5 

Exhibit 15 
Exhibit 16 

Exhibit 17 

Exhibit 19 

Exhibit 22 

Exhibit 23 

Exhibit 24 
Exhibit 25 
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" 
Reference to Exhibits Displaying GADS Functions 

Haptl and Symbo16 

" " 
" " 

2-Dimensional Histogram 

" " " 
Haps, 

Maps and Symbols 

3-Dimeneional Hi.atogram 

Mape and Symbols 

3-Dimenaiona,1 Histogram 

Mapa and Symbols 

II 11 

Maps and Extracted Data 

San Jose CFS Study 

" II II It 

II " " II 

" II 11 II 

11 II II II 

Mt Vie", crs Study 

II " 11 II 

11 11 11 II 

Campbell CFS Study 

Gilroy CFS Study 
II " II 

II 11 II 

It 11 1\ 
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I n t 1: 0 do u C t ion 

SPSS, ~totistical Package for the Social !ciences, 
:i. sin s t [I ], J. (! dan d m a in t a i ned by GSA --D PC. T h l~ P r iLia l' Y 
purpose of this Report is to document the Procedures 
adopted by GSA DPC for the use. of SPSS. This Report 
is Hritten to be used as a supplement to the regular 
S r. SSm rt ~1ll alb y doc u men tin g Ins t R 11 a t i <?~~ e l~ den.!, 
Dperacional conventions. 

I . 

It is the USE:rs responsiblity to procure SPSS, t1ilnud!f,. 
H 0 H l~ V e 1.', GSA D P C ,-1 i 11 m a It e a v 0 i 1 a b 1 e a ] i mit f! d l': t. r.l b ~ l' 
of_SrSS manuals on a loan basis. A srss manUAl will 
so be available at GSA DPC to be us6d'os n l'efere~cu 

manual ",hc-n using the ·facilities at the Center. 
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*""'-- 'Hlv:ttlC'MI Ann1yrdq!HnthpInRI'1t"tl1 T.ihrRry I 

t
'" , ",,,=,,,- HPGS J 
. r.~:.=:~. ~~:::::::,~~.:~~~*:~:..!!~.!_r_a_m_D"_e_3_c_r_i_p_t_l_0_n _________________ ... 

2. () (;lHw'/."(l.l Vrug1"nm Dcscrip (:ion 

:rl.1S;.,,,tLL{l,lJ.,. r~ t, (g,:t .L! Cl~Jt!!. g L£2. r the Soc i a 1 Sci e l!.££.~ ( s P S S ) is an 
lntcaratcd ~yntcm of comput~r programs for the analysis of 
OOl'iill nc.:t ('ur:~ data. The oystt'm has been designed to provirJe 
t lUI fH) d.11 !l d, en tin t: wit h, a un i fie dan d c 0 r~ pre 1'1 ens i v epa c k.:! g e 
enablinc hi~ to perform many different types of data analys~s 
in n Dimplu and convcnipnc manner. SPSS allows a great deal _ 
{If flexibility in the format of data. Xt provides the user 
with II cothpr(>l\(msivc sct of procedures tor data transformation 
oVcl file manipulacion, and it offers the researcher a large 
1';\U;llHlr of fltHtist:ical routines co~m~nly used in the soctaJ. 
IIc!c,'n{,(HJ. 

lu adtl1dcQu to the USl1ll.1 descriptive statistics, simple frc.~-· 
qu~ncy dintributiono l and crORstabulations, SPSS contains 
p1'o('(*(.110(('3 for simple correlation (for bot:h ordinal and in--: 
l(ll'vnl l!t!t(T), pnrcio.l correlation, mUltiple regression, fHctor 
antlly~;iB) and G\lttnlan scaling. T.lle data·-manageIClcnt fncilirie!') 
(~fHI b {\ U!l (l> d to 111 ("I d :t f y n f i 1 e 0 f d 0. t 0. pel: m 8 n e n t 1 y II n d c ~l n 01 S 0 

b~ uo~d in conjunction with Bny of the Atatistical procedur~R. 
'L\l,{'~;('; fncilit:il')!) enable the user to generate var:f,ab~e trans-. 
fUrhlQlion8~ to rccoda variables, sample, select, or weighc 
speeifLad cuses, nnd to add to or Alter the data or the file
dHCitl1.nr, ;Information,' SPSS enables the social scientist to 
l' (H' r en,' m hi!. (I nat y s i a t h r 0 u 8 h the use 0 f nat u r a 1 ... 1 a n g u age con -
ttol ntDt~m~ntn and requires no programming experience on the 
lun t (If the U801;'. 
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Advanced Analysis/Mathematical J .. ibrary 

I - SPSS 
Program Reliability/Maintainability 

3.0: Program Reliability/Maintainability 

3.1 Ove rvie~1 

SPSS is distriButed by NORC (National Opinion Research 
Center) located at the University of Ch£cago. TRis group 
is responsihle for upgradi.ng and documenti,ng the cap
abilities of SPSS. We have made a formal request to NOnC 
for information about their general Reliability/Maintain
ability policy for SPSS. Their response will be.documact~d 
as a revision to this section. Presently there ~s.!l.£ . 
formal commitment by NORC to guarantee the performance of 
SPSS. 

3.Z Prugram Reliability 

SPSS has been au operational system since 1967. Stud!c£ 
conducted at Stanford University have shown that th~ uPSS 
procedures are very reliable. SPSS has been suc~s~fJl~y 
implemented in ovcr 200 facilities. These facil~t~es 1n
elude major Universities and government agencies', Vartons 
Santa Cl~ra County departments and agcn~ies hav~ succeS6~ 
fully used SPSS. 

3.3 Program Maintainability 

A Support Agreement can be purchased from NORC for the 
maintenance BE SPSS. The Agreement entitles GSA DPC to 
all new releases, program fixe~ and sub~cription to the 
SPSS Newsletter. The newsletter documents known crro:s 
and bypasses,available. 

3.4 Problem llandli~a 

Should problems occur during the executi.on of SPSS ~ the 
problem description and associated ~un documentation should 
be submitted to GSA DPC for resolut~on. 
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G~neral Operational Description 

SP SS is an ext remely f 1 exiole S t at i's ti:ca 1 Pac kag e, It 
not only has the aBility to perform variou~ stati&t£cal 
routines for data analysis, ..it also has. fairly extensive 
input/output capabilities. Unfortunately such capabil
ities require the user to have not only knowledge of 
SPSS Procedures But also a very extensive knowledge of 
IBM JCL (Job Control Language). 

Additionally there are GSA DPC constraints that ~ust 
be considered·when using SPSS. The most s£gniticant 
GSA IJPC constraint 1,5 th.e limited a,-:,ailab'ility of P(~1::"'. 
mnnant on-line disk storage areas for SPSS generated 
System Files. 

GSA DPC bas designed ~everal SPSS Catalogued ~rocedure~ 
,.,hich ,.,il1 minimiz e the amoun t 0 f J CT... knotv 1 eel g e r eq ufr ed 
by L: h e 11 s e r . 1ft h e Use rca n not con f 0 l." m t 0 tfi e con .. -: 
straints specified for th.e use of :these Procedures. he 
mnDt code his own JCL. All JCL must conform to GSA DPC 
Standards documented in the Facility User Guide for 
GSA npc. 
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Detailed Operattonal Description 

5.1 Overviet\1....,. T11.i8 section w:tll des:cr:Ure tue SPSS.CatalQ~ueJ 
Procedures :t'nstalled at GSA DPC. Tlie use of tHece Procedures 
\.,-ill minimize tlie amount of JCL tlta't tKe User is required 
to code in order to maRe an SPSS computer run, Howe~er1 t~e 
User is cautioned to oWserve tHe limitations· imposed by the 
Catalogued Pro~edures. .... 

5.2 Cata.l.£.g}led Procedur0- Li.mitations ,~ The Catalogued :Pr.ocedures 
are extremely useful' when the Uier is creating and/or ret~ 
reiving SPSS generated System Fi~es. The 'Catalogued Proced~ 
ures i\1ill automatically store User "s SPSS Systen Files·on a· 
permanently resident Disk File(TEST.JAA.PRMUS). Subsequent 
processing can be accomplished without any addition~l Oper
ater intervention. Dence, these subsequent runs should exper
ience better response times(turn~around). 

, The amount of disk space presently allocated for TRST. 
JAA.PRHU8 is twenty(20) cylind~rs. Assuming an average sampl~ 
size(U of case$) of 1,000 observations, there is sufficient 
space available for approximately sixty(60) System Files. 
Should the capacity of this disk area be exceeded, SPSS runs 
will terminate abnormally. SPSS System Files mu~t be purged 
from TEST.JAA.PRMUS before any subsequent processlng commences. 

5.3 SPSS S1st.em File Hanagement 

5.3.1 TEST.JAA.PRMUS Usage - The following rules governing 
the use of this dis~ area should be observed: 

(1) Individual System Files should not contain more 
than 1,000 observations. Ho~e~~r, should spnce 
be available and approval is granted, the User 
may execeed this limit. Req~ests should ba dir
ected to Mary Wiggers at ext. 4161. 

(2) Indivi~ual System Files should not be kept lons~ 
er than a period of two weeks: Requests for a 
longer period will require approval from Mary 
ll:tgg ers • 

r!,:X1 1., q~ n '=" \/ ,n 1'7(\ 
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5.3.2 TEST.JAA.PRMUS Purging Policy ~ GSA DPC will be respons
ible for the purging of SPSS System Files. 

(1) The purging of individual SPSS System Files should 
be directed to Mary Wiggers. 

(2) Periodically, GSA DPC will purge all SPSS SysteDl 
Files residing on TEST.JAA.PRMUS. GSA DPC will cre
nte a magnetic tape back-up copy of all the SPSS 
System Files before purging. SPSS Syst~m Files on 
this back-up tape will be available upon requ~st 
for a period 'of four ,,,eeks., 

Presently, the purging of all SPSS System Files 
will on the first and third Monday of each m0nth. 

5.3.3 TEST.JAA.PRMUS Back-up Capability - GSA DPC has installed 
s e. v e r. a 1 C il tala g u (' d Pro c e d u res t 0 a :t d the Use r in I.' b a c k -:, 
ing-,up lI th.eir System :Files onto l'iagnetic Tape. This cap~ 
nb~lity allows the User to save his SPSS System File b~~ 
yond the two week period. Tlie Users are encouraged to 
use this capnEilty for SPSS System File of siBn~ficant 
clize. The Procedures are documented in Section' 5.5 . 
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One-way frequency histogram 
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SECTION 
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I
P.EYISIO,N PA~~ 

1 ! 

DATE ~ 
j 'July 30, 187~ '-----_ ...... 

(kmer~ Program Dsscription 
1. 1 Blackgro!.md 

'lhe Census Use Study, a smail-area research study sponsered 

1.2 

by the Bureau of the Census, was established L71 New Ha ve!1, 
C()IT..'1., in September 1906. It was established to explore the 
current US'9S and future needs of small-area data and data h~d
ling and display techniques in local, State and Federal age!1cies. 

'The Grid-Related Information Display §ystem (GRIDS) was.. 
desicmed and\vritten by the Census Use Study staff to pro'Ji:ie a 

'til J.... 
flexible, easy-to-use comput.er mapPlllg system. . . . 

General function 
GRIDS can reap iUes whose data characteristi.cs are un k n 0 -:i n 
to provide a quick view of the data for analysts and can also n:ap 
fUc;s wh::>!'e cO!r..plicated clata manipulation is required. 

GHIDS produces three types of maps: (1) shaded rr~apeS wtere 
the printed symbols vary with the 'Value level, (2) density m. a p s 
where the number of prL71ted symbols varies with the value 12:1/61· 

(e. CT. one symbol for every 10, 000 units), and (3) val~e map s 
whe"'re the mapping values themselves are prLYl~ed. , 

il. ... he inp'J,t to GRIDS consists of one or more Gats. values ~o ~ce 
manped and a t-'air of coordLYlates associated with ead: se~ 0::: 

data values. Tte coordLl1ates determine the location of the da~3. • 
values on the maps and must be supplied to GRIDS by an extern21 
routine (1. e. manually, UNIM.l1,TCH or .cilllvLI\TC!-D. 

GPvIDS read8 the data fUe to be mapped and manipul::l.':.es the 
cb.ta values or coordinates if desired. A special pro~ r::l. m Y:i in g 
language may be executed by GRID,S to perform most data p:,o~ess
mer tas!cs. This language is very Slmple and the user need not ce 
a programmer to operate the system. , , ~_ 

There is no limit to the number of data records m tQe Iue, a::d 
a 'Jr~d c~ll (from 1 to 55X55 c:'aracters) may covel~ 3l:n?st an~r , 

• . . d TT I. •• (r") 111""Ir.>teltr m' l-1n.,.., ..... Y\'.~\ .... • ... ('~.,...,r· rna:ooin'Jarea oeSlre • I..lP \.0 ~l'l? D co }' ~~ _, v.1~!-;::.L;,~_". __ !._,!-'.:J 

:rr..aY· be vprod~ce:l :or each r~~, and the sys~em r,vill udy !'\cei w 
read th~ ru!ta fila O!1~e. 

A COl":nlet.:l d:a:-most:c e~ii.~i.ng system is included b the pro~~~·;t:'!l 
l,.)tJ~C "">~e Y"I .. 'o .... "Q .. ""l wnl !=:":IC'" ell cO!ltrcl carda ior:::~'rors a~:~l d:)~'s \.0:. "" • M;~"" .l;I- ':.' ..... --...,1 t-/ __ _ ..... 1iI_ 

not stOtl ~i~cl' the first error is enco!.mte!.'ed. 
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Program ReEabilit:l/Maintail'!ability 

Program Reliabil ity /MaL71tainability 

2.1 

2.2 

2.3 

2.4 

General Policy 
Toe Census use Study Group does not assume the resr.;onsicili:y 
or updatabg the GRIDS programs. The local chapter(Sa!1 Fl'an
cisco) has assured us that they will al,~ US'-"'...IS in th-e s:lcces.sful 
implementation of the programs as they have done in L~e past. 
t:Oi.vever, there is no binding agreement between the 1] ser and 
the local chapter of the Census Use Study Group \vhic~ obli;~tes 
them to provide this service. The Census Use Study G!.'O',lP r!.o~\S 
make available program doc'.lmentation materi,al to aid in the 
use and maintenance of the programs. 

P.coaram Reliability 
The ~Census Use Study Group makes the GRIDS progra:-.:1s avaH
ab19 for use by local, State and Federal agencies. S3.!'!:a Cla:r'u 
County's Planning D3partment has used GRIDS successf~ly for 
past three years. Other Agencies outside the County tas had 
similar success with GRIDS. 

Proaram NIaintaLtlability 
catt'" DPC has the high-level language version(Fortran) of the 
GRIDS programs. Thus it is possible for GSA DPC to rr..aL71:'ain 
the programs. GSADPC will maintain GRIDS on its Computer 
Supported ',],,·tathematical Librar.:!. 

Problem Handling 
. Snould problems occur during the execution of GRIDS, tee pro3>lern 
description and associated run documentation should be submitted 
to GSA DPC for resolutron. 

" 

I 

i 

---'.' ................ ---------------------------
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l- {Jl{JJ)b ... :=-::=-~. . ,5!Oneral Op~rational Description 

G~n(Jl'nl Operational Description 
GHIDE;, as installed at GSA DPC, is normally executed in t;,~iO pi1B.Ses. 

3.1 Phase I 
During the execution of this phase, GRIDS will produce a r.c.a~'"r .. etic 
tape copy of the resultant maps, the maps themselves pri'1teci or.. 
stack papor and the rO~ltLYle GR.IDS control card listLn.as a n ~ 
diagnostics. The listings, diagnostics, hard-cop} maps arld '.:te 
job set-up will be returned to the user. The job set-'lp -.,T1ill ::2 
annotated with the number of the tape contaL.'1bg the cop~r oi t r: e 
maps. The user has ten days beghmiYlg upon completio:1 of :?~~8..se I 
in which to inspect the results of the ran a:=1d ad1jise C8.:;' D?C to 
in~dD.te Phase II. IfJ at the end of ten days, GSA DPC ca.s !"!o: bes:l . 
so informed, the tape contaLl"ling the maps ;,viE be relea3ed :o!' 
l.1t1e by other jobs. 

Phase:! n 
'I1he execntion of this j.(IUS.§ does not acbally use GHD~ t;. ::. : 
r ather, causes the rnagnetic tape COP}' of ti:.e r:;,aps pro.:L:cf.;:t :""1 
Phase I to be printed on 'J.nlbed vellum p::tper(U012). ?::2 ::::9.98 
Ul'lS Pl'OdllCod can be combL"1ed with a mylar overlay 0: th~ :::.:-.e.ly-sls 
urcn sho:.vLYlg streets, blocks, zones or areas a~d th·is res· .. ~::~:r 
sandwich Cil"!). be used to make inexpensive "bb.e-line!: pr~1':3 0';' 
higher quo.lity photographic n.eg:ltives and prints. 

'rho procurement' of the vellum paper, rn:,:lar overl~~:s a r:. d 
finished prints are the user's responsibility. Howe veT, tec~nico1 
SUPP01't !no.y be obtained from the Center for Urban A:!alysis. 
rl'h.GY may contacted at (':l08) 299-3285. 

.' 
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Advanced r"lll3.lysis/Wlathematical Library 
GRID3 

PHASE I - Detailed Operational Description 

Phase·I - Detailed Operational Description 

4. 10 1 Input Requirements 
A. Gricls control cards - These controls are used by GRIDS 

to determine the Ln.put format of the hlcoming data, to 
specify any special processing required, and to specify 
the type of map desired. 

4.1 .. 2 

B. Grids Data File - This file contains the value and 10c .... ~ltiO!l 
data. It is normally the outP'lt of an external geo-codLl1g 
routine l UNTh1ATCH, but can be ~generated man!l31ly. 
The medium for thts file can be p'.lnched cards, mag::etic 
. tape or disk. Ii the medium is other than punc~ed cards, 
~l conb~ol card speci-r::ing the location of the D~~ta }?il'J 
must be included., See DATAUJ:ITT k8snHord par'3.~e:81' 
for control cards. It is suggested that the DAT A:; NiT 
value be set to .ill. when using this keyword para!2eter. 

Outputs Generated 
A. - GRIDS Nlan Pool TaDe This tape contain.s the r..eceSSD.T? 

data to prLYJ.t the l'equired maps~ It is E.utomaUc:J.lly 
pool ',d to marrnotl'C t':lpO ::::0 th-:.t r;nap:::: r'~)YI ho r·'::l·'''~·;Ylr~'''d \';~7i-:_ ';;., . "0............. ~ \",J '-' ~.... ..." v~L v'- -!;;- 01-.;. .... _ " .. " ........ ~ 

out re -executing Phase I. The user can reprint hiD n~aIJs 
(Phase II) for a duration of 10 cl9.:,rs. After that tirce period 
the pool tape will not be available. 

E.. GRIDS MaDS - Phase I vrill automatieally print a cOPlof 
the required map on standard computer' output forms. i. e. 
11 x 14 one-part paper six liner per inch" 

" 
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Exhibit 28 
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APPENDIX C 

GRIDS 

Reference to Exhib{ts Us{ng GRIDS ...... Functions 

Double Value Map San Jose Burglary Study 
Single Value Map Sheriff's Patrol Analysis Study 
Shaded Map " " " " Single Value Map " " " " 

" " " San Jose Land Use Study 

" " " " " " " " 
" " " Campbell Burglary Study 

" " " " " " 
Shaded Map CJPP Robbery Study 
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APPENDIX D 

GEO-CODING 

The process by which an event ""hose location is knO\Y'n by address or placo 
name is referenced to service area (e.g. school district, census tract, 
police beat, etc.) is known as geo-coding. The Center performs geo-coding 

.by moans of its DIHE file and the program UNIMATCH. Figure 5 depicts the 
problem of overlapping service areas; and each of the elements in the geo
coding process are described below. 

A. DIME File (Dual !ndependent !:!.ap !ncoding): 

The Census Bureau1s DUlE File concept, which is required in the 
creation of event files, is a geographic base file which describes 
an area in terms of line segments, nodes and enclosed al,"eas (blocks). 
Each street, river, canal, railroad track, municipal boundary, or 
other map feature can be considered as'one or more straight line 
segments. Curved lines can be divided into a series of straight 
line segments. When features intersect or when straight line seg
ments change direction, nodes are formed. The area enclosed by a 
set of line segments are called blocks. Using street names and 
address ranges, the state plane coordinate system a~other identi
fier; each segment, node, and block is uniquely identified along 
with its geographic characteristics (Figures 6,7, and 8). The 
DIME file is built and maintained using programs provided by the 
Census Bureau and programs developed and maintained by the Center 
for Urban Analysis. 

B. UNUlATClI : 

UNIMATCH is a generalized record linkage system. The linking process 
involves two input files. The first, the dat::\ fi Ie, is the file to 
which information is to be attached. The second file, the reference 
filefusually extracted from the DIME File), is the file that ~upplies 
the information to be linked. A data file record is said to De 
matched if a unique reference file record exists that satisfies 
the criteria of the matching application. 

Geo-coding then is a specialized form of record linkage application 
whereby house numbers, directions, str~et names and types, and city 
jurisdiction codes are the matching criteria and x-y coordinates, 
census tracts and user service area codes are the transferred or . 
linked data. 

As was GRIDS J UNIMATCH was designed and \"ri tten by th.e! Census Usc 
Study staff to provide a flexible, easy to use computerized record 
linka3e system. 
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EXIiIBIT B 

ADULT PROBATION SERVICE AREA PROJECT 

~.--. --- .. --------.- ,-- -------- --- -- ---- .. _--- ... _- --fi~'-A'-------'-j 

PROBA~ION CASE AODRESS BY SERVIce AREA I 1«112 'Sa. ,~ :!. ~ r-~ ~ I 
.. _.-.-. - ..... - - ., .. ---. ---- -------~----- ---- . .- .... _-

NUM6cRGF CASES BY SEX ,. 

TOTAL CASES HALES 

___ .... __ ". _ ~ _ .. ______ .. ______ ._ .... .., ____ f_-:. •. ___ , ~._._ _____ _ _ ~_ • ____ •• ___ • 

FEMAt.5S 
r 

,) 

- AREA - LAST- CHANGE-OF ADDRESS--- lAST ---CHANGf:--t11="ADORESS--(ASl"--- -CHANGE-OF -AODRESS---- -------

1 
. - 2 -

3 
4 
5' 
6 

ole 
--TOTAl-

ADDRESS IN OUT 
49 24 30 

. 54-- 25 30 
12 5 4 

114 Sit 42 
131 - -, 55'- 63 
130 57 59 
139 76 68 
629 296 296 

WITHIN ADDRESS IN GUT WITHIN ADDRESS IN OUT WITHIN 
12 33 12 17 7 16 12 13 5 

-12---- 38 --''14-- '19'--"8 -"---"t6-'-if--"ii'---'4 
4 9 2 2 3 3 3 2 1 

31 79 36 24 28 35 18 18 3 
'-65 -----97 38 -'40'---45 34--17"--'23----20--------------:·_-

37 84 31 35 21 46 26 24 10 
58 80. 43 39 24 59 33 29 34 

-219'''--;- --420 - -i 16---176 - '142 ----209--120 -'120 77 

- - - - - _ .. --".,-. -------_ .. ---------_. __ ._._-------
NUMBER OF CASES BY TYPE Of OFFENSE (MOST SERIOUS CONVICTION) 

AREA 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

OIC 
TOTAL 

FElCf-iV -_.. . 

lAST' 
ADDRESS 

24 
25 

it 
65 
72 
17 
13 

340 

CHANGE OF 
IN OUT 
16 15 
20 22 

3 1 
33 28 
34 38 
40 38 
42 46 

188 188 

---E4ISD/DRUNK DRIVING - .. -- ----HISDroR'UGS - --·---Mi"SDidTHEiC 

ADDRESS 
WITHIN 

7 
8 
o 

19 
46 
20 
31 

137 

LAST 
ADDRESS 

2 
2 
1 

12 
11 

9 
a 

45 

CHANGE OF 
IN OUT 
2 4 
1 1 
1 1 

" 1 3 3 
2 5 

" Z 17 17 

ADDRESS 
~nHIN 

o 
o 
1 
2 
4 
1 
1 
9 

LAST CHANGE OF ADDRESS LAST CHANGE OF ADDRESS 
ADDRESS- -iN-'OUY-NlTHIN -- ADDRESS--1N -. OUT- WiTHIn' 

" 3 0 2 19 3 11 3 
3 0 0 0 24 4 7 4 
1 1 1 0 6 -if f - 3 
o • 0 0 0 37 11 13 10 
3 0 0 2 45 18 22 13 
4 1 3 1 40 I'> 13 '15 - - ---'---
2 Z 3 3 56 28 11 17 

17 1 7 8 227 84 84 65 
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z.:C'ves per Case 

".. 1 2 3 ... 
T~ 

v 
'"t 

~:~:,:b~r of C'ase:l' 330 160 83 42 14 6~9 

::~~:r-::::It ~r of ~Ct"'J'es * 
--,.,/ith1n zon~s 55 62 50 19 136 -het.*,,'een zones 40 34 35 15 124 -out of county 65 70 41 22 138 Tot.al 160 166 126 56 5Q8 

Case Involved in each type of move ~ 
-within zone 55 45 27 9 136 -between zones 40 26 22 9 97 -out of county 65 44 20 8 1:37 

* Computed for case of five service areas 
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Exhibit 17 

Mt View Police Department Galls for Service Study 

Each stick represents the values for a "BBB" for Total Calls (on the x-axis), 
Total Consumed Time (on the y-axis) and Average Response Timn (on the z-axis). 
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EXHIDIT 18 

(.fHh~H,~1 ,1~t'jHI I' 

Ht'tu.!,r"JI f'.'&h~Jh l1r(Jji~ct 
Campbell PolicE' Department 
March 5, 1975 

1. 

• t 

lU, 
11. 
1 ,j. 
lL 
1·1. 
1'" 
lit • 
17. 
tH. 
1'1. 

'rabie· of Cont(mta of Reports 

r~IIUlhl'r 'If tWitft ntwigrwd by TO!) &: DOW (September) 
n'lwlJ,'r tif tmit!; fl{;r;igfH:d hy 'rOD & DOW (October) 
r~~mJJH'r HI' (··tt'rMi hy TOn &: DOW (September) 
r,:IHflIH'r t,f p'/I'llltl b,. 1'(1) P;I: DOW (October) 
'It/tat hiW.}W!' tit unit fJ aUGign(!d hy event category 
Total H!1wb,')' of units a8uignNl by day 
!,<,t;d Humlu'l' ()( unitH ilfiIdgm:d by time ot day 
'l.)t,d wuulH't' of nnHfJ r+s'sir,ncd by clay oJ week 
lht.tltmml'l'l' tiC unit G ansigncd hy mon1;h call received 
'!'i.t;:d lHUHht'r of unHH as£Ji$~ned by event category (September) 
TI~t;tt numl)('r of mlitv assigned by event category (October) 
H'·f;{H,hf,t't.t C;otwufn('d Times by (.'vent category (September) 
UPtsPl/lW t • t;. ClllHim'(H·d Ti.m(> a by event category (October) 
tlluuhl'r n! PriuHu'Y tmito & baC'kup units (September) 
Nlltl\l'('l {If Primary units &- ba(:'l~l1p units (October) 
1·.0111' iHi l'f'tWl't II '" prhna:ry unit fj onty 
",lUB" ah l't'llUl't li .. pdmary units only 
itlHulH't, Hf !'Vt'ntH )jY t'nt('gol'y (St\pt<.·mher) 
tJllmlwl' Ilf t'V('uttJ b>' t·atl.~gory (October) 
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Exhibit 19 

Campbell P.D. Calls-far-Service Study 

Basic Zone Hap of Campbell \'lith * at the Centroid of Each Zone. 
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EXHIBIT 22· 

aILROY POL ICE DEPARTt'lEHT CAJ ... LS FOR 5ERlIIC,E 
f' HI 'Ii ~"lt"K PfT~ESfNi5 THe: VALUES FOR A .'ZONE THE X AXIS IS TOTAL CAlLS. 
"'Hr '{ 11~t~ hi, "'OTAL CClti5LJl1E:D TiME IN MINUTE'S AND THE Z AXIS IS AVERAC(£ 

'fAX"I( 0 "I'II1f'· Iff l"llJ~lJTE'g DURING THE PERIlOD JULI - SEPT 197-4 
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EXHIBIT 23 
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89 
APPENDIX F: COSTS 

Countywide CAPER Geocoding 

Geocoding the Countywide CAPER data currently requires several passes thru the 
computer. However, the various phases can be processed as one job and the 
Center's costs to process 30,000 data records can be estimated as follows: 

Set up Costs (2 hours x $25.00) 

Machine Costs* 

Total/Record 

Total 

$ 50.00 

$ 75.00 

$ 0.004 

$125.00 

Based on the Center's current matching experience of 6Th, the cost per 
geocoded record is now $0.007. Upon implementation of the D.I.M~E. file 
as our primary geographic base file this cost should be reduced by 10-15% 
as the number of matches increase. However, at the same time, the ability 
to match intersection data will result in an increased cost. We estimate 
the additional run necessary to match intersection data will cost about the 
same as the non-intersection job and will result in a match rate of 90 - 95% 
of the intersection records. Therefore, upon implementation of the D;I.M.E. 
and D.I.M.E. Intersection files, the costs to process 30,000 records and 
successfully geocode 90% of them will be: 

Set up Costs (4 hours'x $25.00) $100~OO 

Machine Costs* 

Total/Record 

Total/Geocoded Record 

Total 

$150.00 

$ 0.008 

$ 0.010 

$250.00 

*Machine Costs are those costs billed to the Center by GSA-Data Processing 
Center. A detail breakdown by item is available upon request. 
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APPENDIX F: COSTS 

Countywide CAPER GRIDS Maps 

Producing {1 oct of GRIDS maps requires three separate steps after all geo
coding 10 completed. ',i'he first step ia to convert the agency code to a 
numorlc value and is required by the GRIDS program regardless of the number 
or typ08 of m~pf} :t't.}questcd. Based on previous experience, the costs for this 
operAtion, for Il bAtch of 30,000 records are: 

Set up cost (1 hour x $25.00) $25.00 

Machine Coat* 

Total/Record 

Total 

$13.53 

$ 0.00128 

$38.53 

'rho costs a8ooci.llted with the production of the maps, atep 2, vary depending 
on the number and types of mapa requested. If the r~quested maps differ from 
proviously created mapa only in the source data used, the following costs for 
n run of 16 mnps displaying 30,000 records can be a.nticipated: 

Set up cost ( 2 Hours x $25.00) 

Mllchine Cost* 

Totnl/Map 

Total 

$ 50.00 

$ 95.28 

$ '9 .. 08 

$145.28 

If the requested maps differ from previously created maps in any way other than 
uoinS difCercmt data, the set up costs will increase depending on the complexity 
of the clwnge. However, a reasonable coat for deat.gning, developing and 
implementing n totally new map should not exceed $25.00. 

The third atop in the process is tho final printing and assembly of 
produ~cd in atop 2. Again, based on past experience, the following 
n run of 16 maps ca~ be antiCipated: 

Set up cost (1.5 hour x $7.00)** 

Machine Cost* 

Assembly cost (9 Min/Map x 16 Maps x $15.00) 

Priper Cost (6 Pages/Map x $0.055/Page x 16 Maps) 

. Total/Hap 

:rotal 

the maps 
costs for 

$ 10.50 

$ 23.11 

$ 36.00 

$ 5.33 

$ 4.68 

$ 74.94 

$u.rutrmry (nas\.\mins 16 previously set up maps displaying 30,000 records): 

Set up Cost $ 85.50 

Machine Cost* $131.92 

Aesotnhl:Y Cost $ 36.00 

l'aper Cost 

Total/Hap 

Total 

. **lhltn Pro(wssing Ccnt~rl s Data Control Clerk 

$ 5.33 

$ 16.17 

$258.75 

*Hne.hint' CQsta aro those costa billed to the C<!nter by GSA-Data Processing 
CQn~or<! A detail bri!a~down by item is available-upon request. 
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